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Swomary 

It can be shown that for a given diameter of a radio t e lescope , 

whose structure is designed to be as stiff as possible, there is a 

minimum wavelength at which it can operate . Below this limit the 

distortion of the parabolic reflecting surface, produced by the 

gravitational deformation of the surface supporting structure, becomes 

too large for it to act as a sufficiently good reflector. One way of 

passing this gravitational wavelength limit is to design a surface 

supporting structure which deforms homologically, as the telescope is 

tilted. In other words, the surface supporting structure is designed 

so that its gravitational deformation is such that a parabolic 

reflecting surface is always maintained . An interactive computer 

supported design procedure , for homologically deforming millimetre 

wave telescope structures is presented, and demonstrated . It uses an 

iterative improvement scheme to deal with the non-linear and mixed 

continuous-discontinuous variable problem created by the design of 

practical homologically deforming millimetre wave telescope structures . 

The most suitable form for a potentially homologically deforming 

telescope structure is a purely cyclically symmetric one. However, 

for millimetre wave telescopes this form of structure presents practical 

difficulties_, so a region of structural non-cyclic symmetry is 

introduced. To enable the complete telescope structure to be analysedr 

yet still to take advantage of its high degree of cyclic symmetry , to 

reduce the size of the analysis problem, an analytical method is 

presented which is able to deal with a cyclically symmetric structure 

having a region of structural non-cyclic symmetry and which is 

subjected to general non-cyclically symmetric loads . 
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Chapter One - Introduction and Background 

1.0 - Introduction 

In r ecent years, interest has arisen in the development of 

parabolic antenna systems capable of receiving and transmitting very high 

frequency radio waves. This interest reflects the advances sought in 

a number of different but related areas which include: high density 

radio communication links , high resolution radar, long range tracking 

of space craft and , in particular, millimetre wave astronomy. 

1 

The problems associated with the design and construction of antenna 

systems which operate at very short wavelengths, can be divided into 

two areas: that of building suitable electronic receiving, amplification 

and control equipment , and the design and construction of the filled 

aperture antennae required. It is with certain aspects of this second 

structural area that the work presented here is concerned, particular 

attention being given to the problem of designing millimetre wave radio 

telescope structures. 

The technology for building large fully steerable parabolic 

antennae, of the filled aperture type, was first developed for the 

construction of the 76.2 m (250 ft.) radio telescope at Jodrell 

Bank [l] in 1958. Considerable improvements in the methods of design 

and construction have since been made as the number of large steerable 

telescopes designed and built throughout the world has increased [2 , 3] . 

These developments have led to telescopes having improved accuracy and 

efficiency, which has enabled astronomers to observe at shorter and 

shorter wavelengths . 

The limits of these conventional methods of design and 

co nstruction have now bee n r eached. Therefo r e , n ew ways of dea ling 

with the problems crea t ed by the very high surface accuracy requirements 



· ... 

Errors produced 
by ina·ccuracies 
in the pointing 
control mechanism 

Errors produced 
during manufacture 
and construction 
of the structure 

Errors occurring 
due to temperature 
differences within 
the structure 

Inaccuracies in the 
shape of the reflecting 

surface panels 

A Telescope's 
performance is 
affected by: 

Errors produced by 
gravitational deformation 

of the structure 

Errors produced 
· during the 
reflecting panel 
mounting adjustment 

Errors produced 
by creep in the 
structure after 
construction 

Err ors produced 
by wind loading 
on the structure 

Fig.1.1.1 - Structural factors affecting the performance o f a Radio Telescope 
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of millimetre wave antennae, are having to be developed. 

1.1 - Structural Aspects of Radio Telescopes 

The fundamental aim in the design of any teles c ope is to obtain as 

high a sensitivity and resolving power as possible. For parabolic 

radio antennae the sensitivity is proportional to the reflector diameter 

'D', and its resolving power is proportional to o2 (for a given wave 

length) . Therefore the aim of radio telescope designers has been to 

build the largest structure which can support a sufficiently accurate 

reflecting surface. The surface accuracy requirement is governed by 

the frequency range in which the telescope is to operate . 

Although designs do vary , radio telescope structures can generally 

be described as having a circular, framework type , dish structure , onto 

which a large number of individual panels are mounted to form the 

parabolic reflecting surface . This dish structure is supported , by a 

secondary structure , in such a way that it can be pointed in any 

direction - this often takes the form of a two point elevation axis 

mounting (see reference [l] f or example) . The refl ecting surface is 

formed from individua l panels because o f the impracticality of 

building it as one continuous r efl ecto r (as in optical r eflecting 

telescopes), even for quite small dishes. 

The ov~rall performance of these t elescope structures are affected 

by many different factors (see fig.1 . 1.1), all of which must be 

adequately accounted for in any final design. Now the errors introduced 

by most of these structural factors can be (and indeed have been) 

reduced by using improved manufacturing and construction techniques and 

new materials and measuring instruments. However, there is one factor 

which cannot be reduced in this way, and that is the effect of gravity 

- in other words , the deformation of the telescope struc~ure under its 
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own weight - which directly affects the performance of the reflecting 

surface. 

1.2 - Gravitational Deformation and the Observable Wavelength Limit 

For a radio telescope of a given diameter , which depends on the 

stiffness of its structure to maintain an accurate reflecting surface , 

a lower limit on the observable wavelength is set by the gravitational 

deformation it suffers. This is because the gravitational deformation 

changes the shape of the surface, formed by the reflecting panels, as 

the telescope is tilted (in elevation) , and so the individual reflecting 

panels are not kept on the required parabolic surface. Failure to 

maintain the panels on a parabolic surface distorts the phase front of 

the reflected signals which causes deviations in the desired radiation 

pattern of the antenna . This effect can be quantified in terms of an 

r.m.s. surface error. Now for a given r.m.s. surface error , there is a 

minimum wavelength, or maximum frequency , at which the surface will 

behave as a coherent reflector and at which the telescope can be 

considered useful. 

Von Hoerner [4] has shown that for a given wavelength there is a 

t e lescope diameter above which no structure can be made sufficiently 

stiff for its gravitationally induced surface errors to be small enough 

for useful _operation of the telescope to be possible . In other words , 

a minimum observab le wa velength >.. (mm) 
g 

can be defined for a 

telescope of diameter D (m) and is given by: 

>.. (mm) 
g 

53 k (D (m))2 
100 ' 

{1. 2 .1) 

whe r e k i s the ac t ive/passive weight ratio . 
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1 . 3 - The Active/Passive Weight Ratio 

The active/passive weight ratio, k, is a measure of how much of 

the total telescope structure contributes to the stiffness of the surface 

s upport structure . It is important because the greater the weight of 

the parts which do not directly oppose the surface deformations, the 

greater the gravitational wavelength limit. k is therefore defined as: 

w + w 
k 

ps ac 
w (1. 3.1) = 

ac 

where W - the passive weight - is the weight of structural components ps 

which do not oppose the gravitational deformation, and w 
ac 

- the active 

weight - is the weight of those components which do . In practice it is 

difficult to obtain a value of k below 1.3 and it is more typically 

in the range 1.4 to 4.3 [5]. Figure 1.3.1 presents the variation of 

A for a range of .values of D as predicted by equation (1.2.1), using g 

a k value of two. 

100 

10 

~ :: 106 f. T> )
2 

~ \100 

0.1 

---------------.----------....-----.-- 1) Cm) .t 10 2.0 50 too 

Fig . 1.3.1 - The variation of Ag with D for a k value of two . 
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1.4 - The Gravitational Diameter Limit and Methods of Exceeding it 

When considering the structural aspects of radio telescope 

design, the gravitational wavelength limit (for a given diameter), see 

equation (1.2.1), is more usefully thought of as a gravitational 

diameter limit (for a given wavelength) . It can therefore be seen that 

the gravitational deformation of a telescope structure places an upper 

limit on its resolving power and sensitivity at a given wavelength by 

limiting its diameter . For telescopes designed to observe in the metre 

and high centimetre wavelength range, this gravitational diameter limit 

does not represent a practical limitation , since other factors impose 

smaller limits , such as the financial cost. However, as the wavelength 

at which the telescope is to operate becomes shorter , so the 

gravitational wavelength limit becomes significant . This means that 

some means of e xceeding this diameter limit must be found before a 

telescope ' s resolving power and sensitivity can be improved. 

A n umber of methods for passing this diameter limit (or the wave 

length limit) have been proposed [6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , 10 , ll] . These can be 

described either as a means of a rti ficially increasing the stiffness 

of a structure , by compensating for, o r correcting, the gravitational 

deformation; or the use of homological deformation to maintain a 

parabolic surface. ' Homological deformation ' is a t e rm first used by 

van Hoerner _[4] to describe the behaviour of a structure which deforms 

in such a way as it is tilted , that at any angle of elevation the 

surface panels will lie on a perfect paraboloid. In other words, the 

surface support structure is designed to continuously deform the 

reflecting panels from one paraboloid i nto another (having a different 

axis and focal length), as it is tilted in elevation . 

A compa ri son of the basic r equirements of artificial methods for 

maintaining an accurate reflecting surface beyond the gravitational 



Maintaining an Accurate , Fully 
Steerable, Parabolic. Reflecting 
Surface beyond the Gravitational 

Diameter Limit 

Using Homologically 
Deforming Structures 

Using Artificial 
Compensation or 
Correction Methods 

I 
Which requires the 
design and accurate 
construction of 
such a structure 

Using a mathematical 
and computer analysis 

I 
Which requires an 
accurate structural 

analysis 

To adjust 
the panels 

To correct 
structural 

Which means the amount of adjustment 
or correction needs to be determined 

By measuring the 
actual distortion of 
the reflecting surface 

I 
Which requires an 
accurate measuring 

system 

Finally, both need accurate adjustment or 
correction mechanisms in the structure or 
behind the panels which are continuously 
controlled by a computer - i.e . a 'live system' 

Fig.1.4.1 - Methods for exceeding the gravitational diameter limit. 
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diameter limit and the method of homological deformation , is presented 

in figure 1.4.1. The automatic adjustment of the reflecting panels, by 

controlled jacks placed at their support points , is referred to as 

'displacement compensation' . And the use of variable prestress, 

produced by means of control cables or hydromechanical devices, to 

correct the deformation of the panel support structure, is referred to 

as 'force compensation' . 

From the comparison made in figure 1.4.1, it can be seen that an 

artificial method of maintaining an accurate reflecting surface presents 

a much greater problem, in terms of the mechanical and electronic 

components required, than the use of a homologically deforming structure. 

Although the technological capability exists for building a telescope 

using one of the artificial methods, it has yet to be demonstrated that 

they can be made to work in practice. Indeed, of the several projects 

started, which planned to use such techniques, none has been successful 

- the main reason being the failure to devise a satisfactory system to 

continuously monitor the reflecting surface . In any case , artificial 

methods do not present as elegant a solution to the problem of passing 

the gravitational diameter limit, as a homologically deforming structure 

does - which requires no external mechanisms of continuous control 

system. This method takes advantage of the fact that it is not really 

the deformations of the panel support points themselves that matter , 

but their deviation from a parabolic surface . In other words , it is 

not necessary to maintain the support points (and thus the panels) on 

the same paraboloid , as the telescope i s til ted , which is what the 

artificial methods attempt to do . Changes of focal length and 

pointing direction, during homological deformation, can easily be 

allowed for by adjustment of the feed or secondary reflector (in the 

case of a Cassegrain arrangement) . 



1.5 - Homologically Deforming Radio Telescope Structures 

The homological deformation of radio telescope structures is not 

new. In fact it can be said that all parabolic dish antennae possess 

some degree of homological behaviour. However, it was not until von 

Hoerner's early work [4] in 1967 that it was formally defined and 

p_roposed as a principle to be used in the design of telescopes exceeding 

the gravitational diameter limit. The problem with designing a 

homologically deforming structure is that it is not possible (without 

considerable experience of their design and some luck) to design a 

structure, whose homological deformation behaviour is sufficiently good, 

for it not to need improving. This situation is further complicated by 

the fact that there is not a linear relationship between structural 

alterations and the effect they have on the homological behaviour of 

the reflecting surface. Methods for designing such structures will 

therefore usually contain some form of iterative improvement procedure. 

The method developed by von Hoerner [12], initially for the design 

of very large radio telescopes of 100 m (300 ft) diameter and 

more [4,10], is based on an automatic iteration procedure which is 

performed using a computer. This linearized iterative method has first 

to be given an initial structure which represents a 'guess' at the final 

solution - the structure being assumed to be of a pin-jointed, tubular 

framework type . In each iteration step the cross- sections of all the 

members are changed simultaneously by such amounts that the· deviation 

of the supported reflecting surface , from a best-fit paraboloid, 

becomes zero. So that the problem is uniquely defined , the method 

selects (out of all the possible homology solutions) that solution 

which is most similar to the first guess. It uses a generalized 

'Newton's method'· for finding the zero point of a function, the 

quantity whose zero is required being the r.m.s. deviation of the 
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surface support points from the best-fit paraboloid. The combined task 

of achieving homology and selecting the solution closest to the initial 

structure is then solved using the method of Lagrangean multipliers. 

The important distinction between a mathematical and a physical 

solution is also introduced - a physical solution being defined as one 

in which all the cross-sections are positive. This is necessary 

because it can be shown that all stable structures have mathematical 

solutions which do not necessarily contain only positive cross-section 

values - negative and complex values also being possible. 

Further work has been published by Zarghame [13] and Kowaleski 

and Ziebrath [14], who propose that for small telescopes of 25 m 

(80 ft) diameter, or less, the reflecting surface should be fixed to 

the supporting structure (rather than mounted on it), thus enabling 

it to contribute to the overall stiffness of the structure. However , 

both these pieces of work have remained as purely theoretical 

contributions, neither of them being implemented in a complete 

telescope structure design procedure comparable to von Hoerner's . 

Although von Hoerner has used his automatic search procedure to 

produce complete telescope structure designs having diameters ranging 

from 100 m to 25 m, none of these has actually been built - largely 

due to lack of funds rather than any other reason. It will also be 

shown that simply varying all the member cross-sections, to obtain a 

homologically deforming solution , leads to some practical difficulties 

in the case of small dishes (15 - 30 m diameter) , designed for 

millimetre wave observations . However , an impressive demonstration 

of the feasibility of a large homologically deforming telescope , fo r 

centimetre wave observations, is the 100 m dish at the Ma x-Plank 

Institut fur Radioastronomie, just outside Bonn, West Germany [15,16]. 

This is the first Radio Telescope to be designed and built using the 
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principle of homological deformation and is also the world's largest 

fully steerable dish. Although it is a very large structure , it is 

quite a simple design - to which much of its success may be attributed . 

The surface supporting dish structure i s formed from 24 identical 

radial cantilevered ribs which are held together by a series of ring 

beams and cross-bracing members. · It is perhaps best likened to an open 

umbrella which has been blown inside out - thus forming a dish , rather 

than a dome as intended. Like an umbrella , this cyclically symmetric 

dish structure is held at two points on the axis of cyclic symmetry . 

This , on axis, two point support is achieved using an octahedron type 

structure which provides the secondary reflector support (tetrapod) 

and elevation circle structure - the elevation bearings being placed 

at two corners of the octahedron (see ref.15). The major advantage of 

such an on axis support, is that it removes the non- homological 

astigmatism [17] produced by supporting a dish at two elevation points 

off the a xis, as is the case in many previous designs - Jodrell Bank 

being a good e x ample (see ref.l). By varying the cross-sections of 

single members and groups of members of an initia l design , the deviation 

of the surface deformation from the required homological form was 

reduced to a sufficiently small value. Although similar to von Hoerner ' s 

approach for finding homological solutions , this cross-section variation 

procedure was carried out by hand - rather than automatically. 

1 . 6 - Homologically Deforming Millimetre Wave Telescopes 

I n o r der t o achieve high resolution a millimetre wave telescope 

does not need a dish nearly as large as those of t elescopes which 

observe at the l on ger centime tre and metre wavele ngths. Howeve r, for 

a telescope structure designed using the conventional 'stiffest 

structure ' philosophy, the gravitatio nal defo rma tio n s till i mpose s an 
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unac ceptably small diameter limit, and thus resolving power . Now 

although the principle of homological deformation was first used in the 

des i gn of large radio telescopes, for observations in the low centimetre 

wa v e l ength range (see table 4, ref.10), it also provides a means by 

which high resolution millimetre wave telescopes may be built. The 

problems encountered in the design and construction of a homologically 

deforming millimetre wave telescope are, however, rather different from 

those of a large dish - like the one at Bonn. This is mainly because 

the accuracy of the reflecting surface required for successful millimetre 

wave observations is at least an order of magnitude greater than that 

required by telescopes observing centimetre waves. 

The work presented here is therefore primarily concerned with the 

design of homologically deforming millimetre wave telescope structures 

and was started at the suggestion of members of the U.K. Millimetre 

Wave Telescope Project. This project's aim is to design and build a 

15 m diameter dish which is capable of observing waves as short as 

0 . 35 inm - the shortest waves in the millimetre range to penetrate the 

earth ' s atmosphere (in good observing conditions). It is to be built 

on Las Palma in the Canary Islands at a height of 2400 m - to get 

above most of the water · vapour in the atmosphere which absorbs 

mi llimetre wav es - as part of the Northern Hemisphere Observatory . 

A diameter of 15 m fo r the par abolic r eflector was chosen in o r der 

to give good r esolution at 3 mm wavelength observations (and so 

compete with e x isting telescopes) , but not to make the goal of 

efficient oper a t ion i n t he submillimetr e r a nge (0 . 8 - O . 35 mm) too 

diffic ult. 

As a measure of how much such a telescope would dep end on 

homological deformation to achie v e the r equired refle cting surface 

accuracy, the diamete r of 15 m can be compared to the gravitational 



diameter limit 0£ 6.4 m at a wav~le ngth of 0.35 mm, assuming a k 

value of 1.6 (from equation 1.2 . 1) . Apart from the gravitational 

deformation, there are other environmental conditions , such as wind 

loading and temperature differences (which occur in the structure as 

a result of differential heating and cooling) , that can significantly 

affect the accuracy of the reflecting surface . These effects may be 

removed , or at least substantially reduced, by placing the telescope 
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in a Rado-me _ or some other form of protective housing (similar to 

optical telescopes) - which is what is proposed for the U. K. millimetre 

wave telescope. This then leaves the gravitational deformation to be 

dealt with, and so what follows is a method for designing homologically 

deforming millimetre wave telescope structures . 
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Chapter Two - A Preliminary Look at the Problem 

2 . 0 - Introduction 

As with all engineering problems , a pre l iminary look at the nature 

of the problem to be solved is necessary. This is so that the various 

components of its solution may be identified . A complete solution may 

then be obtained (or at least attempted) via the solving of a number of 

smaller, more manageable, problems. Now the problem considered here 

may be generally defined as: the formulation of a method for designin9 

a homologically deforming structure to support the reflecting surface 

panels of a parabolic reflector, within the practical constraints 

imposed by having to accurately build such a structure. Before 

considering what form this design method should take however, it is 

worth considering in some detail the nature of the loading and type of 

structures involved . 

2 . 1 - Structural Loading 

The loading to which a surface supporting str ucture is subjected 

c an be d i v i ded into two types : unpredictable environmental loads 

(a r ising from wind forces and temperature differences occurring within 

the str ucture ), a nd t he p r edictab le g r avi tational (self weight) loads . 

Now a struct ure c annot b e e xp e c t e d t o defor m homo logically when 

sub j ected to unpredictable loads , but it can when predictable loads a r e 

acting on it. Thus , only the str uctural defor mation ari sing from t h e 

gravitat i on a l l oadi ng can reasonably be co n s i der ed i n decid ing how 

close t o h omolog ical a p a rticular structure ' s b e h a viour i s . The 

unpredictable loads must be accounted for by placing minimum strength 

requirements on the overall design, together with the use of highly 

reflective paint and the avoidance of large differences of thermal mass 
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in the structure - to reduce the temperature differences that occur 

within a s tructure , especially when working in direct sunlight . 

Alternatively , as has been mentioned , for small telescopes they can be 

r emoved, or at least greatly reduced, by placing the t e lescope in a Ra

dome or protective housing . 

When in use a telescope may be required to point in any direction 

from the zenith (straight up) to horizon pointing (or a few degrees 

above in practice). As a result, the gravitatio~al loading will vary 

from being parallel with the telescope dish axis , at zenith pointing, 

to being perpendicular to it at horizon pointing . Now for any other 

pointing direction , between zenith and horizon , the gravitational 

loading can be resolved into components parallel with , and perpendicular 

to, the telescope axis (see fig. 2 . 1.1). Thus, the gravitational 

+ 

Fi g.2 . 1.1 - Zenith and Horizon pointing components of the 

gravitational loading at an angle of elevation a • 

def ormation a t any pointing directi on can be r esolv ed into zenith and 

horizo n p o i nti ng c omponent s ( ~ssumi ng linear elasti c beh aviour of t h e 

structure) . This means that if a structure can be designed to deform 

homologically in the two cases of zenith pointing and horizon pointing, 



it will deform homologically at any other pointing direction . It is 

therefore only necessary to consider the two cases of zenith and 

horizon pointing in the deformation analysis of a surface supporting 

structure. 
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Having established the form of the loading under which a structure 

must satisfy the homology condition, the next stage is to decide what 

type of structure will deform in a 'potentially' homological way for 

both zenith and horizon pointing load cases . In other words, for what 

type of initial structure will the required degree of homological 

behaviour be most easily obtained by making small alterations to it. 

To discover this, the form of what constitutes perfect homological 

deformation for each loading case must be defined. 

2.2 - Homological Deformation and Structural Form 

Consider first the zenith pointing case . Here the gravitational 

loads act vertically downward, parallel with the parabolic dish axis . 

Now under this loading, the simplest form of deformation of the 

parabolic surface, which gives a new parabolic surface, is one which 

results in a downwar d shift of the origin and an increase in focal 

length. In other words, one in which an opening out of the initial 

(gravity off) parabolic surface and a downward displacement of its 

origin occurs (see fig .2.2.1). Thus, for a structure supporting a 

reflecting surface consisting of individual panels arranged in a number 

of identical segment s , this implies a cyclically symmetric deformation 

pattern of the panel support points . 

The most obvious form that a structure can take, which is required 

to deform cyclically symmetrically when subjected to a cyclically 

symmetric loading (as the zenith pointing gravitational loads are), is 

a cyclically symmetric one. This structural cyclic symmetry can most 
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Fig.2.2.1 - 'The zenith pointing gravitational loads produce an increase 
in the focal length and a vertical shift of the origin (which 
may be up or down depending on the particular telescope 
structure) for perfect homological deformation . 

conveniently be achieved using a large number of identical, cross-

braced, cantilevered trusses , each one supporting an identically 

panelled reflector surface segment, and all connected at points on the 

central axis - from where the complete dish structure must be mounted 

to preserve the cyclic symmetry. 

Consider now the horizon pointing case, where again the 

gravitational loading acts vertically downward , but this time 

perpendicular to the initial paraboloid axis. The loading is thus 

·anti-symmetric about a horizontal plane through the initial paraboloid 

axis. It f ollows from this, that the deformation of the structure 

above this horizontal plane has the opposite z-directional displacement 

to that of the structure below the plane. In this case, the simplest 

form of reflector surface deformation, which gives a new paraboloid, is 

one in which there is a downward tilting of the initial paraboloid axis, 



plus downward shift of its origin (see fig.2.2 .2). For this form of 
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Fig.2.2 . 2 - The horizon pointing gravitational load produces a vertical 
shift (up or down) of the origin and a tilting of the initial 
paraboloid axis, for perfect homological deformation. 

deformation to occur, surface points in the vertical plane through the 

origin must remain in that plane during deformation, and surface points 

in the horizontal plane through the origin must remain in a plane 

perpendicular to the initial paraboloid axis . Now it can be shown (see 

Appendix 2 . 1) that a cyclically symmetric radial cantilever type 

structure, held at points on its axis, also deforms in this way when 

subjected to an anti- symmetric loading, and so represents a 'potentially' 

homologically deforming structure . From the description of the 100 rn 

Bonn Telescope given earlier, it can be seen that this is also the 

reasoning behind its cyclically symmetric dish design. This practical 

demonstration of the successful use of this type of structure in the 
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design of a homologically deforming telescope provides further 

justification for its use in smaller millimetre wave telescope structures. 

There is, however, an important difference between large radio 

telescopes and the smaller millimetre telescopes, which results from 

having to place the receiving equipment at the centre of a millimetre 

wave telescope structure, behind the primary reflecting surface (see 

fig.2 . 2.3). This is because the receiving equipment used for millimetre 
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Fig.2.2.3 - The different Cassegrain reflector arrangements necessary 
to place receivers in the middle of the telescope structure. 

wave reception, is rather more bulky than that used for longer wavelength 

observations. Providing a large enough space behind the reflector to do 

this means that the surface supporting dish structure can no longer be 

mounted at two points on the telescope axis - as should ideally be the 

case. A further problem arises from the fact that in order to provide 

the reflector surface accuracy required for good millimetre wave 

observations, the deformation of the elevation mounting structure, 

though small, has also to be taken into account when assessing the 

homological performance of a structure. Now, if this problem, and that 
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of not being a ble to u se a two point on a xis mo unting fo r the dish 

s t r uc ture , is not to introduce unacceptable non-homological deformation 

effects, t his par t i cular par t of t he s truc t ure will have to be very 

carefully des i g ned. This means that a d e s ign pro c edure which e nables 

t h e cyclically symmetr ic , homologi cally deforming , surface support 

str ucture , and the (non- c y clically symmetr i c) centra l elevation mount i n g 

s t r uc t ure , to be analysed as one str ucture , should p 'rove superior to 

* t hose that require them to be considered separately . 

2 . 3 - An Outline for a Design Procedure 

Ha ving establ ished that a sufficient condi t i o n f or homo l ogical 

deformation at any angle of elevation (pointing direction) is that the 

s urface support structure deforms homologically in the two cases of 

z enith and horizon .Pointing , and also .having decided on the most suitable · 

form o f s uc h a structure , an o u t line for a des i g n procedur e may now be 

formulated. 

In section 1. 5 i t was e x p l a i ned that the des i g n o f a h omologic ally 

deforming structure wa s es s entially a matte r o f tria l and erro r a nd tha t 

any method for their design should contain some form of iterative , firs t 

guess, improvement s cheme. In other words, the problem of d e signing a 

homologically d e forming structure is, in common with many engineering 

problems , ope of trying to improve an initial design. The design 

procedure must there fore co ntain a l oop which has a n entry point for 

the initial design and an exit point for the de sign which s atisfies the 

homology requirement. Figure 2.3.1 presents such a design loop in the 

form of a flow diagram. 

* Which is how many of the existing designs for millimetre wave telescopes 
have been produced . 
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Fig . 2 . 3 . 1 - Homologically Deforming Structure Design Procedure . 

As a result of the need to produce an initial guess at the 

solution, it is importa~t that the design procedure not only carries 
out the five stages of the design loop accurately , but also that it 
does this in as short a time as possible . This is so that a designer 
can use the same design procedure to gain the necessary experience of 
what constitutes good potentially homologically deforming structures, 
before attempting a final design . Now the stage which is likely to 
take the longest time to complete in each c ycle of the loop is number 
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five - the formulation of design improvements . However, since the time 
taken at this sta9e is largely dependent on the user of the design 
procedure, it is not possible to reduce the cycle time of the loop 
(stages 2, 3, 4 and 5) at this stage. It is possible to do this though , 
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Structural Deformation 
Analysis 

using Scale Models 
Requires : 

High accuracy of model, 
but still allowing quick 
alterations to · be made 
to its geometry and 
member cross-sections. 

An accurate deformation 
measuring instrument , 
since self-weight 
deformations will be 
very small ! 

Digitization of the 
results so that they 
c an be easily used 
in assessing the 
homological deformation 
behaviour. 

Using Models 
Requires: 

The development of a 
sufficiently accurate 
theoretical model of 
the real structure . 

The writing of a computer 
program to implement the 
theoretical model and 
carry out the numerical 
calculations accurately. 

The writing of support 
programs for 
data preparation 
and checking . 

Details of scale Model and Mathematical Mode l Fig.2.4.1 -

Deformation Analysis Methods. 

with the other three stages - 2 , 3 and 4. Of these the one which wi ll 

take the longest to complete is stage two - the zenith and horizon 

pointing deformation analysis . It is therefore desirable that the 

quickest suitable means of carrying out this stage is found. 

2 .4 - Structural Deformation Analysis 

There are basically two ways of determining the gravitational 

deformation of a structure: by the testing of scale models or the use 

of mathematical modelling techniques . The details of what is involved 

in using each of these methods are summarized in figure 2.4 . 1 . 

It can be seen from figure 2 .4. 1 that the use of scale models does 

not lend itself to a fast design loop situation. Another disadvantage 

is the difficulty of successfully modelling self weight conditions 

- although this could be overcome by placing the model in a large 

centrifuge. However , this would considerably increase the already 

difficult instrumentation p r oblem. This method can , therefore, only 

really be considered as a possible means o f checking a final design , 

b~fore actually building it. 

We turn now to the use of mathematical modelling techniques, such 

as the finite element method , which, with the very l arge store 

capacities and high central processor speeds of modern digital computers, 

presents a more suitable means of determining the gravitational 

deformation of a structure fast enough to meet the design loop 

requirements. Another advantage of using mathematical modelling 

techniques is that the numerical analysis task may be considerably 

reduced by taking advantage of the high degrees of cyclic s ymmetry 

possessed by the surface supporting dish structures. Al though there 

are such analytical methods available in a number of the l arge finite 

element computer packages, it was found that none of these could be 
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applied to a structu~e having any non-cyclically symmetric component 

- such as the elevation mounting structure which supports the cyclically 

synunetric dish structure. To take advantage of the cyclic symmetry of 

the dish structure, using one of the available analysis package 

facilities, would therefore mean the analysis and design of the 

elevation mounting structure and surface supporting dish structure 

would have to be carried out separately - which, as has already been 

pointed out, is not a very satisfactory approach to designing a milli

metre wave telescope structure. Now because of this situation, and the 

fact that the proposed design procedure largely depends on a fast but 

accurate deformation analysis stage, it was decided that an analytical 

method should be developed, which is able to deal with a non-cyclically 

symnetric region in an otherwise cyclically symmetric structure, while 

still taking advantage of this cyclic symmetry to reduce the analysis 

task. The results of this work are presented in the next two chapters; 

chapter three containing the theoretical development of the analysis 

method, and chapter four a description of the computer program written 

to implement it. 

2.5 - Completing the Design Loop 

Having determined the form of the gravitational deformation of a 

structure, the next stage (see fig.2 . 3 . 1) is to measure how near to 

the desired homological form it is. This is done at stage three of 

the design procedure, by finding a best-fit paraboloid to all the 

deformed surface support points using a least squares method. The 

homological performance is then measured by calculating the r.m.s. error 

arising from the deviation of each surface support point from the best

fit paraboloid - which thus presents a measure of the deviation of the 

deformed reflecting surface from the required parabolic surface form . 
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Since perfect homological deformation is not a practical goal , an 

acceptabl·e r. m. s . . deviation error must be established below which the 

design may be considered good enough, and therefore a final design. This 

a c ceptable value depends largely on the wavelength of the radiation to be 

observed and is found from a theoretical consideration of a parabolic 

reflector antenna's performance and the factors which affect it. The 

current r.m.s . deviation error is then tested against the required 

accuracy at stage four. If a current design fails to pass this 

homological performance test, the next stage (five) is to formulate a 

set of structural alterations which will improve its performance - thus 

producing a new structure to be analysed, and so on round the loop until 

an acceptable final design is reached. These remaining stages, together 

with the development of the theoretical conditions which must be 

satisfied for a structure to be potentially homologically deforming (in 

theory at least), are considered in detail in chapter five . 

In order to test the various components of the proposed design 

procedure, as well as to test the procedure as a whole , it has been 

used for the design of a 15 m diameter telescope structure whose 

homological deformation behaviour is good enough for sub-millimetre 

wavelength observations ~ The results and details of this test are 

p r esented i n chapter s ix, together with a review of the problem of how 

the resulting des i gn might a c t ually be b uilt . 

A fina l discussion of aspects of the work presented here , with a 

set of conclus i ons and recommendations , forms the last chapter. 
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Chapter Three - The Analysis of Cyclically Symmetric Structures 

3.0 - Introduction 

In the next two chapters we will move away from the problem of 

hornologically deforming structures to consider the more general problem 

of a nalysing a cyclically symmetric structure having a non-cy clically 

symmetric central region . 

First , a review of the development of the methods for analysing 

cyclically symmetric structures is presented, in which the absence of a 

method capable of dealing with any structural non-cyclic symmetry is 

shown. The theoretical formulation of a method that is able to do this 

follows. The implementation of this method, in a computer program, is 

then described in chapter four . 

3 . 1 - Review 

The development of methods for analysing cyclically symmetric 

structures, which take advantage of their cyclic symmetry to reduce 

the ~analysis task, does not have an easily traceable or continuous 

histo.rical path. As with other aspects of structural analysis more 

has been done in this area since the advent of electronic computers 

- especially since the appearance of large finite element structural 

analysis packages. However, a surprising fact revealed by this survey 

is the relatively small amount of work which has been done . None of 

the currently available cyclically symmetric structural analysis 

procedures are able to deal with any degree of structural non-cyclic 

symmetry., .even though the ability to do so must have been considered 

desirable for some time . Large ' aircraft and radio telescope structures, 

whose analysis would have been considerably simplified (and speeded up) 

by such a facility, have existed for many years. 
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The first person to take advantage of the cyclic symmetry of a 

structure, to reduce the problem of its analysis, appears to have been 

Southwell [l] , who in 1932 was concerned with the design of large 

dirigible airship structures. A similar method of using symmetric and 

anti-symmetric loads in various combinations to synthesize a general 

load applied to a cyclically symmetric structure , thus r educing the 

analysis problem to a number of more manageable ones , was published by 

Newell [2] a few years later , although he draws on earlier work done 

in Germany [3]. Another piece of isolated work was published by 

Renton [4] in 1963 on the buckling of cyclically symmetric framework 

structures . 

Nooshin and Butterworth [5] developed an analytical method for the 

analysis of purely cyclically symmetric structures subjected to purely 

cyclically symmetric loads , which, although rather limited in its 

application, i s s i gnificant in being the first formal setting out of 

the reduced analysis which can be developed by taking advantage of the 

cyclic symmetry of a structure. Their method also allows the e x istence 

of nodes (framework joints) on the axis about which the structur e is 

cyclically symmetric - a facility not found in any subsequent analysis 

method. Another useful concept introduced by Nooshin and Butterworth, 

and again used in the development of the analysis method presented 

here, is that of segments whose boundaries do not pass through nodes , 

and which each have their own (segment) co-ordinate system • 

. The ability to deal with cyclically symmetric structures subjected 

to non-cyclically symmetric loads - the obvious development of Nooshin 

and Butterworth's method - became available the following year in the 

form of a special facility in the large general finite element package 

NASTRAN [6] . The method draws on theoretical work published by 

Fortescue [7] (in 1918), on the analysis of polyphase electrical 
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circuits , to transform a general load pattern into a set of c y clically 

symmetric load components . As mentioned earlier , it is surprising that 

this development did not take place sooner and a l so that it was not 

e xtended to deal with structural no n-cyclic symmetry - especially 

since structures which would have benefitted from such a development 

were being analysed using the conventional NASTRAN facilities at the 

time [8] . 

Another computer package implementation of a method for 

analysing cyclically symmetric structures subjected to non-cyclically 

symmetric loading , is contained in ASKA-CS [9] . Although this method 

is theoretically equivalent to that used by NASTRAN, it is based on a 

complex finite Fourier transformation technique . A further computer 

implementation of a method which takes advantage of structural cyclic 

symmetry to reduce the analysis task, has been developed by Colyer [10] 

at the Rutherfordand AppletonLaboratory. However, it is not a general 

purpose program, being written specifi cally to analyse purely 

cyclically symmetric radio telescope structures which are only subjected 

to symmetric and anti-sy1mnetric gravitational loadings. 

This then, was the position at the start of the work presented 

here concerning the analysis of cyclically symmetric structures . It is 

by a n e x tension of the application of Fortescue's Symmetric Components 

(Fortescue 1.s original term was ' symmetric co- ordinates ', but ' symmetric 

components ' is usually used now) and the use of concepts introduced by 

·Nooshin and Butterworth that an analytical method able to deal with 

no n -cy c l ically symmetric loadi ngs and a r egion of str uctur al non- cy c lic 

symmetry, has been devel oped. 

It is interesting to note that this is not the firs t time 

electrical engineering methods have been applie d to the analysis of 

structures. Kron [11], an electrica l eng ineer , often us e d e lectrical 
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analogies when talking about structures and their analysis. He was 

also the ·first person to present Fortescue' s method of symmetric 

components in matrix form [12]. Furthermore it seems he too missed an 

opportunity to apply the method to the analysis of cyclically symmetric 

structures - especially since he later developed a method for solving 

complex structures in easy stages [13], which can be likened to present 

sub-structuring methods, of which cyclic symmetry analysis methods are 

a particular type. 

3.2 - Cyclically Symmetric Structures 

A structure is said to be cyclically symmetric, if there exists 

an axis about which repeated turns of the structure , through a constant 

angle, result in structure configurations which are coincident with the 

original structure position. The axis about which a structure is 

cyclically symmetric is referred to as 'the axis of cyclic symmetry' 

and the smallest angle through which it can be turned, to obtain 

coincidence 0£ the structure with the original position, is called the 

'angle of cyclic symmetry' . An example of a high order cyclically 

symmetric structure is a Terry's Chocolate Orange, which consists of a 

number of identical segments all equally spaced round a central core 

to which they are each joined. 

By taking advantage of the geometric properties of cyclically 

symmetric structures , a considerable reduction in the amount of 

analytical computation, otherwise necessary in the analysis of such 

structures, may be achieved. Although the main reasons for wanting 

to do this are obviously to save time and money, an important reason, 

as far as the numerical computation is concerned, is that cyclically 

symmetric structures analysed conventionally (by modelling the whole , 

or large parts of the structure) using finite elements , produce 



sparse , wide banded, stiffness matrices , which are not very amenable 

to fast accurate numerical analysis. 

3.3 - Symmetric Components 

In problems of analysis success can largely depend on the choice 

of co-ordinate system used in defining the problem. By the selection 

of a suitable system, aspects of a problem, which at first may elude 

comprehension, can be, if not simplified, at least rendered more 

amenable . to analysis. For example, a system of three co-planar 

concurrent vectors may at first appear to be simply a group of three 

arbitrary vectors, which is only fully defined when their magnitudes 

2~ 

and angular positions, relative to some fixed direction, are given. Such 

a system may be said to have six degrees of co-ordinate freedom - since each 

vector may vary in both magnitude and angular position without regard· 

to the others . If, however, we impose the condition that the vectors 

must be of equal magnitude, we find that with the direction of one 

vector given , the other two are completely defined when only their 

directions are given . The system has therefore lost two degrees of 

co-ordinate freedom by imposing the above condition or constraint. If 

we now impose a further condition - that the vectors be symmetrically 

pla c ed about their common origin - the system is reduced to one of 

only two degrees of co-o r dinate freedom. 

I t is evident from this example that a more gene r a l s y stem of n 

co-planar concurrent vector s may have 2n degrees of co-ordinate 

freedom , and tha t a s y s t em of n c o - p l a n a r con current symmetrically 

spa c ed vector s , of equal magni tude , has two degr ees o f co- o r d ina t e 

freedom. Thus, it should b e possible , by mea ns of a transfor ma tio n, 

to define a system of n arbitra ry co ncurrent vecto rs by n other 

systems of concurre nt vectors which are placed symmetrically about 
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to fast accurate numerical analysis . 

3.3 - Symmetric Components 
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I n problems of analysis success can largely depend on the choice 

of co-ordinate system used in defining the problem. By the selection 

o f a suitable s ystem, aspects of a problem , which at first may elude 

comprehension , can be , if not simplified, at least rendered more 

amenable . to analysis . For example , a system of three co-planar 

concurrent vectors may at first appear to be simply a group of three 

a r bi t rary vectors , which is only fully defined when their magnitudes 

and angular positions , relative to some fixed direction, are given . Such 

a system may be said to have six degrees of co-ordinate freedom - since each 

vector may vary in both magnitude and angular position without regard 

to t he others . If , however, we impose the conditi on that the vectors 

must be of equal magni tude , we find that with the direction of one 

v e c tor giv en , the other t wo are completely defin ed when only their 

dire ctio ns a re given . The sy stem has ther efore lost t wo degrees of 

co-ordinat e freedom b y imposing the above conditio n o r constraint . I f 

we now impose a fur ther co nditio n - tha t the v e cto r s b e s ymmetrically 

placed about their commo n origin - the sys t em i s r educed to o n e of 

only two degrees of co-ordinate freedom. 

It is evide nt fro m this e xa mp l e t h a t a more general system of n 

co-planar concurrent vectors ma y have 2n deg rees o f c o - ordinate 

freedom, and that a system of n co-planar concurrent symmetrically 

spaced vectors, of equal magnitude, has two degrees 9f co-ordinate 

freedom. Thus, it should be possible, by means of a transformation, 

to define a system of n arbitrary concurrent vectors by n other 

systems of concurrent vectors which are placed symmetrically about 
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thei r common point . These n symmetrical s y stems so obtained are 

called 'symmetric co-ordinates', or 'symmetric components' (the term 

used from now on) of the first system of arbitrary vectors , and 

completely define i t . In other words , our original example of three 

arbitrary concurrent vectors may also be fully defined by three sets of 

three symmetrically spaced vectors of ·equal magnitude. 

To demonstrate this transformation of an arbitrary co-planar system 

of three concurrent vectors into it$ symmetric components, consider the 

set of three vectors defined in figure 3.3.1. 

+ + 

Th;s ha.s s,::imrne ctr;c. 
c:ompoY\ents : 

Fig.3.3.1 - An arbitrary set of thre e concurrent vecto rs 
and its symmetric components. 

;,:C'.l.) -, 
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By the theory of s ymme tric components : 

Y,l = ;K\OJ + ;K\1l + ;K\"' 

!!z = ~OJ +~1) +~l 

:l,!3= ~O) + ~1) + ~ 2) 

( {3.3.1) 

Since the operator i (=v-1) rotates a vector through rr/2 rad. in an 

anti-clockwise direction, it can be shown that: 

~ 1l = ;K\1lcos(27T/3) - i ;K\1lsin(2rr/3) 

~ 1l = x\1lcos(47T/3)- ix\1>sin(4rr/3) 

Also, since ~ 0> = ~ 0> = x\0> 

g 2 = x\0> + x\''[cos(27T/3)-isin(27T/3)] + x\2'[cos(47T/3)-isin(47T/3)] 

g 3 = x\0l + x\1l[cos(4rr/3)-isin(47!'/3)] + x\2'[cos(27T/3)-isin(27T/3)] 

which may be rewritten in the form: 

where 

and 

a = e--13 = cos(2rr/3)-isin(27T/3) 

a2 = e ....... 13 = cos(47T/3)-isin(47T/3) 

(3.3 .2) 

(3.3.3) 

(3.3.4) 

By inverting equation ( 3. 3. 4) to give x\0
> , :i!;\1l and :l!;\2l in terms of 

!!1 , g 2 and g, , we obtain the transformation required to find the 

symmetric co-ordinates of the initial system; x\0l , x\1l and 

Thus: X(O) 
-1 =i(Y1+ Yz+ Y,) 

x<1> -1 = i( Y1 + a Yz + a 4g3 ) 

x'"' _, = 3( Y1 + a "Yz + a y, ) 

(3.3.5) 



where 

and 

a = e<:J.ff/3 = cos(2rr/3)+isin(2rr/3) 

az = e""'13 = cos(4rr/3)+isin(4rr/3) 
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The matrix form of this transformation, for the three- fold cyclic 

symmetric e x ample is thus given by : 

I 

I ][y'] azl u 

a; :: • 
al 

This idea of symmetric components will now be applied to the 

problem of analysing cyclically symmetric structures having a non-

cyclically symmetric central region and subjected to non-cyclically 

(3 .3.6) 

symmetric loadings , to reduce the problem to one of analysing a set of 

purely cyclically symmetric structures subjected to purely cyclically 

syometric loadings . 

3.4 - Properties of the Load-Displacement Relationship fo r a 
Cyclically Symmetric S t ructure 

.The properties of the load-displacement stiffness relationship 

for a cyclically symmetric structure , will be demonstrated by 

considering a three-dimensional frame work structure , having four-fold 

cyclic symmetry. This structure , whose geometry is arbitrary, and · 

which h as a ·central region of structural non-cyclic symmetry , may be 

represented by its central region and cyclic segmen t boundaries -

see figure 3.4.1. The segment boundaries are drawn such that they do 

not pass through any structure joints , thus uniquely defining to which 

segment each joint belongs . The z-axis of each segment co-ordinate 

system coincides with the axis of cyclic symmetry. Also, the co

ordinate system of the central region (which contains joints which lie 

on the axis of cyclic symmetry, or do not form part of the cyclically 
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Fig.3.4.1 - A four-fold cyclically symmetric structure represented by 
its segment boundaries. The Zo, z,. z,, z,, and z .. axes 
coincide at the origin 'O' and are directedoutofthepage. 

symmetric structure) and the co-ordinate-system of the first cyclic 

segment coincide. 

Instead of describing the overall structure load pattern in terms 

of one complete global load vector, as is usual, it will be divided 

into a series of segment load vectors, one for the central region and 

each cyclic segment , defined with respect to their corresponding co

ordinate systems . Now by considering each cyclic segment load vector 

as a line vector, from the co-ordinate system origin to a point in 

p-dimensional space, where p is the number of degrees of (joint) 

freedom per cyclic segment , a series of arbitrary, but concurrent 

vectors is obtained. On transforming this set of four vectors (in 

the example considered here) into four cyclically symmetric vector 

sets, by the method described in the previous section, the symmetric 

load components are obtained. The problem then becomes one of a 

cyclically symmetric structure having a non-cyclically symmetric 
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central region, subjected to a set of four different cyclically 

symmetric load patterns. The central region load vector is dealt with 

by dividing it equally amongst the cyclically symmetric loadings. 

The four joint displacement solutions, obtained from applying 

each symmetric load component, will not necessarily be themselves 

cyclically symmetric, due to L~e structural non-cyclic symmetry of the 

central region. However , by describing the overall joint displacement 

solution in terms of segment displacement vectors (defined with respect 

to their corresponding segment co-ordinate systems), and interpreting 

them in the same way as the segment load vectors, a system of 

independent, concurrent, p-dimensional ' displacement ' vectors is 

obtained. As with the load vector system, this displacement vector 

system can be transformed into its symmetric components, which will be 

a set of four cycli.cally symmetric joint displacement vector sets. 

Because the joint displacement solution is assumed to be linearly 

related to the applied loading, via the structural stiffness matrix, 

the symmetric component transformation will be the same for both the 

segment load vector and displacement vector systems. 

Thus, by also transforming the joint displacement solution into 

its symmetric components, the problem becomes one of analysing a set 

of four purely cyclically symmetric structures, each subjected to a 

purely cyclically symmetric loading. This follows because by 

transforming the load and displacement vectors into their symmetric 

components, the structural stiffness relationship must also be 

transformed in order to preserve the same linear relationship between 

loads and displacements. 

The structural stiffness relationship will now be developed for 

the four- fold cyclically symmetric structure having a non-cyclically 

symmetric central region and subj e cted to non-cyclically symmetric 

I I 
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loadings. The symmetric component transformation will then be 

applied. 

First, each segment stiffness relationship is e xpressed in terms 

of a global co-ordinate system (coincident with the co-ordinate system 

of the central region and first cyclic segment). By applying 

appropriate co-ordinate transformations these segment stiffness 

equations may be expressed in terms of their respective co-ordinate 

systems - to which, after some simplification , the symmetric component 

transformation is applied. 

Thus the structural stiffness relationship for the cyclically 

symmetric structure defined in figure 3.4.1 is given by: 

(3.4.1) 

The notation used here, and in what follows, is based on the 

general f orms EIOl, ~l" and '.:(vl , where pOl 1 d nm ~ _, is the oa vector for segment 

'i' defined with respect to segment co-ordinate s y stem 'j', ~. is th~ 

stiffness matrix of connections between segments 'm' and 'n' defined 

with respect to segment co-ordinate system 'l' and ~~ is the 

displacement vector for segment 'u' defined with respect to segment 

co-ordinate system 'v'. Also, it has been assumed (for this example) 

that only adjacent segments are connected by structural members . 

By defining the load and disp l acement vector co- ordinate 

transforma t i o n s : 

(3.4.2) 
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where E~1
• E~~ g~> and ~ > are define d as a bo v e a nd T,,," i s the co - o r d inate 

transformation matrix from segment co-ordinate system ' m ' to segment 

co-ordinate system In I I equation (3 . 4 . 1) may be rewritten in t e rms 

segment l oad and displacement vectors de f ined with respec t to their 

own co-ordinate systems . Thus: 

E~'> = ~~1) + ~~lg\'l + (~JL,)!ii2> + (~JL,)g~J) + (~I.,)!ii•> 

E\'> = Ir.~~1) + K\?!i\'> + (IC1>r )d'2> -12..:!:.2.1 ~ + Q + (K\1 :r.,) !ii4) 
fi2) = ('.t, Ki~) ~1) + ('.t, Ki?) g\'l + ('.t, IrJL,)!i~2> + ('.G, KiJ L,) !i~3> + Q 

ff = (L, IrJ) !i~,i + Q + (L, ~~L,)!ii2i + (L, ~JL,)!if> + (L, IrJ :r.,) !ii4> 

ei•> = (I~, Ki~) ~,> + (I~, IC?) !i\1> + Q + (:r:, IC1L,)!i~3> + c:r:, ~ :r.,) !ii4) 

Now is can be shown that : 

As a r esult of the cycli c sy mmetry of the str ucture , further 

simplifications may b e made as follows : 

IC'' = IC"' = IC'' = T.,(•J - 11 - .U. _3:, ~ • 

o f 

(3.4 .3) 

Using the above relationships, equations (3.4.3) may be rewritten 

in the form: 

I I 

I 
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p(1) -
0 -

~~1) + ~~>gj'> + (~~L,) s:1i•> + ( ~JL,) g;'> + (~I.,) gi•> 

p(1) -_, - <~'iy dell - 1 _o + Jr,;lg\'l + (IC>r ) ,;ic,i 
-12.~1 2. + Q + (Iri~ LS gi•> 

pCzl = 
-Z (~L,Yg;'> + (Ir.~ L, y g\'> + ir,;>s:1i2) + ( ir,~ L,) g;'> + Q (3 .4.4) 

f;'l = (~')T Yd(I) _ 3 .:!:..31 _ o + Q + (Iri~L,Y !ii'> + ir,;>g;'l + ( ir,~ L,) gi•> 

pC•l _ -· - (~ I.S g;'> + ( ir,~ L,) g\'> + Q + (Iri~ L, y g;'> + ir,;>gi•l 

This can be more clearly written in supermatrix form as : 

p(1) 
_o = Koo K,, Ko. K,, Ko. ~1) 

p(1) 
-1 ~1 K,, K1, Q K;, d(1) -1 
p<•l _z K~. K;, K,, K1, Q ~Z) (3.4.5) 

p(3) ~J Q K;, K,, K,, d(J) 

::.) J 
_3 

~ Ku Q K;. K,, gi•l -· 

K,.. = ~ I.1 . K,, = ir,~> and K1, = Iri~ L, . 

Equation ( 3. 4. 5) will be more generally referred to as 

(3 .4 .5a) 

Now, applying the symmetric co-ordinate transformation to the load 

and displacement vectors p and d as defined by equations (3.3.6) = 

gives: 

~T 

where p 
=T 

and d 
=T 

are the transformed load and displacement vectors 

respectively, and the transformation matrix s is defined by: 

(3.4.6) 

(.3 .4.7) 
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~ 
1 

I Q Q Q Q =4 

Q I I I I 

Q I a! aZX a1 (3.4.8) 

Q I a"! a"l a"! 

Q I a1 a"! a"! 

where I is the unit matrix , O the null matrix and ak = e,z".14 

Multiplying both sides of equation (3 .4. Sa) by S gives: 

SP = SKd 

which can be written as: 

(3.4.9) 

equation (3.4. 7) d s-1a where 
-1 

is the inverse of s From = I s = = =T = = 

and is defined by : 

~-1 4I Q Q Q Q 

Q I I I ! 

Q ! a! a"! a:1 (3.4.10) 

Q ! a"! a"I a"! 

Q ! a:1 a:•1 a"! 

where Thus substituting for d in equation (3.4.9) = 

gives : 

(3.4.11) 
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Equation (3.4.11) represents the transformed stiffness relationship 

between the applied loads and resulting displacements in the complex 

Fourier space . . The supermatrix obtained from the product SKS-l is --
thus the transformed structure stiffness supermatrix, which will be 

referred to as ~, and because of the predominantly circulant nature of~' 
has the form* : 

IS, = Kroo iKro, *-oi *-ro, :}Kro+ 

K+o, K,,, Q Q Q 

Kioi Q Kr:z.z Q Q (3.4.12) 

Kio, Q Q K,,, Q 

Kio. Q Q Q Kr ... 

where Kroo= Koo , 

K,, ... = (K,,+ a'K, .. + a'K:J and Kro.= (Ko,+ a'Ko,.+ a"Ko,+ a"Ko+) 

Similarly from equations (3.4.6) and (3.4.7) P and d are defined 
=T = 

by: 

fr Ero ~ = So 

ET, g, 

ETz g,. (3.4.13) 

ET3 g, 

ET. ,9,. 

PT = .!.(p(I) + p<Zl + P'''+ p<4l) 
- 1 4 *-1 _z. _.:, -· 

* see section 3.6 
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By considering the nature of the element matr ices of ~ 

(equation 3.4.12) , it can be shown that: 

(the co~plex conjugate of 

A similar simplification can be made in the transformed load and 

displacement vectors . The transformed stiffness relationship between 

the applied load and resu1ting displacement may thus be written as : 

fro = K,-00 iK,,o, ~z ~03 :.Kroz S:!ro 

fr, K+o, K,,,, 9,r, 

frz K+oz K,,zz 9,Tz (3.4.14) 

f,:, K:+o, K,,, g,:, 

fr4 19oz K;-zz ~z 

fTo = K,,ooslro + iK,,o,gr, + lK,,ozslrz + ~o,9,T3 + lKro~Tz 

fT1 = K:+o,gro + K,,,,gr, 

frz = I9o&ro + K,-zzgrz (3 .4 .15) 

f,:, = I903gro + K,-,,gr, 

fT4 = :K+o&ro + K,-zzgrz . 

By r earranging equations (3 .4. 15), e xplicit expressions for the element 

vector s of the transformed displacement vector may be obtained, thus: 

From the above expansion and rearrangement it can be seen that 

only the transformed displacement vectors ~,~, 
. 0 1 

~T 
2 

and ~T 
3 

need to be calculated (not~). The real structure displacement 
4 

(3.4.16) 
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vector d is then found by transforming back into real space using the == 

superma trix 
-1 s • 

Having developed the analytical theory for a four-fold cyclically 

symmetr ic structure, it will now be expanded to deal with an n-fold 

cyclically symmetric one. 

3.5 - The Analysis of an n-fold Cyclically Symmetric Structure 

The expansion of the theory developed in the previous section, 

to deal with structures having any degree of cyclic symmetry, is, again, 

based on expressing the structure load-displacement stiffness 

relationship in terms of segment co-ordinate systems, rather than an 

overall global system. As for the four-fold cyclically symmetric 

structure, an n-fold cyclically symmetric structure may be represented 

by its segment boundaries (see figure 3.5.1) 

Fi g . 3 . 5 .1 - Ann-fold cy clically s y mmetr ic str ucture represented 

by its segment boundar ies . 

The axes all coincide with the axis of cyclic 

symmetry which is directed out of the page. Also, the Xo,Yo,Zo and 

x,,y,,z, co-ordinate systems are a s sumed to coincide. 
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Let Qo, Q, ,g,, . . ,gn be the displacement vectors for each s egment 

relative to their respective co-ordinate systems. Similarly, ,let 

Eo,E,.E •... . ."E .. be the load vectors for each segment , again , relative 

to the ir r espective co-ordinate systems . 

For any segment 'q', let the number of other segments directly 

connected to it by structural members in either direction be 2m - in 

other words, moving in an anti-clockwise direction from segment q , 

(q+m) is the nurrber of the furthest segment to which it is connected. 

The structural stiffness relationship for an n-fold cyclically 

symmetric structure, in terms of its segment co-ordinates , is thus 

given by : 

Po = Kao Ka, Ka. Ko. g,, 

E, ~1 K,, K,z K,m Q Q K. K,n g, 

Ez ~z K,n K11 Ka K,m Q Q K,, K,n-, slz 

K,n 

K,, 

Q K,. 
(3.5.1) 

Q 

Q 

K,m Q 

K,m 

En-, Ku K,z sin-, 

En ~ K,z Ku K,n K11 gn 

where Koo=~. K11 = lr.~i. Ka,= (~?L,) 

and K11 = (Ir.?L,) (p=n-m+l). 

The transformation matrix S and its inverse 
-1 s for an n-fold 

cyclically symmetric structure are then defined as: 



~ 

~-1 

form: 
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al 
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Q Q Q 

I ! ! 

az! a,...."l a"-'I 

a=! a(n-:z)Z! a<n-1>! 
(3.5.2) 

aZ(n-Z)! a(n-:z)(n-:z)! a (n-1J<n-zJ! 

az(n-1)! a<•·-:z)<,...,>1 a(n-1)(n-1)! 

Q Q Q 

I ! I 

a:2! a:-21 a:•-11 

a:=1 a:<•-%)2.! a:<•-1)2.! 
(3.5.3) 

The transformed structural stiffness relationship then takes the 

PTo = Kroo ;B°ro1 ;B°roz ;K,-()3 tK>-0n-1 ;B°r0n 9,To 

PT, IG _oo K,-,, 9,T1 

PT2. K+"o2. Kru 9,Tz 

PT. Kio, K,:s, g .. 
(3.5 .4) 



Now, as for the four-fold example it can be shown that 

Ki0n = Ki-20 • Ki0n-1 = K,,,o , 

Therefore Q,Tn = sjh , Q,Tn-1 = aT3 , • 

Thus, as a result of this simplification, only the transformed 

displacement vectors 9T 
0 

to 9T need to be calculated for a 
n' 

complete solution to be obtained 

n' = (n+2) 
2 

for n even where 

or n' = (n+l) 
2 

for n odd. 

This represents a reduction of nearly a half in the number of degrees 

of freedom which need to be considered in order to obtain the 

displacement solution for the whole structure. 

Appendix 3.1 contains expressions for the elements of the 

transformed load and displacement vectors p 
=T 

and d 
=T 

and for the 

elements of the transformed stiffness matrix, in terms of the real 

load and displacement vectors and stiffness matrix. 

Having found the transformed displacement solution, it can be 

used to calculate the real displacement solution, by applying the 
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reverse transformation defined by 
-1 s . Expressions for the elements 

of the complete real displacement vector, in terms of the transformed 

displacement vector elements, can also be found in Appendix 3.1. 

A further transformation of d is required to obtain the 

structural displacement solution in terms of a global co-ordinate 

system - rather than segment co-ordinate systems . This transformation 

is defined by:-

' • 1 
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~o = I~~------------------------ (3.5.5) 

where !o = I 

I 

L, 

'.r,,, 

So that the global co- ordinate system coincides with the central 

r egion and first cyclic segment co-ordinate systems , the element 

transformation matrix T 
ml 

transforms the 
th 

m segment displacement 

vector from its own segment co-ordinate system to the first segment 

co-ordinate s y stem. 

3.6 - Discussion 

During the development of the theory presented here, and while 

writing the computer program which implements it, many underlying 

simplifica tions and relationships have been found. Advantage has been 

taken of many of these in the computer program to reduce to a more 

easily coded form the rather involved algebra of the theory . 

The relationship which is perhaps the most interesting is that 

between the _transformation supermatrix s and the structural stiffness 

supermatrix K defined with respect to the segment co-ordinate 

systems. As can be seen in equations (3.4.12) and (3.5.4) the trans-

formed stiffness supermatrix K 
=T 

is significantly diagonalized. In 

fact, if there were no central region to be considered, the first row 

and column of ~ would consist of zero element matrices, leaving 

~ a fully diagonalized supermatrix. So, for example , if the four

fold cyclically symmetric structure considered earlier had no central 
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(3.5.5) 

where !o = I 

I 

L, 

'.r., 

So that the global co-ordinate system coincides with the central 

region and first cyclic segment co-ordinate systems , the element 

transformation matrix T 
ml 

transforms the 
th 

m segment displacement 

vector from its own segment co-ordinate system to the first segment 

co-ordinate system. 

3.6 - Discussion 

During the development of the theory presented here, and while 

writing the computer program which implements it, many underlying 

simplifications and relationships have been found. Advantage has been 

taken of many of these in the computer program to reduce to a more 

easily coded form the rather involved algebra of the theory. 

The relationship which is perhaps the most interesting is that 

between the ~ransformation supermatrix s and the structural stiffness 

= 
defined with respect to the segment co-ordinate superma trix K 

systems. As can be seen in equations (3.4.12) and (3.5.4) the trans-

formed stiffness supermatrix K 
=T 

is significantly diagonalized. In 

fact, if there were no central region to be considered, the first row 

and column of K 
=T 

would consist of zero element matrices, leaving 

~ a fully diagonalized supermatrix. So, for example, if the four

fold cyclically symmetric structure considered earlier had no central 
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region, its transformed stiffness supermatrix would be defined by: 

~ = 1 I I I I K,, K,z Q K;z I I I I 4 

I al a2I a'! K;. K11 K,z Q I a: I a:•1 a:'! 
(3 .6.1) 

I a'! a4I a'! Q K;z .K,, Ku I a:%1 a:1 a:•1 

I a'! a"! a"I K,z Q ~ ~:, K,, I a:'! a:"I a:"I 

(K11 + a Ku+ a: K;z) 
(3.6.2) 

Now there are two important and related aspects of equations 

(3.6.1) and (3.6 . 2) which are of interest. The first is that if all 

the element matrices of the supermatrix are replaced by scalar 

elements, the equations (3 . 6.1) and (3.6.2) become : 

kr = 1 1 1 k,, ku 0 k;z 1 1 4 

1 a 1 a21 a31 k;. k,, k,2 0 a: 1 a:21 a:31 
(3.6.3) 

a2 1 a41 a81 0 k;. k;, k,. a:21 a:•1 a:"1 

a31 a1 1 a0 1 k,z 0 k"::.. k,, a:31 a"1 a:"1 

kr = (k,, + k,z + k;z ) 

(k11 + a k,. + a: k;2 ) 

(3.6.4) 
(k11 + a2k, 2 + a:2k;,) 

(k11 + a3k12 + a3k;2 ) 

which is more recognizable as the familiar eigenvector diagonalization, 

where S is a matrix formed from the eigenvectors of the matrix to be 

diagonalized, k [15]. Another important result of this transformation 

is that the elements of the diagonalized matrix are the eigenvalues of 

the original matrix k. The second and related point, is that the 

structural stiffness supermatrix (and thus the matrix k) is a 



Circulant matrix. That is, the element matrices of each row are 

formed from successive cyclic permutations of the elements in the 

first row. Now the eigenvalues of an nxn circulant matrix ( k is 

a 4x4 circulant matrix) are given by [16]: 
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(3.6.5) 

for k = 1, 2, 3, ... , n 

where all:= expii21rk/nf 

which, as expected, is the form of the columns of the transformation 

matrix S and supermatrix s • 

From the properties of a circulant matrix pointed out above, it 

will be seen that the eigenvalues of such a matrix are very simply 

found. Now if a real system is being modelled, the eigenvalues often 

have a physical interpretation - as in structural vibration analysis, 

for example. Since we are concerned here with the modelling of real 

structures, a physical interpretation of the eigenvalues of K , or, 
=T 

more correctly , eigenmatrices of K , since they are, in fact, the =T 

diagonal element matrices of ~ (see equation 3.6.2), can reasonably 

be sought. 

Such a physical interpretation may be developed from recognising 

that the elements of the eigenvectors , which form the transformation 

= (and also the matrix ~), are equivalent to the terms supermatrix s 

of the Complex Fourier series . The transformation of the structural 

stiffness relationship P = Kd into can thus be thought 

of as a transformation from real space into complex Fourier space. 

What follows from this interpretation is that the eigenmatrices (the 

diagonal element matrices of ~) can be thought of .as representing 

the components of the cyclic segment stiffness matrix corresponding 

to each term of the complex Fourier series. In other words, the 

component matrices of the complex Fourier series represent the cyclic 



segment stiffness matrices which are the diagonal element matrices 

of ~. · Thus the first eigenmatrix is the cyclically symmetric 

stiffness component; the second is the cos 0( . (C<=0-+27T) varying 

s tiffness component; the third, the cos2C< varying stiffness 

component, and so on. · 

Continuing this Fourier analysis interpretation, the element 

vectors of P will then represent the coefficients of the finite =T 

Fourier series of the applied loading. So, by examining the relative 

magnitudes of these coefficient vectors, the dominant terms of the 

Fourier series may be found. This would then indicate which of the 

stiffness terms would most effectively be adjusted, _to produce a 

change in the structural displacement response, to a particular 

applied load. 
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The introduction of a non-cyclically symmetric central region, 

which requires one more row and column (of element matrices) to be 

added to ~, is unlikely to have any significant effect on the above 

interpretation of the physical significance of the K 
=T 

diagonal 

element matrices . This is because the off-diagonal element matrices 

i n the first row and column of ~, which result from the structural 

connections between the · cyclic segments and the central region , will 

normal ly be very sparsely populated compared to the diagonal element 

matr ices , and so the actual e i genmatr ices of K 

slightly from the diagonal element matrices of 
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Chapter Fo ur - Programmi ng t he Cyc l ic Symmetry Ana l ysis Theory 

4.0 - In t r oduction 

The theo r eti cal analy s i s me t hod p r esented i n the p r e v ious chapter 

i s f o r mulated according to the matrix Displacement Method of structural 

a naly s i s [1 , 2] . I t is therefore based on the usual assumptions of 

linear-elastic materia l behaviour , smal l structure geometry deformations 

and that real structure joint behaviour can be adequately modelled using 

a n umber of degrees of freedom at a point. Thus , before it can sensibly 

be used , it must be implemented in the form of a computer program. 

Thi s chapter descr ibes t he decisions made concerning the general 

form of such a program , and its detailed structure and application , 

concluding with a discussion of various aspects of the program and its 

use , t ogether wi th some rec ommendations fo r its improvement . 

4.1 - Progr am Versatility 

How speci a l ised , o r how gene r a l, a p r ogr am i s designed to be , 

not only affe cts its overall structure but it a lso gove r ns t o a l arge 

extent its detail e d form. A b a l ance h a s t o be f ound between writing 

a comple t e ly g enera l progra m, which can cope with e v e ry c onceivabl e 

formulation of the type of proble m being conside r e d, and a very 

specialised .code that is only able to deal with one such formulation . 

Since it is a de ve l o pme nt progra m that has been written , to 

implement and test a new analytical method, rather than a 'commercia l' 

one, based on previously established theory , the decisions made 

concerning its versatility were influenced by the nee.a to analyse a 

set of problems which would provide a complete and rigorous test of 

both program and theory - thus demonstrating the advantages of the new 

analytical method. Also, because its development was to provide a 
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fast accurate analysis stage in the complete mi llimetre wa v e telescope 

design procedure, it obviously needed to be capable of dealing with 

t his type of structure . On this basis , the Cyclic Symmetry Analysis 

prog r am has been written simply to analyse three- dimensional, 

cyclically symmetric, tubular framework structures, which may possess 

a region of structural non-cyclic symmetry, and are subjected to non

cyclically symmetric loadings. 

The limits governing the size of the structui:es which the program 

can handle were also influenced by the size of the telescope structure 

to be analysed, and are defined in Appendix 4 . 1. 

4.2 - Choice of Framework Joint Model 

There are two, now standard, types of joint model which can be 

used in the analysis of framework structures [l]; the pin-joint cir 

the rigid-joint. The pin-joint model assumes that there is no bending 

or torsional stiffness at the joints , whereas the rigid-point does 

i nclude such terms . This means that a structure modelled using rigid

j oints has twice as many variables as that when modelled using pin-joints 

(in the case of a three-dimensional structure) . Since the initial aim 

o f the program was to demonstrate the new cyclic symmetry analysis 

me tho d, wh ich cou ld q uite adequately be done using the simpler pin-

joint model , i t was decided to use this j o i nt model . 

This questi on of what type of joint mode l to use was r aised again 

whe n i t c ame to using the p r ogram for the displac ement analy sis of 

telescop e str uctures (see chapte r 6 , s e ctio n 6. 3). 

4.3 - Problem Description and Data Generation 

The way in which structural analysis problems are described to a 

computer program, via the input data , has an important influence on 
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both the program organization and how easy it is to use as an analysis 

tool. It is therefore an aspect which must be carefully considered 

and defined before starting to write the computer code . 

The problem is how a structure ' s geometry , topology and loading 

can be described to the program simply and unambiguously , without 

requiring large amounts of data. · As a result of the repeated segments 

of a cyclically symmetric structure , the amount of data required to 

describe its geometry and topology can be considerably reduced, compared 

to the amount required by a more conventional analysis program - which 

does not take advantage of the cyclic .symmetry. However, care must be 

taken when describing the connections between cyclic segments and also 

between the central region and cyclic segments. It was with this 

situation in mind that the data input requirements of the cyclic 

symmetry analysis program were formulated . They are designed to · 

encourage a user to appreciate the implications of dividing a structure 

into cyclic segments - also, to facilitate easy check ing and enable 

alterations to be made simply and quickly . 

The other main influence on the data input requirements was the 

more specific load conditions to which millimetre wave telescope 

structures are subjected. These are self-weight l oading and point 

mass loads - produced by the reflecting panels at their support points . 

By incorporating the ability to consider two load conditions at a time , 

the two important load cases of z enith pointing and horizon pointing 

may be analysed in one run - although any other two pointing angles 

may be considered. A detailed description of the data input format 

for the cyclic symmetry analysis program is given in Appendix 4 . 1 , 

and an exa mple data file, for the structure considere d in section 3.5, 

can be seen in table 4.2.6 of Appendix 4.2. 
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4.4 - Program Structure and Organisation 

In common with modern 'Structured Progrannning' methods, and to 

break up the task of writing the program into a number of smaller ones , 

as well as to ease the problem of checking and debugging the code, five 

sequential stages were defined, each corresponding to a section of the 

theory. These five stages were then coded as five separate Fortran 

programs which run consecutively and communicate with each other by 

reading from, and writing to, a common pool of binary files (see 

figure 4. 4. 1) • 

1>oJa K e.sv.lts 

i 
CYI< TRAN . TRD~ TR1)N R1>e 

J i J i ! i l i J 
t) ;YIC,,,l"j File Pool. 

Fig.4.4.1 - The Cyclic Symmetry Analysis Program Structure. 

The first program , CYK, can be described as a setting up 

procedure; it reads all the data required by the complete program 

(that is all five sub-programs) forming all the stiffness matrices 

and load vectors as it does so . It also constructs v arious control 

parameter arrays used later by other sub-programs . 

The second s uh-program·, TRAN , as its name implies , carries out 

the transformation of the problem into Complex Fourier Space by 

implementing equations (A3 .1.1) , (A3. l. 2) .and (A3. l. 3) of Appendix 3.1. 

Since the mini-computer on which the program was first developed could 

only support Fortran II, which does not have complex variables, all 

the complex arithmetic has been coded explicitly~ the program was 
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later transferred to a larger computer when more core. store _was 

required. At first it seemed that having to carry out the complex 

arithmetic explicitly would considerably increase the coding task; 

however, it quickly became clear that , although some o f the coding 

would be more complicated, there are some important simplifications in 

the complex albegra which could be taken advantage of . 

The sub-program which follows, TR~, has the job of calculating 

the transformed central region displacement vector which, as can be 

seen from equation (A3 . l. 4) (of Appendix 3. 1) , represents a large part 

of the total calculations needed to find the complete transformed 

displacement solution. The remaining terms of equation (A3.l.4) are 

then calculated by the fourth sub-program, TRDN, to find the 

transformed cyclic segment displacement vectors . All that is then 

required i s for this complete solution to be transformed back into 

real space, which is carried out by the last sub-program, RDC. A 

further transformation is performed by RDC on the real displacement 

solution to obt ain the whole displacement solution in terms of one 

global co-ordinate system - r ather than with r espect to the cyclic 

segment co-ordinate axis sets . The complete joint displacement 

solution is then written out to a results file as well as a binary 

pool file for use by results processing programs. 

4.5 - Program Performance 

In order to measure the performance of the cyclic symmetry analysis 

program, and compare it with that of a conventional Finite Element 

Analysis program (which takes no advantage of any structural cyclic 

symmetry to reduce the size of the analysis task), a structure 

possessing some ·cyclic symmetry, as well as a general non-cyclically 

symmetric region , has been analysed. This analysis i s of a proposed 



Fig .4. 5 . l - Proposed primary s tructure de sign of an off- sho re 

drilling rig helicopter landing pad. 
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design for the primary framewo rk s tructure o f a h e lico pter l a nding pad 

to b e buil t on the side of an off-shore drilling rig (see figure 4 . 5 . 1) . 

A d e t a iled de s c r iption of this helipad s tructur e i s give n i n 

Appendix 4 . 2, together with a list ing o f the da ta file generated f o r 

its analy sis us i ng the c y clic symmetry .program . The nodal displacement 

so l utions produced by both the cyclic symmetry analy s i s p r ogr am , a n d a 

conventional Finite Element Analysis program, are also presented in 

Appendix 4 . 2 . The loading applied to the structure for the analysis 

s i mulates a helicopter landing towa r ds the edge of the pad, out of 

l ine of the supporting arm , which therefore produces a non- cyclically 

s ymmetric l o a ding (see Appendix 4. 2 for details) . 

As can be seen from figure 4 . 5.1, the complete platform structure 

co n sists of a cantilevered support arm (which forms the non-cyclically 

symmetr ic central r egion) to carry the cyclically s y mmetric deck 

s upporting structure . This i s formed f r om fiv e i dentical, equally 

spa c ed, r adial ribs , each c onn ect ed t o the n eighbour ing ribs both 

dire ctly a n d v ia a n inter medi ate j oint . All t he radia l ribs are 

connected to the cantilever support a rm v i a a pentagonal pyrami d t ype 

structure situated on the end of the support arm. 

For the analysis using the cyclic symmetry program, only the 

cantileve r arm structure , one rib and its connection to its n e i ghbo uring 

ribs need to be defined by the input data , as opposed to the whole 

str ucture geometry f o r the conve ntio nal a n a lysis . In t h e e x ample 

s t ructure considered here , the size of the cyclic symmetry analys is 

da t a . f ile only r epr esents a r eduction of the order of 35% on the s ize 

of the c onve nti onal data f ile . Howe v e r, fo r str uctures h a ving high 

orders of cyclic symmetry, the savings in the amount of data which must 

be generated are very much greater, and can be as much as 85- 90% . 

To sensibly compare the results produced by the cyclic symmetry 

n 
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analysis program, with those produced by a conventional Finite Element · 

analysis program, they have to be seen in the .context of the expected 

rounding errors which accumulate during the numerical calculations. 

In other words , before the two solutions can be said to compare well , 

it has to be established that the differences which do exist are within 

the expected rounding error range. Since a detailed study of the 

numerical calculations carried out by both types of program would be 

required to accurately define their respective rounding error ranges 

(a difficult and time-consuming procedure), a less rigorous but more 

practical scheme for estimating the rounding error ranges was used. 

This scheme involved preparing two sets of data for the 

* conventional analysis program, each describing the same (helipad) 

structure and loading, but using a different joint node numbering 

scheme in the cyclically symmetric deck supporting structure. The 

results for each of these data sets (presented in tables 4.2.2 and 

4.2.3 of Appendix 4.2) generally differ in the fourth decimal place . 

The data files were then analysed again with the same program , but 

this time using double precision arithmetic. These r esults (see · 

tables 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 of Appendix 4.2) showed there to be hardly any 

diffe rence between the two solutions . This therefore confirms that 

the differences occurring in the single precision results are due to 

rounding errors - the accumulation being slightly different for each 

case. It also means that the double precision solution can be treated 

as a true solution, thus enabling the difference between both the 

single precision conventional analysis and cyclic symmetry analys is 

solutions, and the true solution to be estimated. This was done by 

* This was a program written to implement the standard pin-joint finite 
element analysis , of a complete structure , which used the same matrix 
inversion and multiplication routines as the cyclic symmetry program. 
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calculating the root mean square values of the difference between the 

mantissa values of true (double precision) and single precision values, 

thus indicating how many decimal places the solution are accurate to. 

For the conventional analysis, the error estimate is 0.0003, that is, 

it i s accurate to four decimal places , and for the cyclic symmetry 

analysis the error estimate is 0 . 003 - an accuracy to three decimal 

places . Now the difference between these t wo error estimates can be 

shown to be due to a greater accumulation of rounding errors in the 

calculations carried out by the cyclic symmetry analysis program (see 

Appendix 4.2) . It can therefore be said that both the cyclic symmetry 

and conventional analysis solutions compare well: thus confirming the 

accuracy of the cyclic symmetry analysis program. 

A comparison of the amount of central processor time used by each 

program for the helipad analysis , shows the cyclic symmetry program to 

have taken 75% of the time used by the conventional program. Like 

the reducti on in data required, this saving of central processor time 

will increase as the number of cyclic segments and o verall size of the 

structure increases. A point is then reached whe re the only practical 

method o f analysis is one in which advantage is taken o f the cyclic 

symmetry properties to reduce the size of the analysis task - a f acility 

up to now only available for purely cyclically symmetric structures 

which have no central, on axis, structure. 

4.6 - Discussion 

Writing a piece of computer code to implement a new analytical 

method is a very good way of achieving complete understanding of the 

method. It has also proved to be a useful way of ironing out all the 

algebraic errors which occurred in the formal development and 

presentation of the method - something which otherwise would have 



been difficult to do. 

Although the program structure of five separate sub-programs was 

lar gely governed by the core store limitations of the mini-computer 
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it was first developed on, it proved to be a useful way of organising 

the program even when it was transferred to a larger computer. It not 

o_nly allowed bugs to be isolated ·from other bugs as well as already 

correct code, .but also enabled intermediate results, of the calculations 

performed by each sub-program, to be obtained very easily - by reading 

the files in the binary file pool using an auxiliary program. The 

multi-program structure also provides a useful degree of flexibility. 

This aspect has proved particularly advantageous in _the telescope 

structure design procedure, where the program is used many times - once 

for each time round the design loop, Since to improve the homological 

deformation performance of a particular structure , changes are usually 

only made to the cyclically symmetric surface supporting structure, 

and not the central region structure, re~analysis of the central region 

structure is often unnecessary - at least for small structure changes . 

The time taken .for the complete re-analysis can thus be significantly 

reduced by using the old transformed central region displacement 

vector and missing out sub-program TR~ - which normally takes a large 

proportion of the complete analysis time . 

The results of the error analysis (see section 4 . 5 and Appendix 4 . 2) 

show that, although the cyclic symmetry analysis results are accurate 

to one decimal place less than those of the conventional analysis 

p r ogr am , they are still good enough not to require the use of double 

p recis i on a r ithmetic . As the size of the problem considered increases 

the accuracy of the results can be expe cte d to fall. Howe v e r, the r a te 

at which the deterioration takes place will in general be l e ss than 

that of a conventional analysis program. 
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Apart from some small improvements which could usefully be made 

to the data input format and some of the computational methods used to 

carry out the various matrix operations , one facility which it would 

be very useful to include in a new program is a selection of different 

types of structural elements. The addition of a rigid-joint beam 

element and a thi n panel element; would considerably improve the 

general application of the program. 

As with any computer program, it is very difficult to feel that 

it is finished or that it cannot be improved. However , even with its 

several apparent deficiencies, the present cyclic symmetry analysis 

code clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of the new method in 

dealing with structures having mixed cyclically symmetric and non-

cyclically symmetric parts . 

A more detailed list of recommendations and suggestions fo~ · the 

development of any new cyclic symmetry analysis progr am is given in 

Appendix 4.3. 
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Chapter Five - Homological Aspects of the Design Procedure 

5.0 - Introduction 

We return now to the remaining stages of the proposed design 

procedure outlined in chapter two (see figure 2 . 3.1). These remaining 

stages can be divided · into two pairs : stages one and five, and stages 

three and four. The first pair of stages is concerned with the 

detailed design of a potentially homologically deforming structure 

(within the overall cyclically symmetric form already decided upon), 

and how it is best altered to improve its homological deformation 

performance. The second pair of stages, three and four, is concerned 

with establishing how close to perfect homological deformation the 

actual structure deformation behaviour needs to be for a given 

observable wavelength, and how its deviation from perfect homological 

deformation can be measured. 

The components of the first pair of stages will now be considered 

in detail, starting with a review of the design variables which could 

be used to make the required adjustments to a structure whose 

homological behaviour is not yet good enough. The second pair of 

stages will then be considered· in some detail. 

5.1 - Homology Design Variables 

In his paper [l] on the design of homologically deforming Radio 

Telescope Dishes , von Hoerner defines four sets of design variables (he 

uses the term 'degrees of freedom') which a homologically deforming 

structure will have: (1) the geometric shape - for e xample the joint 

co-ordinates of a framework structure; (2) its topology - joint 

connections; (3) the member cross- sectional areas; and (4) the homology 

parameters - the paraboloid origin shifts, focal length change and 
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a xis ti lt . Having established that at l east mathematical (theoretica l) 

homologically deforming structure solutions exist, he goes on to outline 

a method for finding the nearest solution to a given (initial) str uc t u re 

which involves varying all the member cross-sectional areas - the 

nearest solution being defined as the one requiring the set of smallest 

area changes . The reason for choosing the member cross-sections as the 

design variables, is that the problem of finding the set of smallest 

area changes, which will give perfect homological deformation, can be 

formulated as a fairly straightforward minimization problem (see 

ref . [ l]) . 

The result of this approach to finding a homologically deforming 

structure, is a design which requires a large number of different member 

cross-sectional areas which do not necessarily correspond to any which 

are actually available from manufacturers . So in order to build such a 

design , the nearest available section must be used, thus introducing 

errors into the structure which will produce some degree of non

homological deformation. A sensitivity analysis was carried out by 

von Hoerner (with numerical work by Jennings and Biswar of the 

Department of Civil Engineering , University of Virginia , Charlottesvile , 

Va . ) in which he established that the use of avai lable sections would 

not pro duce unac ceptable deviations from the desired homological 

de f o r mati o n. From t h is work, he quotes a figure o f 5% as bei ng a n 

acceptable variati on of the a vailabl e sections u sed f rom the computed 

(ide al ) values . Howeve r, i n a l ate r paper [2] , he g i ves a figure of 

12% which, since it is bas ed on the r es ults obta ined fro m a n i mproved 

computer program, c apable of modelling more realistic structures, 

is considered to be the . more accurate of the two. 

This cross-sectional area tolerance limit was obtained for large 

radio telescope structures of 300-400 ft . diameter , designed for 



observations at centimetre wavelengths . Scaling this figure for a 

15 m (50 ft . ) diameter dish, capable of observing at wavelengths as 

short as 0.35 mm , gives a cross-sectional area tolerance (tA/A) 

* 
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of 5. 3% - a larger diameter would require an even tighter tolerance 

for the same wavelength. Now this limit of 5.3% on the variation of 

the cross-sections used, from the computed value, cannot be met using 

currently available structural steel sections . For this reason , at 

least, finding homologically deforming telescope structure designs , 

suitable for use at millimetre and sub-millimetre wavelengths , by 

simply varying the member cross-sectional areas, is not practical . 

Another problem which results from t his method of design , is that 

it is possible for joints to occur where members of widely different 

sizes have to be joined, which is not easy to do in practice. Also, 

because the number of members in a structure of 15 metres diame.ter 

will be much smaller than in one of 100 m (300 ft.) diameter , the 

effects of any area differences will be much more significant and less 

likely to be cancelled out by other members . 

The impracticality of the exclusive use of member cross-sectional 

areas . as the design variables , does not mean that they cannot be used 

at all in seeking a homo"logical design, but that they can only be used 

as a secondary design variable. This means that another set of design 

variables must be used as the primary set. Looking again at von 

Hoerner's list of design variables, it is clear that the only other 

set which can provide enough variables in practice , is that of the 

joint positions (structure geometry) . The structure topology can only 

* Using the relationship (tA/A) ~ A/D2 , where A is the shortest 
wavelength to be observed and D is the telescope dish diameter (see 
table 4 of ref . [2]) , and demanding a greater surface accuracy of 
A/27 mm r.m.s., compared to the A/16 mm r.m.s. used by von Hoerner . 



be used as a secondary variable as a result of its rather limited 

variability - two joints are either connected or they are not. 
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The advantage of using the ,structural geometry as the primary 

design variable set , over member cross-sections, is that its 

construction (assuming a homologically deforming design can be found 

by this method) would only suffer from the inaccuracies of manufacture. 

Thus, within these limitations, and those of the theory used in the 

numerical analysis, a perfect homologically deforming structure may 

actually be built. This fact becomes more important when designing 

telescope structures which are to be used at millimetre and sub

millimetre wavelengths, because inaccuracies introduced by other 

components of the telescope become more significant, leaving less room 

for homology errors. These other errors are produced by reflecting 

surface panel and secondary reflector errors, tracking errors, the 

effect of members differing from their nominal (manufactured) size and 

the differences between the real structure behaviour and that predicted 

by the theory used in the numerical analysis. 

Having decided to adjust the position of the joints in. the surface 

supporting structure, in order to try and improve its homological 

deformation behaviour (stage five in the design loop), the minimum 

number of joints which an initial design must have, for at least 

theoretical homology solutions to exist , will now be established. 

5.2 - Theoretical Homological Structure Conditions 

The parabolic reflecting surface of a radio telescope consists of 

a large number of individual panels, each supported at points around 

their edges by the surface supporting structure. The number of support 

points, and thus panels, is made large enough for the gravitational 

deformation of the panels, between neighbouring support points, to be 
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within the specified (acceptable) surface error tolerance . Since the 

deformations of the structure at any angle of elevation can be defined 

as a linear combination of the zenith and horizon pointing deformations 

(see section 2 . 1), the structural homology conditions will be developed 

by C'Onsidering these two cases separately . 

A free paraboloid, defined with respect to three mutually 

p erpendicular axes (x, y and z) , has seven degrees of freedom : three 

translational movements of the origin along each axis , a rotation of 

the paraboloid about each axis, and a focal length variation. In the 

zenith pointing case , which for a cyclically symmetric supporting 

structure produces a cyclically symmetric deformation, it can be seen 

that if the support points of one cyclic segment lie on a paraboloid, 

whose axis points to the zenith (i.e . z-direction, see figure 2 . 8.1), 

then all the surface support points in the remaining cyclic segments 

will lie on the same paraboloid. Now the only degrees of freedom 

which need to be used for the initial paraboloid (having its axis along 

the z -coordinate axis and origin at the C'O-ordinate origin) to be 

transformed into the deformed paraboloid, are a vertical shift of the 

origin along the z-axis and a focal length change (see section 2.2). 

Thus the number of conditions which must be satisfied for the support 

points of one cyclic segment to lie on a parabolic surface, of the 

required form (and thus defined by two points) , is given by : 

C = (n - 2) ,. z sy (5 . 2 . 1) 

where n i s the number of surface support points per cyclic segment . sy 

For the horizon pointing case the gravitational deformation will 

be anti-symmetric, and it h as b e en shown (see se.ction 2.2) tha t a 

paraboloid whose axis is tilted about the y-axi s and whos e origin is 

shifted along the x-a xis , can b e fitte d t o this f o rm of de f o r mation. 
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Thus, again only two degrees of freedom of the initial paraboloid need 

to be varied: the x position of the origin and the angle between the 

paraboloid axis and the z-axis, in the x-z plane (see figure 2.2 . 2). 

So the number of conditions which must be satisfied for the support 

points of one cyclic segment to lie on the new paraboloid (which is 

also defined by two points) is given by: 

= (n - 2) . 
sy (5.2.2) 

Now the number of design variables available to satisfy these two 

conditions, assuming only the positions of the joints other than those 

at panel support points, may be varied, and that the member cross

sections are fixed (initially at least), is given by: 

= 2 (P - n ) 
y sy (5.2.3) 

where P is the number of joints per cyclic segment, each having two y 

degrees of freedom . Only the degrees of freedom of joints in one 

segment can be used because once the positions of these joints is 

defined, the positions of the joints in all the other segments are 

defined - by the cyclic symmetry . Also, only two degrees of freedom 

per j oint is generally available , radially and axially , since any 

non-radial or non-axial movement would either be out of the plane of 

the radial ribs or tend to destroy the reflective symmetry usually 

possessed by each cyclic segment (which r esults from the way the 

surface panels are arranged). 

Thus, for a supporting structure , whos~ panel support points 

cannot take arbitrary positions , to satisfy both the _zenith and 

horizon pointing conditions 

(5.2.4) 

----, 



which, in terms of the number of joints (including support points) in 

a single cyclic segment , becomes: 

P ~ (2n - 2) (5.2.5) y s y 

Equation (5 . 2 . 5) thus defines the minimum number of joints per 
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cyclic segment which a structure , designed to support a given number 

of fixed (panel attachment) points , must have for a set of positions 

of its free joints to exist which represent a structure that will 

deform homologically in both the zenith and horizon pointing positions . 

5.3 - Practical Homological Structure Conditions 

The theoretical condition defined by equation (5.2.5) can only be 

r egarded as a minimum condition , since even though there may be 

homological joint position solutions , they will not necessarily satisfy 

the practical conditions wh ich exist . These practical conditions take 

the form of limitations on the distances between joints, to avoid 

buckling of l o nge r members and leave room f o r joints at the ends of 

short members . Also, the position of free joints clearly cannot be in 

front of the- supported reflecting surface. Furthermore, there are 

practical limits on the values of the four homology parameters (X I 
0 

z , <f, and !J.f , see figures 2 . 2 . 1 and 2 . 2 . 2), in particular on the 
0 

variation of focal length . This arises from the fact that if the 

reflecting panels are made for a paraboloid surface having the correct 

horizon pointing focal length, they will not have the correct focal 

l ength in the zenith pointing direction . In practice , then, for a 

15 m dish of focal length 5.4 m, having five rings of reflecting 

panels, a maximum focal length variation of 3.2 mm is all that is 

allowable if observations are to be made at millimetre and sub- millimetre 

wavelengths (see Appendix 5.1). 
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To improve the possibility of finding a practical homological 

solution the initial structure needs to have as many free joints as 

possible - without unnecessarily complicating the structure ' s geometry. 

It should also be reasonably close to a homological solution to start 

with. The member cross - sectional areas may be used as secondary design 

variables, only taking the value of available sections , to improve 

undesirable or nearly impractical joint positions which may occur . 

5.4 - Surface Accuracy and a Best Fit Paraboloid 

The second pair of design loop stages , three and four, are 

concerned with establishing a design goal and how progr ess towards this 

goal is to be measured. This design goal is defined as the maximum 

allowable deviation of the actual structural deformation from the 

desired .homological form . Any other structural requirements which 

arise from the overall telescope specifications , are treated as 

conditions under which the homological deformation goal must be found . 

Although both optical reflecting telescopes and radio telescopes 

(of the reflecting antenna type) use t~e same type of reflecting 

surface - having a parabolic shape - which, on the face of it, is not 

unexpected, there is an important diffe rence between the way in which 

they operate that is significant when considering the effect any 

deviation of the reflecting surface , from a perfect paraboloid, has 

on the performance of the two types of telescope. In the case of an 

optical telescope , where it is only the intensity of light collected 

(by a photographi c plate , for instance) that is important , it would be 

p ossible to use a number of independent reflecting surfaces , all 

focus ing light to the same point (see figure 5.4.1). This is b e cause, 

as a result of irregularities in the atmosphere, the phas e of the 

individually reflected signa ls (by e a ch ele me nta l r e fle cto r) i s not 
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Fig.5.4.1 - A multi-element reflector, having a common focus. 

itself coherent, so that the varying path lengths of the reflected 

signals, which also produce an incoherent signal at the focus, do not 

matter. This, however, is not the case for radio wavelength signals, 
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which are not affected by atmospheric conditions to the same extent. 

The reason for using a single parabolic reflector is therefore not just 

that it focuses a wide parallel beam of radiation to a single pcint 

(which, as has just been pointed out , can be done by other means) , but 

also that the focused beam is still coherent . This is because the path 

lengths of every part of the focused beam are the same , no matter which 

part of the parabolic surface reflects it (see figure 5.4.2). 

The gain of a parabolic reflector, according to the theoretical 

work of Ruze [3] , is a measure of the signal incoherence produced by 

surface errors, which is given by: 

(5.4.1) 

where G is the no error gain, A the operating wavelength and 
0 

€ the r.m.s. signal path length v a riation produced by surface 

inaccuracies. Equation (5.4.1) assumes that the errors are small, 

that they are uniformly distributed across the surface, that the phase 

errors they produce are random and describe d by a Gaussian probability 
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density function, and that the errors over a region defined as the 
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correlation interval are independent of the errors in the other regions 

of the aperture (the correlation interval describes the average distance 

over which the surface errors are substantially constant). Defining 

the reflector surface efficiency as n = G/G , equation (5.4.1) may 
S 0 

be rewritten as: 

= exp{-(21re:/A) 2} • (5.4.2) 

As was described in section 1.1, the performance of a radio 

telescope is_ affected by many different aspects; for the parabolic 

reflecting surface the major factors , which introduce errors, are: 

(i) error resulting from the manufacturing inaccuracies of each 

reflecting surface panel , 

(ii) deviations (from a parabolic shape) of each panel under its 

own weight, 

(iii) panel adjustment errors , due, for instance, to inaccuracies in 

the measuring device , 
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(iv) deviations res ulting from non-homological deformation 

behaviour of the surface supporting structure . 

Now the errors produced by components (i) to (iii) are more o r less 

independent of the size of the telescope and the observed wave length , 

and a re difficult to significantly reduce . Manufacturing techniques 

and technology, although considerably improved in recent years, still 

set the lowest practical limit on these error components . For 

telescopes designed to observe centimetre and longer wavelengths, the 

errors associated with components (i) to (iii) can be made small in 

comparison with the total allowable surface error . This therefore 

allows most of the total surface error budget to be t aken by the 

supporting structure errors. When it comes to parabolic reflectors 

operating at millimetre and sub-millimetre wavelengths, however , the 

first three error components are no longer insignificant , so the 

allowable structural deformation errors can o n l y be of the order of 

* 
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one quarter the total surface error budget . Thus the allowable r.m.s. 

sig n a l path l ength change error, produced by the surface supporting 

structure of a millimetre wave telescope, is given by: 

on rearranging equation (5 . 4.2) , where 

(5.4.3) 

E: is the r.m.s . signal path length 
s 

change error produced by the surface supporting structure alone . Plotting 

E: 
s 

against n for values of 
S . 

from 1.0 mm to 0.35 mm gives a 

set of curves ( see figure 5·. 4 . 3) from which the allowable supporting 

structure r . m. s . signal path length change error can be found for a 

t elescope having a given reflecting surface efficiency and observing at 

* Since t he total r.m. s . surfac e e rro r, ET, i s the square r oo t o f the 
sum of the component r.m.s. errors squared, the supporting structure 

./ 
2 . r.m.s. error is of the order E:T/4 , i.e. 
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a given wa velength. Thus , fo r e x ampl e, at a waveleng th of 0 . 6 mm 

and a surface efficiency of 0 . 75 , the allowable r . m. s . signal path 

length change erro r , p r oduced by devi ati ons of the suppo r ted r eflect i n g 

surface from the desired par abol i c shape, is 0 . 026 mm r . m.s . 

Having establ ished how accurately the surface supporting structure 

must conform to a parabolic shape , the nex t stage i s t o formul ate a 

me a sur e o f how well a given structure manages to do this - in other 

wo r ds , how close to homological the structure deformation behaviour is . 

I t has already been shown that a sufficient condition for 

homo l ogical deformation of the supporting structure to occur at any 

angl e of elevation , is that the struct u r e deforms homo l ogically a t t h e 

two elevation positions of zenith and horizon pointing. Thus measuring 

how close to homological behaviour the zenith and horizon pointing 

deformations are , provides a suffi cient measur e of the structures over 

all homological performance . Sin ce homologi cal deformation does not 

d emand a ny par t i cular paraboloid to be mai ntained - j us t that one is -

the wa y in wh i c h a structur e ' s homologi cal b e h a vio ur c an b e measur ed, 

is by calcula ting the r . m. s. signa l path l en g th c han ge p roduc e d b y the 

deviatio n s o f the s urfa c e support points fro m a b es t fit p a r a bo loid 

surface , f o r each o f the two pointing c a s e s - the b e st fit p a rabo l o id 

being found by minimizing the square of the signal path leng th change s . 

A least squares method for calculating the parameters of the z enith 

and horizon pointing best fit p a raboloi d s , and the r.m.s. signal pat~ 

length change error in each' case , is given in Appendix 5 . 2 . 

Having found the r . m. s . errors for the zenith and horizon pointing 

c ases , (J 
z and respectiv ely, the o v e r a l l r. m. s . signal path l ength 

change error, or homology error, a is given by : 
0 

(J 
0 

(5.4.4) 



which can then b e co mpare d with the allowable error ~ound using 

equat i on ( 5 . 4 . 3) to see if the structure design is good enoug l .. 
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Chapter Six - Implementation of the Design Procedure 

6.0 - Introduction 

Ha v ing established the theoretical basis for all the stages of the 

proposed design procedure, and having written the cyclic symmetry analysis 

program, their implementation and organization within a computer supported 

design package will now be described. In order to present the important 

aspects of this implementation, including a number of modifications 

which were made to certain stages, the design of an actual millimetre 

wave telescope structure will be followed - various excursions from 

this main path will, however, be made to describe in detail these 

important aspects. 

6.1 - Initial Structure Design, Data Generation and Checking 

The set of specifications for the telescope design is based on 

those for the U.K. Millimetre Wave Telescope [l] {see Box 6.1.1). They 

are deliberately simplified to avoid unnecessarily complicating the 

Reflector diameter 15 m 

Central hole diameter {for cassegrain operation) 1 m 

Focal length 5.4 m 

Minimum observable wavelength 0 . 4 mm 

Re fl e c ting s urface efficiency at 0. 4 mm 

Instrument to be housed in a Raydome 

Box 6 .1.1 - Millimetr e wave t e l escope specifi cations 

80 % 

content of this chapter. The initia l s tructure design, produce d from 

the specifications, is for a cyclically symmetric surface supporting 

structure which is mounted on a central yoke structure containing the 
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Fig.6.1.2 - Initial telescope structure design . 

members connecting surface suppor t points, 

cycl i cal l y symmetric backing structure members, 

members formi ng the central drum and e l evation 
mounting structure. 

• 
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two elevation bearings and semi-circular elevation control track 

support (see figure 6.1 . 2) . The cyclically symmetric surface supporting 

dish structure consists of twelye main cantilev ered ribs connected to 

the central drum and twelve secondary ribs placed between them. It is 

designed. to support three rings of reflecting panels - twelve in the 

inner ring and twenty-four in the outer two rings . Each panel is 

supported at three points on its edge . A detailed description of this 

design is given in Appendix 6.1 . 

The ne xt step is to describe the initial structure design to the 

cyclic symmetry analysis program , according to the format described in 

Appendix 3.1 . The major part of this task involves defining the 

positions of the joints in the central region and first cyclic segment , 

and the structural members connecting them. It is also the most 

difficult and error prone ; the remaining data consists of relatively 

small amounts of load description and joint constraint definitions . 

Checking the data before it is presented to the analysis program is 

there f o re an important part of data generation . In order to enable 

this data checking to be carried out quickly and accurately, a support 

program has been written and developed which reads the generated data 

file in the same way as the analysis program. It then uses the joint 

co-ordinates and member connections to produce a picture of the 

described structure . This picture can either be drawn on the screen 

of a graphics terminal, or , when hard copies are required, by a multi 

pen digital plotter . Figure 6 . 1 . 2 is an e xample of this type of 

output - the two diffe r ent views bei ng obtained v i a an object rotati o n 

option p r o vided by the Data Check ing program. In the case of the 

graphics terminal output further 'interactive' options have been 

included to enable a specific region to be enlarged, and thus looked 

at in more detail. This process of rotating the picture to find the 



most useful view, and then picking out and scaling up specific parts , 

can be continued for as long, and for as many times, as the designer 

wishes, correcting data errors ~s they are found. 
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The accuracy of the geometric and topological data can thus be 

established before it is presented to the cyclic symmetry analysis 

program. The remaining sections of the data file, defining the loading 

and constraints, are easily checked by 'hand' , since they generally 

form only a small part of the whole data file . 

6 . 2 - Stereoscopic Three-Dimensional Pictures 

One of the most important aims in developing the design procedure 

presented here, has been to enable structures having non-cyclically 

symmetric central regions to be considered, without having to model the 

whole structure . Tl1is is so that the effect of the deformations of the 

c entral region, containing the elevation supports of a telescope 

structure, can be included in the homological deformation analysis. 

Now iri order to maintain the high degrees of cyclic symmetry required 

by the surface supporting part of the structure, the central r egion 

structure must not interfere with it. In o the r wo rds, structural 

members forming the central region must not obs truct the cyclic segment 

members. 

For simple space-frame type structures, it is not too difficult 

to determine whether any members get in the way of each other , by 

examining various two-dimensional projections - such as those produced 

by the Data Checking program described in section 6.1. However, when 

it comes to the more complex structures proposed for homologically 

deforming telescopes, it is very difficult. As can be seen in 

figure 6.1.2, the central area becomes very confused. It was in an 

attempt to develop a quick and convenient way of carrying out a check 
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on central region interference, that a seconcl support program was 

written to produce 'stereo pairs ' of selected views 0f the structure 

(from the generated data file).. By using a suitable stereo •riewer to 

* look at these ' pairs ' a three-dimensional image can be seen, thus 

enabling the relationship between the central region and the cyclic 

segments to be studied very much more easily . 
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The basic proportions governing the viewing distances and position 

of the two viewpoints (the eyes), were determined in accordance with 

the recommendations made by Gossling [2] in his notes on computer 

generated pairs for a Gaf Viewmaster (which uses small transparencies) . 

These, and the transformation algorithms used in the program are 

described in Appendix 6.2. As an example, the stereo pairs for the 

two views presented in figure 6.1. 2 are shown in figure 6. 2.1. When 

viewed using a stereoscope these pictures produce a three-dimensional 

image which clearly resolves the rather confused central region area. 

Further e xamples of stereo pairs, including some of the helicopter 

landing pad structure used to check the analysis program, can be found 

in the pocket at the back of this volume. 

This completes the initial design stage, so we can now move on to 

the displacement analysis stage . The theory and computer program used 

here have already been described in chapters three and four , but before 

going o n to cons ide r the results, the question o f the joint model used 

will again be considered. 

6.3 - A New J o int Model 

When the computer program implementing the cyclic symmetry analysis 

* It should be noted that not everyone can see these three-dimensional 
images, but most can after varying amounts of practice! 



theory was first written, the primary aim was to demonstrate the 

validity of the theory. With this aim in mind a simple three-degree 

of freedom pin-joint model was .used. Now, although this joint model 

was good enough for the purposes of demonstrating the advantages and 

accuracy of both the theory and computer code, it was not clear that 

it would be good enough for the displacement analysis of telescope 

structures. 

It is generally accepted that for the stress analysis of medium 
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to heavily loaded space frames (i.e. significantly more than self 

weight l oading) , the pin-joint can reasonably be used - as shown by 

Parkes [3], for instance. However , when it comes to the analysis of 

lightly loaded frameworks, where it is the displacements that are of 

primary interest, not the stresses, there is no clear reason for 

assuming that a pin-joint model is still suitable . This is especially 

the case in the central region where many of members are short, so the 

behaviour predicted by the pin-joint would be rather different from 

that of the more appropriate rigid-joint model, which uses six degrees 

of freedom - as opposed to the three used by the pin-joint model . 

To introduce a rigid-joint model into the program would 

considerably increase the time taken to complete the displacement 

analysis stage, which, as already pointed out, is to be avoided if 

possible. For this reason a new joint model has been developed which 

still only uses three degrees of freedom, yet produces structure 

deformations of a form mucn closer to those produced using a full six 

degree of freedom rigid-joint model, for short structure members having 

low slenderness ratios. This was done by introducing a lateral 

stiffness term into the conventional pin-joint stiffness matrix - the 

size of the lateral stiffness term being chosen to give the closest 

match of deformation behaviour with that of the rigid- joint m:::>del. 
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The details of this 'semi-rigid' joint model are given in Appendix 6.3 , 

a n d a comparison of its deformation behav iour , with that of pin- j oint 

and rigid-jo int mo de l s when used i n a s i mpl e can tilev e r truss , i s 

presented in figure 6.3.1 ( see App e n d ix 6.3 for details of the 

c a l c ul a t ions i nvo l ved in producing this comparison). 

From figure 6 . 3 . 1 , it can be seen tha t the d i splacement behaviour 

of the s emi -ri g i d joint follows c l osely that of t he rigid-join t over 

the whol e range of slenderness ratios , rather than only over the high 

v a l ues , as i s the case with the pin-joint . This new joint model is 

ther efor e shown to be more suitable for dealing with the wide range 

of slenderness ratios found in telescope structures , than the pin-

joint model ; yet not to significantly affect the time taken by the 

a nal y s i s stage - a fac t borne out by compar isons made between the 

r esu l t s p r oduced using this semi- rigid joint model and those produced 

using a rig i d - joi nt model (implemented i n a nother program). 

6.4 - De f ormatio n Analys i s Re s ul ts 

We now return to the main path to conside r the di s pla ce me nt 

results pro d u c e d by the cyclic s y mmetry a nalys is p rogram. 

One ve ry c ommon a s p e ct o f numerical structura l ana lys is using 

digital computers , is the vast quantity of numbe rs that t e n ds to be 

produced. Clearly , to attempt to evaluate these results just by 

looking at all the n umbers is not pra ctical - unle ss the structure is 

very small . For this reason it is us ual to h a ve some form of r e sults 

processing which often produces graphical output. 

By further developing the Data Checking program , an option for 

drawing deformation pictures has been provided. These are simply 

produced by adding the suitably scaled-up nodal displacements to the 

original nodal co-ordinates and them , using the same drawing routines 
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Fig .6.4. 1 - Zenit~ pointing and horizon pointing deformation modes 

(deformation magnification= 1200). 
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as before, to draw the deformed shape . Figure 6 . 4 . 1 presents examples 

of the deformation pictures produced from the numerical results of the 

initial structure displacement .analysis. As can be seen f r om 

figure 6.4.1, these deformation pictures do not provide a very clear 

indication of the deformation behaviour of any one particular joint, 

but an idea of the overall behaviour can be gained. Although this 

does not provide enough information for assessing the homological 

performance of a structure, it does enable a check to be made on the 

type of overall deformation behaviour expected - in other words, on 

non-cyclic symmetry in the zenith pointing deformation solution and 

non-reflective symmetry (across the x-z plane) in the horizon pointing 

deformation solution. 

The deformation behaviour· of the central region structure, and 

its effect on the dish structure deformation, can also be studied using 

these pictures . The danger here is that the displacement values are 

usually small , compared with those of the dish structure , so that a 

large magnification is needed to ' see ' their effects , which tends to 

heavily distort the deformations of the dish structure. 

6.5 - The Best Fit Paraboloid and r.m.s. Error 

As described in section 5 . 3 , the homological performance of a 

particular structure is measured by calculating the r . m. s . value of the 

signal path length changes occurring at all the surface support points 

as a result of their deviat'ion from a best fit paraboloid. In order 

t o find this best fit parabol oid (according to the method set out in 

Appendix 5 . 2) , and to calculate the r. m. s. signal path length change 

error, a third sup p o rt p rog r a m has b een writte n. This prog r am thus 

represents s tage three of the design procedure. 

Calculating the r.m.s. signa l p a th length change errors for the 
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two cases of zenith and horizon :i:ointing, provides a measure of how 

close to the required homological performance a particular structure's 

deformation behaviour is , but it gives no indication of how its 

behaviour deviates from perfect homological deformation. Now before 

any design 'Changes can reasonably be made, it is necessary to have some 

idea of the form of the deviation from homology . From such information , 

measures to improve the deformation behaviour of specific support 

points, or groups of support points, can be formulated . 

In an attempt to present this ho~ology deviation clearly and 

conveniently, another subroutine was added to the Best Fit program 

to draw 'homology deviation surfaces' . These surfaces are formed by 

plotting the deviation of each support point from the best fit 

paraboloid as a vertical height above or below a flat surface which 

represents perfect homological deformation. Examples of the zenith ar1d 

horizon pointing error surfaces for the initial structure are presented 

in figure 6.5.1 . The use of t wo colours helps to indicate whether a 

· point is above or below the zero error surface. Points above this 

surface , joined by r ed lines, are said to be too ' hard ', since they 

lie 'above' the best fit paraboloid; whereas poin t s below it, joined 

by blue lines , are sa i d to be too ' soft ', since they lie below the 

best fit paraboloid. 

The program was also extended to produce stereo pairs of these 

homology deviation surfaces. This was done to try to improve the 

information retrieval from these pictures - in other words, to try and 

ma~e it easier for the designer to decide what is actually going on . 

(Ex amples of such stereo pairs can again be found in the pocket at the 

b ack o f this vo lume. ) 



Results of the Best Fit Paraboloid Analysis 

of the Initial Structure Deformation 

Zenith Pointing Horizon Pointing 

* /:,f = 1.289 mm /:,f = 0.0 mm 

* -5 .619 mm = 0.0 mm X = X 
0 0 

* 0.0 z = -0.127 mm z 
0 0 

-4 
<P * = 0.0 mm <P 5.86xl0 

0 = 0.0278 mm r.m.s. oh 0.0395 mm 
z 

* assumed to be zero 

rad 

r.m.s. 

6 6 1 Details of the best fit paraboloids. Box .. -
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6. 6 - Testing the Homological Performance 

The next stage in the design procedure is to decide whether the 

desired level of homological performance has been reached. This is the 

easiest of the design stages and is achieved b y simply comparing the 

overall r.m.s. surface error (see equation 5.4.4) with that required 

to meet the specified performance. Thus, using the performance 

specifications (see Box 6.1.1) and equation 5.4.3 , the maximum 

allowable r.m.s. surface support point error is given by: 

£ ~ 0.015 mm r.m.s. 
s 

(6. 6.1) 

Now for the initial structure design the overall r.m.s. error, o is 
0 

given by: 

cr = 
0 

(0.0278) 2 + (0.0395) 2 

2 

cr = 0.0341 mm r.m.s. 
0 

(6. 6 . 2) 

using the zenith and horizon pointing r.m.s. errors given in Box 6.6.1. 

As can be seen, cr 
0 

is greater than £ , and so the structure's 
s 

homological performance needs to be improved. 

The other quantity which must be checked is the change in focal 

length (from the initial value) .that occurs in the zenith pointing 

case. From . the specifications the limit for this variation is 

calculated to be 1.3 mm (see Appendix 5 .1) and the value obtained 

from the Best Fit analysis of the initial structure deformation is 

1.29 mm - just within the limit. 

6.7 - Formulat ing Design Modifications 

The fifth and final stage of the design loop is perhaps the most 

difficult, since it does not involve any analytical processes which 
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can be given to the computer. The formulation of design modifications 

which will produce reductions in both the zenith and horizon pointing 

r.m.s. errors, and not in one at the expense of the other, is an art 

which is learnt by experience. It is here that the cycle time of the 

design loop (which depends on the time taken to complete the previous 

stages) becomes important - a short cycle time encourages designers to 

'experiment' more freely and thus gain the necessary experience 

quickly. The gaining of this experience is l a rgely a process of trial 

and error to begin with until a 'feel' is gained for the relationship 

between the structural geometry and its homological deformation 

performance. 

For this reason it is difficult to formally define how design 

modifications are a rrived at, but basically it involves trying to make 

the soft support points harder and the hard points softer , as indicated 

by the homology deviation surfaces (see figure 6.5.1). This is 

generally easier to do for the z.eni th pointing case than for the 

horizon pointing case. The reason for this is that it is easier to 

imagine how the vertical (z-direction) stiffness of any particular point 

might be varied, compared with deciding how the stiffness opposing 

horizontal forces may best be altered. 

6.8 - The Effect of the Design Modifications 

To demonstrate the formulation of design modifications and the 

effect they have on the homological performance of the structure, the 

changes made to the initial structure , based on its homology deviation 

surfaces (see figure 6.5.1), will be described. 

It has been found useful to cons ide r the i mprovement of a n initial 

structure's hoIOC>logical deformation performance in two stages . In the 

first stage, member cross-sections are altered - the values used being 
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can be given to the computer. The formulation of design modifications 

which will produce reductions in both the zenith and horizon pointing 

r.m.s. errors, and not in one at the expense of the other, is an art 

which is learnt by experience. It is here that the cycle time of the 

design loop (which depends on the time taken to complete the previous 

stages) becomes important - a short cycle time encourages designers to 

'experiment' more freely and thus gain the necessary experience 

quickly. The gaining of this experience is largely a process of trial 

and error to begin with until a 'feel' is gained for the relationship 

between the structural geometry and its homological deformation 

performance. 

For this reason it is difficult to formally define how design 

modifications are arrived at, but basically it involves trying to make 

the soft support points harder and the hard points softer , as indicatep 

by the homology deviation surfaces (see figure 6.5.1). This is 

generally easier to do for the zenith pointing case than for the 

horizon pointing case. The reason for this is that it is easier to 

imagine how the vertical (z-direction) stiffness of any particular point 

might be varied, compared with deciding how the stiffness opposing 

horizontal forces may best be altered. 

6 . 8 - The Effect of the Design Modifications 

To demonstrate the formulation of design modifications and the 

effect they have on the homological performance of the structure, the 

changes made to the initial structure , based on its homology deviation 

s urfaces (see figure 6 . 5 . 1 ), wil l be described. 

It h as been f o und use ful to c ons i de r the i mpr ov ement of an ini t i a l 

structure's homological deformation performance in two stages . In the 

first stage, member cross- sectio ns are altere d - the values us ed being 
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restricted to those available - in an attempt to r emove large scale , 

non-homological aspects of the structure ' s deformation . The second 

stage c an be thought of as the r emoving of small scale , non-homologies 

using only the joint positions as variables . This two stage approach 

is only a guide, so the varying of joint positions in the first stage , 

or cross-sections in the second , is not ruled out. Another point 

which must be made clear is that not all initial structures go through 

this two stage improvement procedure - in fact many initial structure 

designs of an inexperienced user will not. This is because for any 

further improvement to be made in the homological deformation behaviour 

of such structures, the change in deformation form required is so large 

that it is not possible to obtain it by just changing cross-sections or 

joint positions. In these cases a dead end is reached and no amount of 

'tunning ' using joint position variations, will significantly improve 

the homological behaviour - a new initial structure therefore has to 

be designed, which , hopefully, does not suffer the same problem. 

The modifi cations made to the initial structure considered here 

were therefore changes in member cross-sections. They were aimed at 

r educing the stiffness of the rim of the dish structure, which, as can 

be seen from figure 6.5.1, is too hard in both the zenith and horizon 

pointing cases. The homology deviation surfaces produced from the 

deformation analysis results of the modified structure , are presented 

in figure 6. 8.1. As can be seen an improvement was obtained ·in both 

the z en ith and horizon cases , which gives a new a 
0 

value of 

0. 0270 mm r . m. s . - a 21% improvement . By making furthe r cross-

section changes - the values used being only those available from 

manuf acturers - and a change in on e j o in t pos i t i on , a further 

improvement wa s obtained which gave an overall r.m.s. error of 

a = 0.0209 mm r.m.s. 
0 
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6 . 9 - The Final Design 

After going round the design loop (stages two to five) ten times, 

and making a series of modifications to both joint positi ons and member 

cross-sections , a design having an o verall r.m. s . error of cr =0 . 0147mm 
0 

was obtained. The required homological performance had therefore been 

achieved . The homology deviation surfaces for this tenth modification 

of the initial design is given in figure 6 . 9 .1. 

Having reached the specified level of homological performance does 

not necessarily mean that further improvement is not possible , but for 

the particular design considered here , it did prove to be the limit 

certainly as far as the horizon pointing perfor mance is concerned . 

Table 6.9 . 2 presents the values of the homology parameters !:if , 

z x and <P for each modification , together with the zenith 
0 0 

pointing, . horizon pointing and overall r . m. s . errors . To indicate som~ 

of ti~e differences between the initial structure and the final one , the 

geometries of a primary radial rib (containing support points 1, 2, 4 

and 6) ; are presented for comparison in figure 6 . 9 . 3 . 

Zenith Po i nting Horizon Pointing 

Modification 
!:if z 0 X <I> <Jh 0 

0 z 0 0 

No . (mm) (mm) (mm rms) (mm) (rad) (mm rms) (mm rms) 

0 1. 29 -0 . 127 0.0278 -5.62 5.85xl0 
-4 

0.0395 0 . 0341 

1 1.27 -0 .127 0 . 0191 -5. 36 5 . 6lxl0 
-4 

0 . 0331 0.0270 

2 - 1. 34 -0.122 0.0103 -5.75 5 .99 xl0 
-4 

0.0277 0.0209 

3 1. 34 -0 .125 0.0057 -5.74 6 . 0lxlO 
-4 

0 . 0291 0.0210 

4 1.09 -0.149 0 .0278 -5 .05 5 . 35xl0 
-4 

0.0187 0.0237 

5 1.10 -0.146 0.0236 -5.08 5. 39xlO 
-4 

0.0180 0.0210 

6 1.13 -0.141 0.0190 -4.97 5 . 39xl0 
-4 

0.0205 0.0198 

7 1.14 -0.133 0 .011 3 -5.0 5.28xl0 
-4 

0.0199 0.0162 

8 1.15 -0.133 0.0124 -5.06 5.32xl0 
-4 

0.0196 0.0164 

9 1.13 -0.133 0.0125 -5.22 5.45xl0 
-4 

0.0192 0.0162 

10 1.15 -0.134 0.0096 -5.24 5.42xl0 
-4 

0.0185 0.0147 

Table 6.9 . 2 - Structure homological performance after each modification 
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F . 6 10 1 A typ1.'cal multi - direction J'oint from the cyclically ig. . . -
symmetric dish structure . 
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6.10 - The Question of its Construction 

The question of how a real structure could be built to this final 

design so that its actual deformation behaviour, and thus homological 

performance, is as close to that predicted by the preceding theoretical 

analysis as possible, will now be considered. It has already been said 

that all members will be made from steel tubing - for the cyclically 

symmetric dish structure at least. Probably· the simplest way of 

accurately mak~ng the multi-member joints which occur in the cyclically 

symmetric dish structure, is to use hollow steel spheres (see 

figure 6.10.1). The advantage of this method of joining members, is 

that the wide variation in member directions meeting at one joint, is 

easily coped with. Also, members of differing diameters which meet at 

the same joint cause no special problems - as long as the differences 

are not too large . Construction is also made simpler than in other 

methods, by the fact that the ends of the members need only to be 

square-cut, rather than specially shaped. Another point worth noting 

is that with this method of joining members no one direction is stiffer 

than another, which is what is assumed in the joint model used in the 

numerical analysis , but is not necessarily the case in other joining 

methods. Its deformation behaviour is therefore modelled well using 

the semi-rigid joint model described in section 6.3. 

The cons~ruction of the central elevation mounting structure is, 

however, a rather different problem. Although steel tubular members 

were also used for this part of the structure in the numerical analysis, 

they do not necessarily represent the most suitable method of 

construction, especially since it would involve large numbers of 

members all meeting at the same joint from nearly the same direction 

- so that their ends would not fit onto the surface of a hollow. steel 

sphere of reasonable size without overlapping. A rrore practical method 
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of building the central barrel and its four point support structure 

(see Appendix 6.1 for details) might be to use shaped steel panels - a 

weight reduction of this otherwise rather heavy construction could be 

made by introducing holes at suitable places in the panels. 

The remaining parts of the structure, that is the elevation circle 

and axis mounting structure, is more like a traditional heavy steel 

framework type structure and so does not present any particularly major 

construction problems. 

The use of a radial rib type structure in the surface supporting 

dish - rather than a lattice type structure - also provides .for easier 

construction, since all the ribs can be made on a two dimensional jig 

in a work shop, and then the interconnecting meroners added on site. By 

using one jig the high accuracy required at the manufacturing stage of 

a millimetre wave telescope structure is more easily attained. 
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Cha p t er Sev en - Di scussion a n d Conclusions 

7.0 - In troduction 

In thi s f i nal chapte r a discuss i o n i s p r e s e n t ed o f c e rta in points 

r a i se d at the various stages of the design procedure , followed by an 

overal l ' view of the complete procedure . A se t of conclus i ons is then 

drawn concer ning , not only the primary aim of this work , but also a 

number of other aspects which have arisen during the development and 

use of the proposed design procedure . 

7. 1 . 1 - The Initial Structural Design 

Th_e constraints usually associated with the deformation of large 

str uctures are ones concerning only their size - the deformations either 

hav ing to be a minimum, or within a given range . Less frequently, a 

str ucture may be r equired to assume specific deformations for a given 

l oad. Thus , the des i gner of a structure requir ed t o mai ntain a given 

form as it def orms under a va rying load, has few e x amples f rom wh i ch to 

draw inspiratio n. As a r es ult, ther e is a s tro n g t ende n cy, when 

designing a homological deforming telescope structure, to -fo llow the 

designs of the traditional ' stiff ' radio t e lescop e s tructures . Now 

these stiff structures almost invariably use some kind of interconnected 

radial rib type design which , apart from the elevation mounting , can 

genera lly be described as cyclically s y mmetric - the Jodrel l Bank 250 ft. 

dish , Cambridge one-mile and five-kilometre dishes , Parkes 210 ft . dish , 

N.R.A.O. 140 ft. and Lebedev 22 m dishes , being exa mples. Thus, 

following the previous designs does in fact lead to the type of structure 

described in section 2.2 (and Appendix 2 .1) as being potentially 

homologically deforming: a fact borne out by the results obtained for 

these types of structure - those presented here being a typical example. 



The stiff structure designs cannot, however, be followed much 

further. The positions of the 'free' joints (those which are allowed 

to be adjusted) in a 'stiffest'. structure design are not necessarily 

the best for a homologically deforming design. For a homologically 
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deforming design the free joints are best positioned such that the 

stiffness of the dish structure varies smoothly in the radial direction. 

It also needs to have constant stiffness circumferentially, but this 

follows automatically from the cyclic symmetry. The position of each 

free node and its connection with other nodes; should also be such that 

the adjustment of any one particular free node does not affect the 

' deformation behaviour of too large · a part of the structure.. In general, 

a good policy has been found to be one which provides each surface 

support node with at least one associated free node. This also ensures 

that the segment joint number condition (defined by equation 5.2.5) is 

satisfied. Another useful aim to ease the construction problem, as well 

as to avoid free joint position changes affecting too large a part of 

the structure's deformation behaviour , is to use as few structural 

members as possible (but still satisfy stability requirements). In 

practice this means avoiding cross-bracing by using triangular forms 

rather than rectangular ones . 

One other aspect of the initial design stage worth noting, is the 

successful use of the three-dimensional stereoscopic pictures as a 

means of checking for unwanted member intersections - as well as 

providing a general idea of what the design would actually look like 

in three-dimensions. The use of stereoscopic pictures does take some 

practice, and it helps to know about what you are looking at ; but s ince 

this will be the case with anyone designing these structures, it is not 

in practice a major problem. Perhaps their only disadvantage is that 

their effectiveness cannot be adequately deIJX)nstrated in these two 

ll 
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dimensional pages - the use of a stereoscopic viewer to look at the 

examples provided in the pocket at the back of this volume is therefore 

recommended. 

7.1.2 - The Deformation Analysis 

The discussion sections presented at the end of chapters three and 

four , dealing with the theory of the cyclic symmetry analysis and its 

implementation, cover most of the points raised in the deformation 

analysis stage. An aspect not dealt with there, however, and which has 

caused some problems, concerns the presentation of the large amounts of 

matrix algebra used in the theoretical development of the analysis 

method - see chapter three. In cases where it has not been possible 

to type equations , authors have usually resorted to writing them in by 

hand. Now there is clearly nothing wrong with this, except that it is - a 

notoriously error prone method - especially where many terms have sub

and super-scripts. It was for this reason then , that a means of using 

a multi-style character set, available on the digital plotter (used to 

produce many of the diagrams here) to write these equations, was 

developed. The much stricter geometrical layout which can be achieved 

by this means has enabled typographic errors to be more easily detected. 

It is, however , not a very fast way of producing these equations - it 

takes considerably longer than writing them by hand. 

7.1.3 - Measurement of Homological Performance 

In order to achieve a sufficiently accurate implementation of the 

least squares fit and r.m.s. homology deviation error analysis (see 

Appendix 5.2), it proved necessary to use double precision arithmetic 

throughout the computer program. The numerical error in the r.m.s. 

error values calculated by this program can be shown to be less than 
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0.0001 mm r . m. s ., compared to typical r . m.s. error values of 0.08 

to 0.005 nun r.m.s. 

There is one important difference between the method for finding 

the best fit paraboloid presented .and used here, and that used by others 

concerned wi th measuring the homological performance of telescope 

structures, and it concerns which quantity (squared) is actually 

minimised. In the methods used by von Hoerner , Zarghame , Kowaleski and 

Zeibrath, and Hills and Colyer , it is the distance squared along the 

best fit surface normal to a deformed surface supporting point, which 

is minimised; whereas in the method used here it is the square of the 

resulting signal path length change, produced by the deformation of a 

surface supporting point , which is minimised. The effect of this 

difference is for the signal path length change minimisation method to 

produce r . rn . s . homology deviation errors about 20% larger than those 

predicted by the normal distance minimisation method. For example, the 

overall r. m.s • . homology deviation error , a , for the final design i s 
0 

0.01 46 mm r.rn.s. (see figure 6 . 9 . 1), whereas it would be 0 . 0115 mm 

r.m~s. if the normal distance minimisation method was used. In other 

words, _the method u sed here to measure the h omological performance of 

a t elescope structure is a harsher one than that used by other people. 

It is also considered to be a better wa y of measuring homological 

performance, especially when designing telescopes to operate at very 

short wave lengths. 

7.1.4 - Homological Performance Test 

Strictly speaking, the effect of the r eflecting panels being 

supported on a paraboloid having a slightly different focal length to 

the one whose surface the reflecting panels are actually a part of, 

should be included in the zenith pointing homological performance 
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a ssessment . This will in ge neral inc rease the ze nith pointing , and 

t h us overall, r . m. s . homology deviation error . So , in the case of the 

· f i nal desig n whose zenith pointing focal length change i s 1 . 15 mm 

(see t able 6 . 9 . 2) , the zeni th pointing r . m. s . h omology devia t ion e rror 

should r eally be given as 0 . 0177 mm r . m. s . (rather than 0.0096 mm r . m. s . ) 

- using t he analysis described in Appendix 5 . 1 . This produces a new 

ove r all r . m. s . homology deviati on error of 0 ~018) mm r . m. s ., which is , 

in fact , now above that specified in table 6 . 1 . 1 . 

The r~ason for this focal length change error being so large , 

compared to the structural r . m. s . error , is mainly because only three 

rings of r eflectingpanels a r e used to fo r m t he pa r abolic surface . If 

m:>re were used, and in practice this would have to be the case because 

those required by a design having three r ings of panels would be too 

l arge to make successfully, the effect of each panel not being mounted

o n i ts actual p araboloid on the z eni th pointing error would be r educed. 

7.1.5 ~ I mproving the Homological Performance 

As was said when conside ring the formul a tion of des i gn modi f i cati ons 

( see section 6.7), it i s difficult to formally d e f ine what constitutes a 

pote ntially good h omo logica lly de f o rming s truc ture . What c an be sai d , 

tho ugh , i s that there are certain structures which are easie r t o evo lve 

into a high homological performance structure than others . These can be 

recognis ed by the ease with whic h bene ficial modifica tio ns can be 

formulated - i n other words , how easy it is to decide c o rrectly what 

eff e ct any particular mo dification wi l l have on the str uctur e ' s 

performance . 

A point which has come out 9f the experience gained in us ing the 

design procedure to look at the homological performance poss ibilities 

of a number of types of structures - some h a ving a l a ttice type frame-
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work rather than interconnected ribs - is that the distinction between 

free joint position changes and cross-sectional area changes, as 

primary and secondary design variables , is not as clear as was first 

suggested. This is not to say that they should not be considered as 

primary and secondary design variables, but rather that the effectiveness 

of each type varies from design to design. In other words, there are 

some designs where it proves easier to obtain · improvements in the 

. homological performance by making changes mostly to member cross-sections 

(but only using those available), rather than free joint position changes 

and vice versa. 

7.2 - An Overall View of the Design Procedure 

In order to put into context an overall view of the design procedure 

presented her e , the work and methods of other millimetre wave telescope 

projects will briefly be described. At present there are five projects 

which involve the design and construction of a millimetre wave telescope 

using the principle of homological deformation . All have slightly 

different performance aims - reflecting the differing inte rests of the 

astronomers for whom the telescopes are being built. 

The group which has been working o n the design of millimetre wave 

telescopes the longest (yet is perhaps the furthest from actually 

building one) is at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (N.R.A.O.), 

West Virginia, U.S.A. This group, led by von Hoerner, now have a final 

design for a: 25 m (82 ft.) dish which will be built in a radome ., and 

has a minimum observable wave length specification of 0.8 mm. In 

their homological design, this group used von Hoerner's automatic design 

program (see section 1.5) to produce a highly optimised structural design, 

having very good hoIOC>logical behaviour, in theory at least. However, as 

has already been pointed out (section 5.1), the problem with von Hoerner's 
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method of systematical ly cha nging all the cross-section of the 

str uc t ural members , is that a final design requires many different 

cross-sections which a r e not necessarily availab l e from man u f act u r e r s . 

Worse still, i s the fact that the design con tains j oin ts a t wh ich 

membe r s of widely different cross-sections meet . These two aspects of 

von Hoerner ' s design method therefore make the accurate construction of 

a mi l limetre wa ve telescope structure rather difficult . Anothe r point 

about von Hoerner ' s work worth noting here , is that the first program 

written to implement his method took no advantage of any symmetry that 

the structures being analysed possessed (cyclic or otherwise) and it 

c o uld only deal with designs having ~we~ than 20 surface support points , 

a n d 130 members . A second ' improved ' program was subsequently written , 

which takes advantage of structural symmetry to the e x tent that only one 

quadrant of the complete structure is considered. Using this new program 

struc t ures having up to 90 s urface support points and 660 members have 

b een opt imised, wh i ch still does not compar e well with the 360 surface 

support po int limit (and 2500 membe rs) of the c yclic symmetry analy s i s 

progra m used in the work presented her e . 

The n e xt gro up to start work on t he des i gn o f a 30 m (98 ft. ) 

millimetre wa ve t e l escope f r om p a r t o f a n organi satio n, combining French 

and German efforts, called the International Ra dio As tro nomy Millimetric 

(I.R.A.M.). This telescope is in fact being designed and built by the 

same people who were involved in the 100 m Bonn dis h. In this case 

the design is for an open air telescope (i.e. no protective housing), 

that can operate down to about 2 mm , which , is to be built in Southern 

Spain on top of one of the mountains in the Sierra Nevada range. An 

interesting aspect of this project is that the cyclically symmetric 

surface supporting structure and its elevation mounting structure have 

been designed quite separately - in the sense that both parts have not 



been included in one complete numerical analysis . This was done by 

designing the dish structure so that the large supporting ring, to 

which the elevation structure is. connected, always r emains circular. 

The elevation mounting structure was then also designed so that this 

'common' ring remains circular. In theory there seems to be nothing 

against this method of design , but quite how successful it is i n 

practice is difficult to judge . However , being able to include both 

the dish and elevation mounting components of the telescope structure 

would clearly avoid this situation and would also enable a much more 

integrated design to be analysed. 
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The most advanced milli metre wave telescope p r oject is for a 

Japanese 45 m (150 ft .) dish . This telescope is very near completion 

and forms part of a synthesis array - the other elements being smaller 

(10 m) dishes . A mµch less ambitious performance has been aimed at 

for this instrument , compared to the N.R.A.O. and I.R.A.M. designs. 

Howe ver, very little detail has been made available concerning this 

project and virtually nothing on the method used to design the 

homologically deforming structure , but since it is not a very highly 

optimized design it seems unlikely that it involved an automatic 

procedure. 

The next project , in order of starting , is the U. K. millimetre 

wave t e lescope project, which as already mentioned (section 1.6) is 

for a 15 m dish to be built on Las Palma (in the Canary Islands) . 

Although the design method used by this group takes full advantage of 

the structural cyclic symmetry , it is not able to include any non

cyclically symmetric elevation mounting structure - so again the two, 

(dish and elevation mounting) structure components have to be analysed 

separately . 

The fifth, and most recent, project is again an I.R.A.M. project, 



this time for a three dish millimetre wave synthesis ~elescope all of 

15 m diameter. The published performance specifications fo~ these 

instruments are very similar to t hose of the U.K. millimetre wave 

telescope so the design method used by this group is going to have to 

be more refined than that used for the I.R.A.M. 30 m dish. 
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The natural tendency when considering the design procedure 

presented here , is to be more aware of its short-comings than its 

successes. However , despite the fact that there are improvements which 

could be made, it is clear from the preceding discussion of the methods 

used by other millimetre wave telescope projects, that it does provide 

a more effective means of designing a complete homologically deforming 

telescope structure. This is because, although it is quite possible 

to achieve good homologically deforming telescope structure designs by 

just considering the cycl i cally symmetric dish part of the structure 

(as the U.K. 15 m and I.R . A .M. 30 m designs show)~ when they are 

supported on an elevation mounting structure this homological 

behaviour will be altered , even if the design procedure has involved 

ensuring deformation compatibility between the dish structure and 

elevation mounting structure components, and so the homologica l 

performance of the complete telescope structure will not be known 

before it is built . This problem becomes increasingly serious as the 

surface accuracy requirement of a telescope increases and there is 

bound to be a point at which it can only be solved by including the 

elevation mounting structure in the design of a homologically deforming 

t elescope structure . 

7.3 - Computer Supported Design 

The term 'Computer Supported Design ' is used to describe the role 

played by the computer in the design procedure presented here , rather 



than the term 'Computer Aided Design' which, as a r esult of its very 

wide u sage , has become somewhat ambiguous. It is also to contrast it 

with design methods which only require someone to start them off, and 

then look at the result s - the rest being done by a programmed 

computer, as is the case in von Hoerner's method. There undoubtedly 

a~e occasions when the use of a computer to carry out an automatic 

search or optimization is the only practical means of solving a 

particular problem. However, to relegate the designer to the status 
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of a machine minder is to totally deny the essential part that the human 

mind plays in the process of design . Design , or more specifically , what 

is usually called ' Engineering Design ' , is a very disciplined art , but 

it is still an art , and computers are not artists - not yet anyway ! The 

use of a computer in any design procedure should therefore be such that 

it enables the human designer to extend his abilities, not replace them. 

The design procedure presented here is thus in stark contrast to 

the fully automatic procedure developed by von Hoerner and others - where 

the direction of design is out of reach of the human designer once the 

program has been given an initial design . By the introduction of a high 

degree of user interaction and control, the designer is placed in a much 

better position to guide the design direction , so that only useful paths 

are followed, and also to understand the reasoning behind the final 

design and its deformation behaviour. Perhaps more important though, 

is the fact that this interactive flexibility al l ows the whole subject 

of homologically deforming structures to be studied and therefore the 

necessary experience and 'feel' for the problem gained. The vastly more 

powerful problem solving and inspirational capacity of the human mind , 

both conscious and subconscious, can thus be set to work, instead of the 

inevitably narrow and limited powers with which a computer can be 

programmed. 
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7.4 - Conclusions 

Although there is room for further development and improvement to 

be made in some of the techniques and methods used in a few of the 

stages of the design procedure, they have provided a means of clearly 

demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed procedure. The 

following conclusions can therefore be drawn concerning, not only the 

primary aim of this work, but also some of the more important aspects 

arising from individual stages of the design procedure . 

I. A design procedure has been developed, and its effectiveness 

demonstrated , for use in the study and design of the homologically 

deforming surface supporting structure of telescopes for use at 

millimetre and sub-millimetre wavelength observations. The design 

procedure has the considerable advantage over other methods used, of 

being able to deal with a complete telescope structure without this 

resulting in a long time-consuming computer analysis , or having to 

ignore parts of the elevation mounting structure . 

II. The theoretical development of an analytical method has been 

achieved, which takes advantage of any cyclic symmetry a structure 

might have, to greatly reduce the otherwise large analysis task it 

creates in terms of traditional methods, but which still allows a 

non-cyclically symmetric region of the structure to be included in 

the analysis, and is able to deal with any form of cyclically symmetric 

or general, non-cyclically symmetric, loading. 

III. A computer program implementing the theoretical cyclic symmetry 

analysis, has been written and developed , which successfully 

demonstrates the advances made by the theory in being able to include 

a non- cyclically symmetric region in an otherwise cyclically symmetric 

structure subjected to non-cyclically symmetric loadings, and thus 

form an effective deformation analysis stage in an interactive computer 



supported design procedure. 

IV. The theoretical basis for, and computational implementation of, 

a criterion for measuring the homological deformation performance of a 

telescope surface supporting structure has been developed and used, 

which is superior to that used by previous workers in this area. 
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V. It has been demonstrated that the use of a mixture of design 

variables , in the form of structure geometry variations and member 

cross-sectional area changes (which are only allowed to take the values 

of those sections available from manufacturers) provides an efficient 

means of modifying an initial structure design to improve its homological 

deformation performance sufficiently for it to meet the low reflecting 

surface errors demanded of the structures for telescopes designed to 

observe at millimetre wavelengths, in a small number of design 

modification cycles. - and in such a way that the resulting modified 

structure remains a realistic and practical design . 

VI. A successful balance has been achieved between the roles played by 

the computer and human designer in the computer supported design 

procedure that has been developed, and is presented here. As a result , 

the considerable capacity of modern digital computers to carry out 

large amounts of numerical calculations , and to manipulate data 

structures very quickly, is used to enhance and extend the also 

considerable c apacity of the human mind, both conscious and subconscious , 

to provide the essential inspiration, comprehension and problem-solvi ng 

abilities r equired to practice the art of Engineering Design . 

7.5 - Postscript 

As with any research project many ideas and concepts are found and 

developed, paths followed and areas looked into which cannot be included 

in a single volume such as this. They remain however, some of the most 
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valuable experiences gained while working as a research student . It 

can therefore only be regarded as a privilege to have had the opportunity 

to gain such experiences; to discover the ideas and work of so many other 

people, both dead and alive . Indeed, the work presented here reflects 

this to some extent by the fact that it has its roots in both the work 

of Joseph Fourier (1768-1830), and that of von Hoerner, which was 

started less than twenty years ago. Between these two many others have 

contributed, wittingly and unwittingly, such as Fortescue, with his 

symmetric components for the analysis of polyphase electrical circuits, 

to the solution of the problems which occurred in the development of 

the various stages of the complete design procedure. In doing so they 

have helped bring together the two previously unlinked areas of 

symmetric components and Fourier's transformation method, and the design 

of millimetre wave telescope structures. 
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Appendix 2.1 - Horizon pointing gravitational deformation fo r of a 

* cyclically symmetric structure 

Suppose, for the purpose of clarity, that the structure has a 

sufficient degree of cyclic symmetry for it to have reflective symmetry 

in both the x-y plane and x-z plane, see figure A2.l.l. In other words, 
{L C 

0 Tj 

---:z: 

L 

Fig.A2 .1.1 

'j 

b) 

*aasedon a similar argument given by Hills in ref . 3 of chapter two . 
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it has a n inte ger number o f symme tric segments in each quadrant . 

By r e v e r sing the direction of the x -coordinate in the lower hal f 

of the struc tur e , but keeping they- direction the same , so that 

(x',y',z') = (-x,y,z), it c a n b e s een tha t it is identical with the 

upp e r h a l f . However , if the loading acts i n the x-di r ection , the sign 

mus t be changed, thus f ' = - f It t her efor e follows that the - g -g 

displacements in the lower half will have the opposite sign to those in 

the upper half , / = -</ ( see f i gure 2 . lla) . In terms of the original 

co-o r dinates the displacements in t he lowe r half can be related to those 

of the corresponding point in the u~per half b y: 

(du -du - du) 
x' y ' z (A2 . 1.1) 

Sin ce t here can be no discontinuity in the form of the displacements 

a cross the y - z pl_ane , points in this plane will only move in the 

x-directi on 

= (d ,O ,O) 
X 

(A2.1.2) 

Also, points which lie in the x-z plane will o nly move in t h e x 

and z directions and not they-direction. 

Thus, in terms of ·radial, tangential and axial deflections 

(instead of the x, y and z components), the de flections of structural 

points lying in the vertical plane will only have radial and axial 

components: 

(d
0 

O d
0

) 
r' ' a (A2 .1. 3) 

while the deflections of points in the horizontal plane will be purely 

tangential: 

= (0 dq0 0) , t , (A2.1.4) 
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see figure A2 . l . lb . 

Consider now a cyclically symmetric segment at an angle 8 to 

the vertical. As a result of the cyclic symmetry the description of 

the structure relative to this segment wi ll be the same as i t is 

relative to any other segment. Thus by resolving the vertical loading 

into radial and tangential components, f cos e and f sine 
g g 

respectively , we transform the displacement solution of the segment 

into the two types just considered. It follows then that the 

deflections in response to this combination of loads will have the form: 

cl = go cos e + gqo sin e 

ae 
(A2.L5) 

= (do cos e, dqo sin e' do cos 8) . -r -t -a 

Now tangential deflections do not contribute to the surface error 

since they simply move the points parallel to the surface. The · 

deformations normal to the surface are thus given by : 

a8 
n 

d
8 

sin$ + d
8 

cos$, r a 
(A2.1.6) = 

where $ is the angle of the surface normal to the z-axis , see 

figure A2 . 1. 2 . 

z 

\ 
\ 

X 

Fig . A2 .1. 6. 
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Now the surface normal deformations in a vertical segment have a 

similar form: 

do 
n 

= 

so that those of 

may be expressed 

de = 
n 

d
0 

sin~+ d
0 

cos~, r a (A2.1.7) 

a segment at an angle e to this vertical segment 

in terms of do as: 
n 

do cos e . (A2 . 1.8) n 

Considering now the form of the horizon pointing homological 

deformation, which is a combination of a tilting of the initial 

parabolic surface and a shifting. of its origin along the x-axis (see 

figure 2.2.2), the form of the displacements in the vertical plane 

will be given by : 

d(r) = ax + bxr2 , (A2.1.9) 

where a and b are constants whose values depend on the amount of 

tilting and origin shifting which occurs. In terms of cylindrical 

co-ordinates this becomes: 

d(r) (ar + br 3)cos 8 • (A2.1.10) 

From this expression it can be seen that the desired form of the 

displacements for hoIIx:>logical deformation to occur in the horizon 

pointing case, is such that the deflections in a segment at an angle 8 

to the vertical must be the same as those of the vertical segment but 

scaled by an amount cos 8 . In other words : 

d
9 

Cr) 0 = d ( r ) cos 8 , (A2 .1. ll ) 

which i s the same form as equation (A2.1. 8 ), thus showing that a 

cyclically synnne tric structure has the required form of de f o rma tion in 

the horizon pointing case for homological deformation to be theoretically 

possible. 
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Appendix 3.1 - Algebraic expressions for the eleme n t matrices 

of ~T' ~T' ~ and d 

3.1.1 - The transformed load vector 

P - !p(1) 
_To - n=-O 

PT = !( f; p<0) -1 n 
1
_

1
_1 

P, = !( f; a<r-1)(1-1) pOl) 
-r n i-t _1 

Pr. . = !( f; a (11'-1)(1-1) pCll) 
_n n 1-1 _1 

p . 
=T 

3.1.2 - The transformed stiffness supermatrix 

Kr,, = {Ir.?+ i:tcK;:'L,) + (Ir.;'LS H 

K,._ •• = s~1>+ 'f'[a<1-1> (~'T ) + a:<1-1) (~'>r )r ]i .... ?-11 
1
_

2 
_11 ..:!:..i1 _u .:!:..11 s 

v _ _ = S~1)+ !t1[a(r-l)(H)(~'>t ) + a:Cr-1)(1-1)(~'1' )T ]i 
!_Un, ? - 11 l-l ·-H~I _11.:!:..11 5 

K_<-c-= s~1)+ 'f'[a(n'-1)(1-1) (~'1' ) + a:Cn'-1)(1-1) (~'T )T ]l 
'"1111 l-11 1-2 _11.:..11 -11.:!:.11 J 

K 
=T 
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(A3.l.1) 

(A3.l.2) 



Kro,= (~?+ {1t~?L1D 

Kroz = (~~>+ {1t a<H>~>:ri, D 

3.1.3 - The transformed displacement vector d :
=T 

where cS = 1, t = n'-1 and n' = (n+2) for n 
2 

or cS = o, t = n' and n' = (n+l) for n 
2 

Qr1 = ~; (fr1 - Kio,9,ro) 

Qrz = ~~(frz -r ) - ~02i:lro 
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(A3. l. 3) 

even 

odd 

(A3.l.4) 
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3 . 1 .4 - The real segment displacement vector d ·-
= 

(A3. l. 5) 

d(r) = j dT + ~ a:(r-1)(1-1) da + a(r-1)(1-1) d-•) + _.._ (r-1)(11'-1) da _l -r {_ 1 f:;:2 C _ i ~·1 ua _ "5 

9l"'= t gT, + t2 ( a:Cn-1)(1-1) gTj + a (n-1)(1-1) ~,Ti) + oa (11-1)(11'-1) gT,,·f 

where 0 = 1, t = n ' -1 and n' = (n+2) for n even 
2 

o r 0 = o , t = n ' and n ' = (n+l) for n odd. 2 



Appendix 4.1 - Cyclic Symmetry Analysis Program Data Input Fonnat 

z 

Axi.5 of 
cJcl;c: 

\'.)>"1"1 er'"j 

Fig . A4 . l . l - Definition of co-ordinate axes used to define central 
region and first cyclic segment node positions. 

4.1.l - Geometric limits 

Maximum number of cyclic segments 

Maximum number of central region nodes 

Maximum number of nodes per cyclic segment 

Maximum number of elements c onnecting 

central region to a cyclic segment 

Maximum number of elements connecting 

two cyclic segments 

= 30 

= 40 

= 25 

10 

40 

4 .1. 2 - Segment boundary and node numbering conditions 

The following conditions must be satisfied before a cyclically 

symmetric structure and its loading may be described, via the input 

data , to the cyclic symmetry analysis program . 
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Appendix 4.1 - Cyclic Symmetry Analysis Program Data Input Format 

z 

A%i.s of 
c.Jcl,'c 

\'.:J,.,.....,1cr'j 

X 

Fig.A4 . l.l - Definition of co-ordinate axes used to define central 
region and first cyclic segment node positions . 

4.1 . i - Geometric limits 

Maximum number of cyclic segments 

Maximum number of central region nodes 

Maximum number of nodes per cyclic segment 

Maximum number of elements connecting 

central region to a cyclic segment 

Maximum number of elements connecting 

two cyc lic segments 

= 30 

40 

= 25 

= 10 

40 

4 .1. 2 - Segment boundary and node numbering conditions 

The following conditions must be satisfied before a cyclically 

symmetric structure and its loading may be described, via the input 

data, to the cyclic symmetry analysis program . 
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i. The number of any node in the central region must be less than 

that of any node in the first cyclic segment. In other words, 

the node numbering must start with the central region nodes and 

not move on to the first cyclic segment nodes until all the 

ii. 

central region nodes are numbered. 

The number of any node in the cyclic segment 

than that of any node in the cyclic segment 

s. 
J 

s . 1 J+ 

must be less 

- i.e., each 

cyclic segment should be fully numbered before moving on to the 

next cyclic segment. In practice only the first two cyclic 

segments need to be numbered. 

iii. The difference between the number of a node in cyclic segment 

S, 
J 

and that of the corresponding node in segment s. 1 J+ 

the same for all other nodes in segments s. 
J 

and s. 
1 J+ 

must be 

This 

condition reqµires the cyclic segment nodes to be numbered in 

the same way for each segment. 

iv. The segment boundaries may not pass through any node so that the 

segment to which a particular node belongs is uniquely defined. 

v. The structural connections between the central region and the 

cyclic segments must themselves by cyclically symmetric. This 

means that the boundary between non-cyclically symmetric structure 

and purely cyclically symmetric structure must be contained 

within the central region. 

4.1.3 - Data file format 

Having satisfied these conditions , the structure and its loadings 

are then described in the following order : 

1. Title - Up to OC> alpha nllllleric characters including spaces used 

to form an identification title. 
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2. N
1

,N
2

,N
3

, ... ,N
10 

- Data Control parameters, defined a~ follows: 

NlO 

3. X, Yi l. 

4. N 
mat 

5. E. pi l. 

6. 

7. 

= number of cyclic segments, 

= number of nodes in central region , 

= number of nodes in central region connected to nodes in 
first cyclic segment , 

= number of nodes in a cyclic segment , 

= number of nodes in first cyclic segment connected to 
nodes in second cyclic segment, 

= number of elements in central region, 

= number of elements connecting central region to first 
cyclic segment , 

= number of elements in a cyclic segment , 

= number of elements connecting first and second cyclic 
segments , 

= 0 

= 1 

Z, 
l. 

g CL 1 

D. 
l. 

m 

m 

for simple pin-jointed element or 

for hybrid element . 

i = 

CL2 

1, (N2+N4) - Nodal coordinates for central and 
first cyclic segment nodes these -
must be continuously nUil'bered , . 
starting with 1 in the central 
region. 

- N i s the number of different element cross-mat 
sections and/or materials used 

g = acceleration due to gravity , for the two 
directions defined by CL l and a

2 
, . where: 

CL. = 0 for g in +ve X direction, 
l. 

CL, = 90 for g in -ve z direction . 
_l. 

t. i = 1, N 
mat E. = Youngs modulus, pi = density, l. l. 

D. = tube diameter and 
l. 

t. = wall thickness . 
l. 

N
6 

central region element+ N
8 

cyclic segment 

elements, where n
1 

& n
2 

= node numbers (n
1 

< n
2

) 

and m is the material number as defined in (5). 

N
7 

elements connecting central region 

and first cyclic segment, nc
1 

ncz ••• nc.,
1
• 1 

are the central region nodes similarly 

connected to the other (N
1

-1) cyclic 

segments. 
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N
9 

elements connecting the first and second cyclic 

~egments. 

9. NFCl NFC2 NYFl NYF2 NFCl and NFC2 are the number of central 

region nodes subjected to point loads 

for each of the two loading cases 

respectively. NYFl and NYF2 are the 

total number of cyclic segment nodes 

point loaded for each of the two loading 

cases respectively . 

10. n f f f 
X y Z 

NCFl loaded central region nodes , where n = node 

number. 

11. n f f f 
X y Z 

NFC2 loaded central region nodes - second load 

case. 

12. n n 
cy n 

13. n n 
cy n 

14. NMFY 

15. n mass 

f f f NYFl l oaded cyclic segment nodes , where 
X y z 

n = cyclic segment number 
cy 

n = number of co r responding node in the 
n 

first cyclic segment . 

f f f NYF2 loaded cyclic segment nodes - second 
X y z 

load case. 

Number of nodes per cyclic segment having point masses 

attached. Note these are assumed to be cyclically 

symmetric in distribution. 

NMFY point mass .loaded nodes; n = node number, 

mass= point mass . 



8. m 

112 

N
9 

elements connecting the first and second cyclic 

~egments. 

9. NFCl NFC2 NYFl NYF2 NFCl and NFC2 are the number of central 

region nodes subjected to point loads 

for each of the two loading cases 

respectively . NYFl and NYF2 are the 

total number of cyclic segment nodes 

point loaded for each of the two loading 

cases respectively. 

10. n f f f 
X y Z 

NCFl loaded central region nodes , where n = node 

number. 

11. n f f f 
X y Z 

NFC2 loaded central region nodes - second load 

case. 

12. n n 
cy n 

13. n n 
cy n 

14. NMFY 

15. n mass 

f f f NYFl loaded cyclic segment nodes, where 
X y z 

n = cyclic segment number 
cy 

n = number of corresponding node in the n 
first cyclic segment. 

f f f NYF2 loaded cyclic segment nodes - second 
X y z 

load case. 

Number of nodes per cyclic segment having point masses 

attached. Note these are assumed to be cyclically 

symmetric in distribution. 

NMFY point mass loaded nodes; n = node number, 

mass= point mass. 



16 . NCC NYC 

17. n k k k 
X y Z 

18 . n k k . k 
X y Z 

Number of central region and first cyclic segment 

nodes having one or more degrees of freedom 

constrained to zero displacement, respectively . 

NCC constrained central region nodes 

k = 1 for zero displacement constraint x,y,z 
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in the x, y or z direction ( = 0 for no constraint) 

NYC constrained nodes . in the first cyclic segment . 



Appendix 4 . 2 - Helicopter Landing Pad Analysis Results and 

Error Estimation 
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De t a i ls of the structure's geometry and node numbering are given 

in figures A4 . 2 . l to A4.2.3 together .with listings of the data files 

used in tables A4.2.6 and A4.2.7, and analysis results in tables A4.2.l 

to A4 . 2 . 5 . 

Error Estimation 

If we assume that the difference between the true {double precision) 

results and single precision Finite Element analysis of 0.0003 is due 

to rounding errors accumulating during the inversion of the structure 

stiffness matrix, an estimate of the error produced per degree of 

freedom is given by: 

0.0003 
e:df :::::. 2 {n+l) 

2 

{A4. 2 . 1) 

where n is the order of the stiffness matrix, and 0.0003 is the 

r.m.s. difference between the mantissa values of the double precision 

and single p r ecision solutions . Thus for n = 99 , e:df 
- 7 

1 . 2 10 • 

Usin g t his value of e:df , a n estimat e o f the r o undi ng e rro r , which 

co uld be e xpected in t he Cyclic Symmetry Anal ys i s solution , can be made . 

In thi s case two matrix i nver sions are car ried out in the calculation of 

the c yclic segment nodal d i spl acements - both u s ing the same method a s 

u sed in the Fini te Element analysis. 

Thus 

(48+1) 2 { 12+1) 2 -7 
e: - X 1. 2x lO {A4. 2. 2) -cy 2 2 

,.., . -3 . . e: ,.., 3.0xlO 
cy 

which agree s well with the estimate d r.m.s. value of -3 2.9xlo calculated 

from the results. This therefore establishe s that the difference b e tween 

the conventional Finite Element analysis results and the Cyclic Symmetry 
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analysis results is due to the different accumulation of rounding 

errors. 



Fig . A4 . 2 . l - Helicopter landing 
pad structure . 
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Fig.A4.2 . 2 - Initial node numbering scheme 
and loading (in Newtons). 
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Fig . A4 . 2 . 3 - Alternative node 
numbering scheme . 
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NODE X 

1 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 t + (J 1 
2 o.uUOIJOE·HJ1 
.s 0 • ()UlJOIJE + 01 
4 1.23967E-U4 
5 •3.565S4E•04 
6 1. 71757E..;04 
7 7. 2326 .. H:-05 
8 •4.!>1408£-(;4 
9 1 • a 2 a 6 ..s E - 1) 4 

10 5.2d5'il,E-ll5 
11 •7.996J7E-04 
12 •3.0756LJE-05 
1.s 2 • u d 3 4 o E - 0 '• 
14 •4.0U71'1E•04 
15 -1.u28u5t::·u3 
16 · •1.44757C:-03 

CYCLIC SEGMENT 1:• 

17 
18 
19 
20 

•1.47445£-03 
•9.4106i'E•04 
-1.4/3He-u.3 
·3.54995£-04 

CYCLIC SE~~ENf 2:• 

17 
18 
19 
20 

-2.5121Y E• IJ4 
2. 7 l 5 8 6t • t) 4 
9 • .55 fooE-04 
3.S05!>9e•04 

CYCLIC SEG~iNf .3:• 

17 
18 
19 
20 

•6.98781E•d4 
•2. 004 9.; E-04 

3.7273..SE•G!> 
•1.40565E•u3 

CYCLIC St::G~ENT 4:-

17 
18 
19 
20 

•2.17334E•G3 
• 1 • 71147£-03 
•2.976U5E•/J3 
•3.32593E•U3 

CfCLIC StG~E~T 5:• 

17 
HI 
1\1 
20 

•2.o971UE•0.3 
•2.J644:>t::-0.5 
•3.~0519E•u3 
•2.59.5U2E•u3 

LOADING CASE 

y 

O.OOOOOE+01 
u.lJUUdUE+U1 
O.OlJOUGE+01 

-2.56251[•04 
-2.91101E-v4 

9.41920£-()4 
-3. l294 7£-04 
-3.6998SE•04 

1.27517E•U3 
-5.35,78£-04 
-6.28736£-01+ 

2.13799£-U..S 
4.661:lo1E•U5 
5.U1559c•U4 

•1.54~95E•05 
-s. 00279[•03 

•o.27660E•0.5 
-,.78824E•Oi 
-7.526i'1E•CJ3 
•6.53097E•J.5 

•5.39371E•03 
•2. 9 lSnE-03 
•5. 77~o5t:•tJ.5 
•4.4'+!>61E•03 

•t..03ll42E•0.5 
-, • 54661iE•IJ3 
•3.v2.392E-0.5 
•3.17.5 04E•03 

•4.10426E•U3 
•1.5j468E•U.3 
•3.0.3003E• 03 
•4.70866E • 03 

•5. 4'7.35E•03 
•2.V9o62t.•0.5 
-s.o.5:,97t·U.5 
•b.!>25V1E•U3 

ONE 

z 

o.ouoouE+o1 
0.00000£+01 
o.uuOU0E+U1 
4 • 97746E•U4 

-6.84215£-04 
-1.06077£-04 

4.82538£-04 
-1.U9354E-U3 
•..S.919o4E-ll4 

5.55601)£-04 
-1 . 76142E-O.:S 
-8. 9065 7E•04 

1.1525.:!E•Uj 
-1.4505oE-03 
•3.4G764E-U3 
-1.uuooE-u3 

5.94869E•05 
5.9979..3£-05 
1.1242.5E-03 
4.60245E•IJS 

. 3.90973E-03 
..S.9<i787E-u3 
3.~.3231E•IJ3 
5.46657E-03 

1.0.S644E•0.3 
1•U.5.515E.-'.J.5 
.5.1544r.iE•u3 

•2. 481 l4E-U 3 

•4.79952E-03 
- 4 • 7 7 6 4 6 E - 1J 3 
-a . 65935E-0.3 
-9 • .5101.3E• 0 3 

•5. 3822!JE•O..S 
• 5 • 3 4 8 d l E - 1)3 
•9.7o2JiE•LJ..S 
•.3. 98263E-,15 

NODE 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1., 
16 

17 
1d 
19 
20 

1 7 
1 ;:j 
H 
2 (J 

11 
1 cS 
19 
20 

1 7 ,~ 
1v 
20 

Table A4.2.l - Cyclically Symmetric Analysis Results for Helipad. 
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NODE: Dl;jPLACEME.rHS NOUE 
IHJ. t~ 0. 

X y z 
4 1 .21.t4.36E-04 -2.5691UE-04 4 • '9 9 O 7 2 E .. 0 4 4 
5 -3.,71N/E•IJ4 •2.91835E-04 • 6 .-8 5 8 0 l E .. (J 4 5 
6 1. (20~8t:-l)4 9.44211E•U4 -1.06216E-04 6 
( 7.29514£-0) -.3. 74054E:.-04 4. 640'• 3E•04 1 
b •4.,2 ·1 i'9E-04 •3. 7108i+E•04 •1.0960UE-03 8 
9 1.8:S25.3E-04 1.27824E•O.S • 3 • ·9 2 5 6 9 E - U 4 9 

10 5.36528E•US ... S • .Sl042E-04 S .-s 7 6 21 E -IJ 4 10 
1 1 -~.UU694!:.-\l4 •6.30476E"':'04 •1.76519E-u3 11 
12 •3.054~'.:>E•OS 2.14.S17f:.-03 - 8 .-91 8 9 2 E ... O 4 12 
13 2.09.SSSE-04 4.62054E•0S 1 . ··1 s69SE-cn 13 
14 -4.010i5f>·04 5.02v91E-04 -1.45292E-03 14 
15 •1.02977E-03 -1.61537E-05 -3.41561E-0j 1 S 
16 .. 1.449138E.-03 -5.0161:iSE-03 • 1 • 'O 1 5 31 E - O 3 1 I) 
17 •1.4768/JE-03 •6.29338E-03 5 .'9 l:S 8 4 7 E - 0 5 1 7 
18 •9.42403t•U4 •3.79624E-03 6.03783E-iJS 18 
19 •1.4i'555E-U3 -7.54613E-03 1 .-1 2 6 6 7 E - O 3 19 
2U •3.55004E•U4 -o.54829E-O:.S 4 _.6151 OE-!J:S 2 () 
21 •2.':>091 bE-04 •5. 401:SoOE:.•03 3 • 9 21 6 6 E - c.n 21 
22 2.7-t190t-04 -2.9~421E•(J,j 3.919?5E•0.3 22 
2i 9. 58601 t::-(J4 -5. 794.S4E·03 8.85710E-U3 23 
24 3.52143E•04 -4.45851E•03 5.48341E-!J3 24 
25 •6.99571E-04 -4.04247E-03 1 ;o 4 0 9 4 E - 0 3 25 
26 •2.00.3.S6E-04 •1.55198E•!J3 1.03764£-0:S 26 
27 3.8316iJE•05 •3.G3j88E-U3 3.16649E-03 27 

· 28 •1 .40794E:.-03 -3.18.S20E•03 -2 • . 48e>37E-03 28 
29 -2 .1 I (1.3E•03 -4.11642t:.·03 •4.81048E•iJ3 29 
.50 -1.7203oE ... v:S -1.53998E-0.3 •4.787.38£-03 3U 
31 -2.98178(-0J •3.0.S998E-03 -8.68106E ... 03 31 
32 •3.3.32J4E-U3 -4.72225£-03 •9.53356E-U3 32 
33 -2.7U212E-03 •5.47234E•U.3 -5 .'.39634E•03 33 
34 •2.0o831E:.-U3 ... ~S.00512E•U.3 •5.36296E-fJ3 '3 4 
35 -3.81257t::- 0 3 •5.85172E•L13 •9.78797E-03 55 
36 •2.59/6i:IE•03 -6.54329E-03 •.3.99j28E-u3 36 

Table A4.2.2 - Conventional Finite Element Analysis Results for Helipad 
(Single Precision) . 



NUDE DISPLACEMENTS NUDE 
NU. t~ 0. 

X y l 

4 1.244.38E-U4 •2.56914E-04 4.99081E-U4 4 
5 •.S.5?1U2E.-04 •2.91ts39E.;.U4 -6.85818£-04 5 
6 1. l2tJ88f.-04 9.44227E-04 •1.06217E-04 6 
7 7.29S.52E-U5 •3.740'.>8E-U4 4.84054E•U4 7 
8 •4.5l186E-U4 •3.71U88E•04 -1.09602£•03 ~ 
'I 1.i:S32S~E-04 1.27826E-03 -3.92571E-04 9 

10 5.3t>55UE•U5 -5.3704lE-04 5.57634E-04 10 
1'I -8.00905E-U4 •6.30462E•U4 •1 .'76521 E-U3 11 
12 •3.054d7E-05 2.14.321E-U3 -8.91891£-04 1 2 
1 .3 2.09~6H:.-04 4.620~:dE-05 1.1569dE-03 13 
14 -4.U1·101E-U4 S.U2102E-04 •1.45293E-03 14 
1 5 •1.02978E-U3 -1.61517E•OS - 3 .'I+ 1 5 6 5 E .. 0 3 1 5 
16 •1.4498SE-l)3 -S.01693E-03 -1.01532E-03 16 
17 - 1 • 4 7 6 8 ·1 E .. O 3 •6.2934oE•03 5.98839E.-!)5 1 7 
18 .. 9.42410£:.-04 •.S.7983fJE-03 6 • 'O 3 7 8 3 E - 0 S 1~ 
19 -1.47556E-03 -7.54625E-U3 1 . '12668E-03 19 
20 -3.549'f8t.-04 -6.5484-0E-03 4 . '61516E-03 20 
21 •2.50908E-04 •S.40868E•U:S 3.92172E•U3 21 
22 2.79199E-04 •2.9o42SE·Ll3 3 .-91 9 8 1 F.. - 0 S 22 
23 9.38626£-04 •5.79442E-!J3 d .'85 724E-03 23 
24 3. 52 1 5i:sE•G4 •4.45858E•iJ.5 5.48351E•U3 24 
25 •2.7u215E-03 -5.47243E-U.S •S.'39642E•d3 25 
26 -2.061:S33E•03 •j.QQ516E•0.3 - 5 • 3 6 3 0 4 E - rJ 3 26 
27 •3.81261E-03 -5 • .35182E-Oi •9.?8813E-J.:> 27 
28 •2.59771E-U3 •6.54.339E•03 -3.99334E-0.3 28 
29 •6.9'J569E-04 -4.{J42':>2t.-03 1.040913E-u3 29 
30 -2.00331E-04 -1.S52u1E-03 1.03768E-U3 30 
31 3.83267E-U5 -3.03392£-03 3.16656E-03 31 
32 •1.40795E-v3 •J.18325E-U.S -2.48638E·U~ 32 
33 '.92.1171,E-0.3 •4.11648E-O.S •4. 3105 .3E-03 33 
34 -1.72040£-03 •1.5400UE-0.3 • 4 • 7' 8 ? 4 3 E • I) 3 34 
35 •2. 98 I 81JE-03 -:S.04002E-03 -8.68116E-0.3 35 
36 •3.5.5238E-0.5 •4 .72232E -U::.i -9 .33368E•03 .36 

Table A4.2.3 - Re-node numbered Finite Element Analysis for Helipad 
(Single Precision). 
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1rnuc. D l S P U\ C E ,,., tf\i T S ~JODt:. ri u. r~ o. 
X y z 

4 1 . 24414[-u4 -2.56836E-U4 4.98947E-04 4 5 - .5 • 5 t 0 5 5 l - (• 4 ·2.91759E-U4 -6 . '.85686£-(.;4 5 
A 1.l2ul3[-u4 9.44U37E.-04 -1.CJ6216E-04 6 l 7 • 2 'I 2 6 2 E - n 5 -3.IJ9L6E-U4 4.83866£-04 7 8 -4.52129E-04 -s. 7ll957t.-04. - 1 ."0 9 5 b 1 I:. - 0 3 8 
9 1 • d .5 2 Y:i L - U I+ 1.27~011:::-03 - :~.92554E-04 9 1Ll 5 • .:\ 61 4 HE - 1! 5 - 5 • .)601!31: -(J4 5.57334£-()4 1U 11 -8.0U?e,1E-U4 -6 • .3U2U5E-(.J4 -1 • 7 6 4 9 0 E - 1L5 1 1 1 2 -:5.D54t,.ut:.-u5 2.142A4E-03 -8.91831£-04 1 c'. 1 j 2.U929KE-ll4 4.6370:3E-05 1.15651£-()3 13 1 .~ -4.01047E-04 5.02182(-04 -1.45279E-U3 1 4 1 5 -1.U29601:-U3 -1.59741E-u5 - 3 .-i:. 1 4 9 8 E - U 3 1 5 1 b - ·J .44969£-l.)3 -5.01553(-03 -1.01524E-J3 16 

1 7 - 1 • 4 1 6 6 2 ~~ - IB -6. 2918.3E-1l3 5.9o324E-OS 1 l lb -Y.1-t221ot-04 -3.79726E.-U3 6.0.5264£-05 1 8 1 9 -1 • 4 ? 5 .3 6 t - (J 3 - 7 • 5 4 4 5 6 E. - (J.S 1 .-1 2 6 4 9 E - U :3 1 9 2U - .'>.)501 H:~-84 -6. 54oo9l::-u5 4.61400E-ll5 2 (J 
21 -2. '.J J ·--11~ 1 F-U4 -5.40721[-0j 3.92062E.-03 21 
22 2.79U95t-04 -2.98337[-0:S 3.91871E-u3 22 
~ .s Y • .5hj66E.-U4 -'.J.792661:-03 8.85493E-03 23 
24 3. s2u1 ·, t:.-u4 -4.45{2~[-()j 5.4819:5E-03 (_ 4 
2'.-J -b.99';,JU[-l.!4 -4.0413lE-03 1 • 0 4 U 4 6 E - ()3 25 
26 -2.CJJ345E.-D4 -1. 5)1 .59l:.-0.5 1 .OY?16E-03 26 27 3.dc442t::-D'> -3. CJ3i9UE -U3 3 ."1 6 5 4 4 E - O 3 (7 
2 K -1 • 4 f) 7 7 4 E - u 3 -3.1 b 219E-U3 -2.4~609E-03 2 t; 
i:'9 -2 .1 l6 d'I E-tJ3 -4.11526E.-U3 - 4 .-K O 9 6 4 f.; - 0 3 24 3U - 1 • ? 2 l) 1 3 E - D 3 -1.539.SoE-0.5 -4.7 8 o54E-o3 3 f) 
~1 -2.9 o 131E.-td -3.0389 9 E.-U3 - 1-$ • 6 7 9 4 3 E - r1 3 ., 1 
32 -3. ·3j1 o 3t:-t; J -4.72101[-03 -9 • . 33183E-u:-s 32 3 3 - 2 • l U 1 ?2 E. - (Jj -5.41 ll 94E-U3 -5.39525E.-U3 33 
-~4 -2.Uo19lt-ld -:1. o n42 g l-U3 - 5 .-3 61 b 6 E - ,n 34 
_,s 5 - :~. ~ l195E.-u3 -'). b ';, u 2SE-o :-s -9.78S 8 5E-ll3 3S .fo -2.':J'll~ 11f..-u 5 -6. 541 63[ -(J 3 -3 . 99235E-0 3 3 6 

Table A4.2.4 - Double Precision Conventional Finite Element Analysis 
Results for Helipac . 



NOlJE D I S P L A C EM E l'-4 T S rw. 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
1 1 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
1 7 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3J 
31 
32 
.s 3 
34 
35 
:S6 

X y l 

1.24414E•04 •2.56836t:•U4 4 • '9 8 9 4 7 E - 0 4 -3.570'>5E-u4 .. 2.91 l59E.•U4 . •6.85686E-U4 1.72U75E-D4 9 .• 44u37E•U4 •1 .06216E-OI+ 
7.2Y262E•05 -3.139U6!.:.•U4 4 .'83866E-U4 -4.521291::.-()4 -3.70937.E.-()4 •1.09561E-0.3 1.832J5E-04 1.~7801E-U3 •3.92554E•04 5.36148t.·u5 -5.36803E-04 5 .'5 7384E-04 •8.UO('o1E•iJ4 •6.3CJi05E-04 •1 .76490E·03 •3.0S440t:•G5 2.14284E-03 •8.91831E-04 2.0929dE•U4 4.63103E-05 1 .'1 5 6 5 1 t. - 0 3 •4. U'I 04 7E•04 5.U2183E•U4 •1 .'45279E•0.3 -1.029601:-03 •1.59141E•05 -3;41498E·03 -1.44969E-03 -5.01553E-03 •1.01524E-03 •1.47662E•03 •6.29183E .. 03 5.98325!:-05 -9.4227ht:-u4 •3.79726E•U3 6.03265E-05 • 1 • 4 7 5 3 6 E .. 1) .3 -7.54437E•0.3 1 .'1 2 6 S IJ E- O 3 •3. 550 l 2E-0lt •6. 5'+669E·03 4.61401E-03 -2.50942E•04 •5.40721E-03 3.92062E•IJ5 

2.7909SE-G4 •2.98.337E•03 3.918711:-03 9 • .58368E-04 •5.79286E•0.3 8 _.g 5 4 9 3 E - 0 3 3. 5 2011 E:. •U4 -4.45i'28E-03 5.4~193C:•U3 •2.l0172E•Cd .. 5 • 4 7 U 9 4 t: - () .3 -5.39525E-UJ -2.06797!::.-03 -3.U0428E-()3 -5.36187£-\)3 - 3 • ~ 1 1 9 5 E - !J 3 -5.B5026E-03 •9.785d6E•O.S • 2 • j 9 7 3 0 E • {)3 •6.54169E-03 •3.99235E• 0 3 •6.99511E-04 ·4.U4131E•03 1 • 04046E •O -~ -2. 00YdE-1)L+ -1.551'.39E•U3 1.u3716E•O:S 3.82440E:.-OS -3.03290E•03 3.16544E•03 -1.40774E·03 -3.18219E-C.3 -2 .'48609[-0'.S -2.1?681E:.-03 •4.11S26E- iJ3 • 4 • ·3 O;; 6 5 E • U 3 .;.1. 72U1 J[-u3 -1.55938[-03 •4.7865SE-U.3 -2.9~131E-03 •3. 031:199E.•03 .. 8 • 6 7 9 4 3 E • U .S ~:s.J31~3E.-u:; ~4. 72Hi2E-O:S •'1.3318H:-u.s 

Table A4.2.5 - Double Precision Re-node numbered Finite Element Analysis Results for Helipad . 
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NOOE 
1\10. 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
1 1 
1 2 
13 
14 
1 5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2 () 
2 1 
~2 
23 
'd.4 
~5 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
_j 3 
.3 4 
.55 
3o 

I ., 



HELLY-PAD ANALYSIS 3.7.HU. 
5 16 3 4 2 41 4 6 6 0 
16.o a.a -~.o 
16.0 -8.0 .. z.u 
16.0 o.o -18.0 
11.9 6.1 -1.3 
11.9 -6.1 -1.3 
1D.8 O.U -1.1.4 
7.6 4.3 -0.6 
7.6 -4.3 -0.6 
5.6 o.o -8.9 
3.236 2.351 o.o 
3.2.56 -2.:551 u.u 
o.o o.u -4.0 
-1.236 3.804 o.u 
-4.0 o.o o.u 
-1.236 -3.804 o.u 
o.o o.o o.o 
8 • 0 0 • u 8 • u 
d.O u.O 4.U 
16.0 0.0 8.U 
9.708 7.053 8.U 
7 o.o u.u u.u 
2.1Et11 o.u 0.4U93 u.u2os 
2.1E+11 0.0 0.3661 U.J1dj 
2.1E+11 O.U 0.3473 0.0114 
2.1Et11 G.O 0.3171 0.1)159 
2.1E+11 U.O 0.2836 U.0142 
2.1E+11 o.u u.2569 0.0129 
2.1E+11 u.u o.o O.D 
3 6 1 
6 9 1 
9 12 1 
1 4 2 
4 7 2 
7 10 2 
2 5 2 
5 8 2 
8 11 2 
2 4 3 
4 5 3 
3 4 3 
3 5 3 
4 6 3 
5 6 3 
4 9 3 
5 9 3 
7 8 3 
7 9 3 

d 
9 
9 
10 
10 
1 1 
4 
8 
10 
11 
13 
14 
12 
12 
12 
10 
1 1 
10 
13 
14 
15 
11 
17 
1 7 
18 
17 

· 1a 
19 
10 
13 
1 1 
1U 

, 16 
16 
16 
16 
20 
2U 
20 
1 7 
1 8 
17 
1 
16 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
0 

124 

9 3 j 0 
10 j 1 1 1 1 
11 .5 2 1 1 1 

11 3 ..s 1 1 1 
1 2 .) 

12 3 
8 3 
10 3 

13 4 
1 5 4 
14 4 
15 4 
13 4 
14 4 
15 4 
14 4 
14 4 
16 4 
16 4 
16 4 
16 4 
16 4 
18 5 
19 5 
19 ' 20 5 
20 5 
20 C, 

18 4 
14 15 11 
18 4 
13 14 15 
17 5 
16 16 ·16 
18 5 
16 16 16 
23 6 
21 5 
22 s 
21 5 
22 5 
22 !) 

0 5 0 
o.u 0 • (J -1 uou ,J .1j 

17 o.u u.o -1'.)UOO.u 
19 o.u i.J. u - ~ J uu. fJ 

20 0 • (J (J. l) -5UUUlJ • .) 

I 7 u.o o.o .. , 5 ( )I) lJ • i) 

19 o.o (J • u -SUUll.u 

Table A4.2 . 6 - Helipad Data for Cyclically Symmetric Analysis Program . 



.s 4 (J.C,lb 16 31.) u.u12 1 9 3 33 6 0 121 3 5 U.016 29 30 a.u12 20 16.0 8.0 -2.0 4 6 0. U 11':S 16 33 u.u12 2 .s 16.U •8.U -,.o ., 6 O.U18 16 34 o.u12 24 16.0 o.u -18.0 4 9 o.01~ 3.5 34 0 • U 1 2 27 11. 9 6.1 •1.j 5 9 0.018 1 7 21 u.u12 28 11. 9 -6.1 -1 • j 7 ~ 0.016 17 33 u.012 31 10.8 o.o -13.4 7 9 0.010 21 25 0.012 .3 2 7.6 4.S -U.6 8 9 o.01t> 25 29 u.u12 35 7.6 -4.3 -0.6 9 10 n. (;18 29 33 0.012 1 ~ 5.6 o.o -8.9 9 11 U.U18 18 22 0.012 16 3.256 2.351 u.o 10 1 1 o.u1b 18 .34 0.012 29 .3.236 -2.5S1 o.u 1 O 12 0.010 22 26 0.012 31 o.o G.O -4.0 1 1 12 0.010 26 30 0.012 .s 2 -1.236 3.b04 (J • u 4 8 0.018 30 34 0.012 33 -4.0 o.o o.u 8 10 O.CHs 1 7 22 0.012 35 -1.236 -3.804 o.u 10 13 (J.iJ15 18 33 0 • U I 2 o.o o.o 8.0 1 1 1 5 0.015 21 26 u.012 8.0 o.u 8.0 13 14 0.015 25 30 u.012 8.0 o.o 4.0 14 1 5 0.015 29 34 o.u12 16.U o.u 8 • (J 12 13 0.015 17 19 u.012 9.708 7.053 8.0 12 14 0.015 13 19 0.012 2.472 7.6u9 B.O 1 2 15 0.015 21 2:; 0.012 2.472 · 7.609 4.0 10 14 0.01; 22 23 0. Li 1 2 4.944 15.217 ~ • l) 1 1 14 O.G1S 2~ 27 U. l) 1 2 -.S.708 11.413 8.u 10 16 0.015 · 26 27 o.u12 -6.472 4.702 8.0 . 13 16 0.015 29 31 0.012 -6.472 4.702 4 • (j 14 16 0. 0 ·15 j(J 31 u.012 -12.944 9.406 8.0 15 16 0.015 .33 35 u.012 -12.0 o.o 8.0 n 16 u.01, .54 .55 o.u12 -6.472 -4.702 d • t) 10 18 0.015 17 2U 0.012 -6.412 -4.l02 4 0 U 11 18 0.01s 18 20 0.012 -12.944 -9.406 8.0 10 22 0.01s 1 7 36 o.01~ -3.708 -11.413 8.U 1 .s 22 0.015 18 3o O.U12 2.472 -7.6()9 8.U 13 26 0.015 20 21 0.012 2.472 .. 7. 609 4.U 14 26 0.01, 2l) 22 0.012 4.944 -15.217 ~.u 14 30 0.015 21 24 u.012 9.708 -(. ()53 8.0 15 j(J 0.01:i 22 24 1.i. 01, 2.1E+11 1 5 34 0.015 24 25 u.012 3 0 0.025 11 34 U.015 l4 26 0.012 6 9 0.02s 16 1 7 u.012 25 20 O.Oi2 9 12 0.025 16 18 0.012 26 2b u.u·u 1 4 0.02 17 18 G.012 28 29 u.012 4 7 o.u2 16 21 0.012 28 .so o.u12 7 10 O.Ol 16 22 G.012 29 32 0.012 2 ~ 0.02 21 22 o.u12 30 32 o.u1, 5 8 0. G2 16 25 u.012 52 .33 0.012 ~ 11 0.02 16 26 u.012 32 34 u.01t 2 4 O.U11:! 25 26 0.012 33 36 O.J12 4 5 0.010 16 29 0. 01 2 34 36 0.012 

Table A4.2.7 - Helipad Data for Conventional Finite Element 
Analysis Program. 
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2 (j u. u1 
23 u.u1 
24 U. U 1 
27 u.01 
26 o.u1 
31 U. Ll 1 
32 u.J1 
35 ().lJ1 
36 u.u1 
36 0. (J j 

o.o o.u -10u uu .u 
u.o u.o - 1 s l ) I_; fJ • 11 

o.o o.o - 5 0uL. Ll 
o.o 0.0 •S1HJ \;U e i) 

o.o u • ll -1,u1,u. J 
o.o U r .u -')LJ iJU.u 



Appendix 4.3 - Recommendations and Suggestions for the Improvement 

of the Cyclic Symmetry Analysis Program 
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I . Th e node numbering for the central region and cyclic segment 

structure should be independent , so tha:t changes to the number of nodes 

in the central region does not necessitate the renumbering of the cyclic 

segment nodes - and thus element data. In effect, this means starting 

at one for the nodes of both regions, rather than numbering the central 

region nodes and then continuing onto the cyclic segment nodes. 

II. It should be possible for the cyclic segment structure to be 

reanalysed - having made some modifications to its geometry - without 

having to include the unchanged central region in the reanalysis. 

III. The number of transformed load-stiffness-displacement systems 

calculated and solved should be controllable via a data input parameter, 

so that unnecessary transformation calculations are not carried out . 

IV. Rather than storing in binary files intermediate results which are 

used again , they could be recalculated, thus saving on storage space and 

the read/write time. 

V. Efficient computational methods should be used throughout the program , 

which take advantage of symmetry and sparseness to again reduce the store 

requirement and calculation time . 

VI. The calculation of forces and stresses should be included along 

·with relevant stability checks on slender members . 

VII . A selection of structural elements should be included to improve 

the structural modelling capability of the program. 
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Appendix 5.1 - Allowable focal length variation of a Hornologically 

peforming Parabolic Antenna 

z 

Jf { 
r' 

The difference 

between the actual 

panel shape and 

the correct 

panel shape will 

produce a surface 

error and this 

therefore must be 

below that specified 

by the observed wave 

length for 

sufficiently good 

operation . 

r ; 

(z ') 

dn = dz cos a 

Similarly dn' = dz ' cos a' 

This difference is defined as : 

~n = dn - dn' , 

Ac~ uo.l i"'·"'e\ 
Sho.pe f-o r po. ra\ool o,~ 
of focal I €"jll.. t 

where tan a r /2f . 
m 

where tan a' = r /2f'. 
m 

(AS.1.1) 
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(see figures), where 

dn = dz cos a 

and dn' = dz' cos (l I . 

Now 

dz = (z. + (r-r.) tan a) - z (r) , 
l. l. 

(A5. l. 2) 
and dz' = ( z ! + ( r- r. ) tan (l I ) - z' (r) 

l. l. 

Thus equation (A5.1.l) becomes: 

6n = {(z.+(r-r.)tana)-z(r)}cosa-{(z~+(r-r.)tana')-z'(r)}cosa', 
l. l. l. l. 

where 

and 

tan a= 
(r. +r ) 

l. 0 

4f 
cos a = 

cos a' = 2 ( f+df) 

2f 
tan a' = 

(r. +r ) 
l. 0 . 

4 (f+df) 

(A5. l. 3) 

For small values of (df/f) , cos a' ~ cos a and (1-1/(l+df/f)) ,,,. df/f , 

which on substituting into equation (A5.l.3) and rearranging gives: 

6n = (A5. l. 4) 

The largest value of 6n will occur in the central panel ring 

where the curvature of the paraboloid surface is greatest. Thus for a 

15 m diameter dish , of focal length 5.4 m , having five rings of 

panels whose innermost ring is defined by : r. = O. 5 m and r = 2 . 3 m • 
l. 0 

6n is given by: 

6n = ( df) { 2. 8r - 1. 115 - r2} 
f 21. 78 ' 

which on substituting r = 1 . 4 m - the centre of the panel ring - gives : 

6n = 0.0372 (~f) 

as the largest value which occurs . 

Now for reasonably efficient observations (i.e. ns = 0.5 in 



equation (5.4.3)) 

of o. 35 nun : 

tin ~- \/16 • Thus for an ope rating wavelength max 

or 

or 

tin ~ 
max 

o. 35x10- 3 

16 

0.0372 (df) 
f 

0.35Xl0- 3 

16 

5.88Xl0-4 

df ~ 3.18 nun (for f = 5 . 4 m) 
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This value of df is calculated on the assumption that there are no 

other surface errors present, which of course there are. This implies 

that a smaller limit should be placed on . df . However, another 

assumption made , was that the focal length was correct for the horizon 

pointing case , so that df is the result of the difference between the 

horizon and zenith pointing homology paraboloid focal lengths. In 

practice, the actual reflecting surface could be made to have a focal 

length between the two, thus reducing df (by· a half if the mean value 

of £ and f' i s used). The calculated limit f o r df is therefore 

of the right order in practice. 

For the 15 m diameter three panel ring dish design considered in 

chapter six, where 

fin 
max 

tin 
max 

= 

= 

r. = O. 5 m , 
J. 

r = 3.525 m and f = 5.4 m, 
0 

(df) {4.025x2.0l25 - 1. 7625 - (2.0125) 2 } 
f 21.972 

0.104 (~£) 

Thus for a minimum observable wavelength of 0 . 4 nun 

0.4xlo- 3 

16x0.104 m 

df 1.3mm. 



Appendix 5.2 - Best Fit Paraboloid and r.m.s. Deviation 

5.2 . 1 - Signal path length change minimization 

' z 

r 

0>1 ~e detotffl <!J 
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B<1..st P p<>-mbo\o,d 
4-f'.z' = (.x''+ .:t). 

nflech~j ~'"'i"ce. 

" Fig.AS. 2.1 - The change in path length of a signal reflected at P. and p . 
l. l. 

The best fit paraboloid is defined as the one which minimizes the 

sum of the signal path length changes squared. 

Let P. be a point on the deformed reflecting surface and let 
l. 

" P . be a point , in the same signal path , but on the best fit paraboloid 
l. 

A 
If f,,r = FP - FP , then the change in path length 

i i 

f,,p of a signal reflected at point 

given by: 

t,,p, = f,,z, + f,,r, 
l. l. l. 

A 
P , 

l. 
rather than at point 

Now for small values of f,,z (compared t o r . ) ; 
l. 

f,,r, = f,,z, cos a , 
1 1 

or /:i.r. = f,,z, sin(ir/2 -a) 
1 1 

and from figure AS.2.1 sin(ir/2-a) = 

f ' -~ . 
thus /:i.r . = ( l.) f,,z . 

i r. i 
l. 

which on substituting into equation (AS.2 . 1 ) gives: 

P. 
l. 

is 

(AS.2.1) 

(AS.2 . 2) 



tip. 
l. 

f'-~ 
i = 6z . + ( )~z . 

l. r. l. 
l. 

On rearranging this equation we get : 

f'+r -z 
i i)tiz. ~p . = 

l. r. l. 
l. 
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(AS . 2 . 3) 

(AS.2.4) 

Now because of the path length of any reflected signal is the same 

we can saythat: 

2f' = f' + r. 
1 

,. 
- z 

i 

which on substituting into equation (AS.2.4) gives: 

tip. 
2f' 

tiz . = 
l. r. l. 

l. 

2f'tiz. 
tip. 

l. 
or = I 

l. ( f I +z,) 
l. 

since r . = f' + ~ . 
l. l. 

from equation (AS.2.5). 

(AS. 2. 5) 

(AS. 2. 6) 

Since in practice f .' - f (where f is the initial focal length) 

must be small , f' may be replaced by f in equation (AS . 2. 6) . Similarly , 
,. 
zi may be replaced by z. 

l. 
(the initial 

therefore becomes : 

bp. = 
l. 

2( 1 
)tiz. 

l+(x~+y~)/4f2 1 

l. l. 

z value). 

The best fit paraboloid is then found by minimizing 

The axes of the best fit paraboloid, (x',y',z') 

Equation (AS.2.6) 

(AS. 2. 7) 

n 
l (tip,)2 • 

i=l l. 

, are assumed to 

have a translational and rotational displacement from the initial 

(undeformed) paraboloid axe~ (x,y,z) , see figure AS.2.2. These 

consist of an origin shift in the x and z directions, and a 

rotation of ~ about the y axis in the x-z axes plane . 

The coordinate transformation from the (x,y,z) axes to the 

(x',y',z') axes is then given by: 



z r . /' 
I / 

'"~ ,:/ 
----

Fig.AS.2.2 - Best fit paraboloid axes in relation to 
the initial axes . 

x' = (x-x )cos~ - (z-z )sin~, 
0 0 

y' y I 

z' = (x-x )sin~+ (z-z )cos~ 
0 0 
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(AS .• 2. 8) 

which for small values of x , z and ~ may be simplified to : 
0 0 

x' = (x-x ) - z~ I 
0 

y' = y I 

z' = x~ + (z-z ) 
0 

by ignoring second order terms in X I Z 
0 0 

and ~ • 

(AS·. 2. 9) 

The distance, tiz, between a point on the defo rmed surface and a 

point on the best fit paraboloid, in the same signal path is given by: 

/J.z. = 
l. 

" z'(x'.,y:) - z! , 
l. l. l. 

(see figure AS.2.1), where ~:Cx'.,y:) 
l. l. l. 

(AS. 2 .10) 

is the value computed from the 

equation for the best fit paraboloid, 4f'z' = (x 12+y 12 ) , and z' 
i 

is 

the actual z-coordinate of the point P' 
i 

on the deformed surface 

relative to the (x',y',z') axes. Thus the square of the path length 

change of a signal reflected at point P. 
l. 

is given by: 

, I 

, I 
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2 2 
( ) {z'(x'. , y'.) - z'.}2 
l+(x~+y~)/4f2 i i i 

i i 

2 
(x! 2+y'. 2) 

or (tip.)2 
i 

= 
2 i i 

( ) { 4f' - z~ }2 
i 

(AS. 2 .11) 
l+(x~+y~)/4f2 

i i 

Applying the co-ordinate transformation defined by equation (AS.2.9), 

equation (AS.2.11), in terms of the original (x,y,z) axes, becomes: 

(t.p.) 2 = 
i 

(AS. 2.12) 

which, by ignoring second order terms in x
0

, z
0 

and ~ may be 

simplified to: 

(tip . ) 2 = 
i 

2 2 (x~+y~) 
{ 

i i 
( ) 4f I 
l+(x~+y~)/4f2 

i i 

2 
z. + z } 

1 0 

(AS.2.13) 

and z by f, equation (5.2.13) can be 
0 

converted to the non-dimensional form: 

-2 -2 
8 

2 (x . +y.) 
{ 

i i 
= ( ) 4f I 

4+ cx~+y~> 
. i i 

(AS . 2 . 14) 

- - 2 
- z . f + z f} 

1 0 

where x . = x . /f , . y. = y . /f, z . = z./f , x = x /f and z = z·/f 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

The best fit parabola will now be developed for the two cases of 

zenith and horizon pointing. 

Zenith Pointing - The deformation of a zenith pointing dish is assumed 

to be such that only change in focal length and a vertical shift of 

.the initial paraboloid origin takes place . Thus , x and ~ are 
0 

a ss umed t o b e zero. Eq uation (AS .2. 14) c a n the r efor e be s i mpli f i ed to: 

8 cx ~+y~ > 
( )2 { i i 

-2 -2 4f ' 4+(x . +y.) 
i i 

(AS .2.15 ) 

By putting 
f 

and w. = ( 
8 

) 
1 4+<x~+y~> 

i i 

equation (A.5.2.15) 0 z = 4f' ' 

may be rewritten as : 
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(fip.)2 w~f2 (a (x~+y~) - ) 2 = - z. + s l. z l. Zl.l. l. z (AS. 2.16) 

The function to be minimized is therefore given by: 

n n 

l (tip,) 2 = f2 l w~ (a (x?+y?) - z . + sz 
) 2 

i=l l. z i=l 
l.Zl.l. l. 

(AS.2.17) 

where n is the number of surface panel support po ints in the structure. 

Applying the calculus method of minimization, the function will be a 

minimum when the following conditions are satisfied: 

n 
(fip.)2 

l. z 
= f2 I 2w?(a (x?+y?)-;,+s ) (x?+y~) = 0 , 

l. z l. l. l. z l. l. 

and 
ar 
as z 

(fip,)2 
. l. z 

i=l 

n 

l 
i=l 

2 2, ,-2 -2, - o ) = w. a x.+y. -z.+µ 
l. z l. l. l. z 

which on rearranging becomes: 

a I w~cx~+y~> 2 + s I z l. l. l. z = l 

a l w? (x~+y~) + s l w~ z l. l. l. z l. 
= l 

(AS. 2 .18) 

0 , 

(AS.2.19) 

On solving for a 
z 

and sz f' and z may be found from: 
0 

f' f 
and = 

4a z = fS 
0 Z 

(AS.2.20) 
z 

Horizon Pointing - The deformation of a horizon pointing dish is 

assumed to be such that only an angular displacement of the paraboloid 

axis and a translational displacement of the origin (along the x-axis) 

occurs. Thus it is assumed that z is zero and that f ' = f 
0 

Equation (AS.2.14) can therefore be simplified to: 

-2 -2 8 2 (x. +y . ) 
= ( ) { l. l. 

4+<x~+y?> 
4 

l. l. 

Again, by putting and 

equation (AS.2 . 21) may be rewritten as : 

2 2 2 - - - 1 -2 -2 - 2 ( Ap) = w f {a X + Q X z + (x +y) z} 0 i H i Hi µHi i 4 i i - i 

w. 
l. 

- 2 
z.f} 

l. 

(AS.2.21) 

= ( 8 ) 

4+<x~+;;~, 
l. l. 

(AS . 2 . 22) 

I' 
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The function to be minimized is therefore given by : 

n n 
w2 (a x + s x z +l(x2+y2> 

2 
l (flp.) ~ = f2 l - z.) 

i=l 
1 

i=l 
i H i H i i 4 i i 1 

(AS. 2. 23) 

Applying the calculus method of minimization , the above function will 

be a minimum if the following conditions are satisfied : 

n , . 
2, 2 - - - 1 -2 -2 - - -= f l 2w. ( a

8
x. + B

8
x. z. +-

4 
(x. +y.) - z.) x. z. = 

i =l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 I 

(AS. 2. 24) 

and 
n 

= f 2 ' 2w 2 (a x + B x z + l(x2+y-2 > z > x z = o . 
. ll i H i H i i 4 i i - i i i 
1= 

which on rearranging become: 

, 2-2 , 2-2- 1, 2 -2 -2 - , 2- -
a

8 
l w . x . + B

8
l w . x . z . = - -

4 
l w . ( x . +y . ) x. + l w . x . z . , 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1, 2 -2 -2 - - , r -2 = - -
4 

l W • ( X . +y . ) X • Z . + l W • X • Z . 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

On solving for a
8 

and B
8 

, and x may be found from: 
0 

cp = -2B . 
H 

and 

(AS. 2. 25) 

(AS.2.26) 

The best fit parabolas for the z enith and horizon pointing cases 

are thus given by: 

and 

4f1 z = x 2 + y 2 + 4f'z 
0 

4fz = x2 + y2 - 2x x - 2cpxz, 
0 

respectively. 

5.2 .2 - r.m.s. deviation 

(AS. 2. 27) 

The r. m. s . deviation of the deformed surface from the best fit 

paraboloid is defined as the average of 

support points, and is thus given by: 

n 

I 
0'2 i=l = r. m. s. n 

(flp.) 2 over all the surface 
1 

(AS.2.28) 

11 ---~ 
I 



where 

6.z. 
1 

6.z. 
1 

w. = 
1 

( 8 ) 

4+ cx~+y~ > 
1 ,1 

= f(a (x~+y~) - z. + s ) 
Z 1 1 1 Z 
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for the zenith pointing case, 

for the horizon pointing case, 

and n is the number of surface support points . 
I' 



Fig.A6.l. l - A cycli cally symmet r i c s u r f ace supporti ng dish 
s t r u c t u r e moun ted o n a fo u r point off-axis 
system via a central barrel. 
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Appe ndix 6.1 - The Initial Telescope Str ucture Des i g n 

One o f the main r easons for specifying a cassegrain type of 

arrangement fo r t he telesc ope (whi ch i s a lso the case fo r the Briti sh 

1 5 m mil limetre wave telescope) is so that the electronic receiving 

and amplification equipment can be placed at the centre of the structure 

- where it is more easily supported and more- easily accessible. In order 

to do this a hole has to be _made in the centre of the primary reflecting 

dish and also a ' clear ' space behind it to accommodate the electronics . 

This rules out a structure design which is supported at two points on 

the par aboloi d a xis - lik e the Bonn dish . To get ove r this problem a 

system of four off-axis points is used to support a central ' barrel' to 

whi ch the cyclically symmetric· dish structure is connected - see 

fig ure A6 . l . l . The four point barrel supports are themselves held by 

the e l evati on circl e structure and a xis a r ms - see f igure A6 .l. 2a and b . 

Another adv a n tage of using t his cen t r al barr el support system is , 

tha t by mak i n g the diamet e r o f the barrel l a r ger a t the bottom than at 

the top, the co ngestion, which o the rwise t e n ds to o ccur wi t h l a r ge 

numbers of radial ribs connected on the axis , is greatly reduced. 

The cyclically symmetric dish structure consists of twelve radial 

ribs with twe lve h a lf ribs b e tween the m in t he o ute r two panel rings . 

Each primary rib is connecte d to the c e ntral barre l and to its 

immediate n e ighbours - s e e fi g ure A6.l.2a and b. 

The geometry of the cyclically symmetric dish structure is large ly 

governed by the positions of the reflecting panel support points. Each 

of the six ty panels supported in this case are m::>unted at three points 

on their perimeter . These are arranged so that there are six support 

points per cyclic segment - s e e fig ure A6 . l. 3 . 
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Fig.A6.l .2a - Central barrel and elevation mounting structure. 
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Fig .A6 . 1. 2b 

I' 



Fig.A6.l.3 - Complete structure. 

· ln,,u ,..;"'5 or 
1 t f' "-""e\s 

Fig . A6 . l. 4 - Arrangement of panel 
segment. 

Ov.har ,..;v15 

o{ %4- P"'"'"ls 

mounting points for one cyclic 

From the panel mounting arrangement shown in figure A6.l.4, it 
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can be seen that the position of the mounting points is governed by the 

size and shape of the panels. Now the size of the panels dictates the 

value of the panel loading taken at each point and it has been f ound 

that the smoother the variation of loading over the six points, the 

easier it is to obtain good homological behaviour. Thus, by careful 

design, the panel loading for the arrangement shown above, can be made 

to be equal for support points 2 to 5 and half the value at points 1 

and 6 - s o producing the smoothest possible arrangement of panel loads. 



Appendix 6 .2 - Computer Generated Stereo Pictures 

In order to produce an image of a three-dimensional object on a 

two-dimensional surface one of the three dimensions must be ignored. 
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This is also what happens on the retina of the human eye! Now by 

viewing a three-dimensional object from two slightly different positions, 

and comparing the two images produced, information about the third 

dimension can be obtained - which is how our brain forms the three-

dimensional images we have of our surroundings. Thus, by presenting 

each eye with a single two-dimensional picture which is suitably 

different from that seen by the other eye, we can trick our brain into 

thinking it is receiving the images produced by viewing a real three-

dimensional object, and so form a three-dimensional image. 

By using a digital plotter, driven by a computer, it is possible to 

produce the two slightly different pictures necessary to form a 'stereo 

pair' quickly and accurately. Each picture is obtained by drawing the 

two-dimensional projection of the perspective view seen by each eye 

- see figure A6.2 . l. In this case, the perspective viewing routine 

* FROM3, provided by the GINO graphics package, is used - see box A6.2.2. 

Examples of stereo-pairs produced in this way are included in the 

pocket at the end of this volurne. 

* GINO-F User Manual Issue 2 - CAD Centre, MadingleyRoad, Cambridge. 
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z 

"j x, y and z are the picture a x es 

and a , a and a the rotation X y Z 

of the picture axes about the 

GINO axes X, Y and Z g g g 

L 

'~ 
Different views of the telescope 

are obtained by rotating the 

picture axes . 

D/10 

Fig.A6 . 2 . l - Perspective Views for Stereo Pair Generation . 

Each picture is produced full size and then scaled down to fit on an AS 

sheet of pape r - see e xamples. (Dis the telescope diameter . ) 

CALL FROM3( 0 .0 ,-D/20, SD) Le f t v i ew po int. 

CALL ROTSET( a , a ,a ) 
X y Z 

CALL PICY 

CALL RESET 

CALL FROM3 (0.0,D/20 ,SD) 

CALL ROTS ET (a ,a ,a) 
X y Z 

CALL PICY 

- Rotate structure to desired positio n . 

Draw s perspective vi ew . 

- Ca nce l s rotations. 

- Ri gh t v i ew point. 

Box.6.2.2 - Program subroutine calling sequence used to produce stereo pairs of a given view. 

l 
I I 



Appendix 6.3 - A Semi-Rigid Joint Model 

6.3.1 - Joint model definition 

Pz:· ( 
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?,. . 
;; 

Fig.A6.3.l - Co-ordinate axes 
and end-loads for a three
dimensional tubular element . 

The load-displacement relationship for a three-dimensional line 

element defined with respect to its local co-ordinate system is given 

by[*]:-

P. = K .. d. + K .. d. -J. -J.J.-J. -J.J-J 
(A6. 3.1) 

P. = K, .d. + K .. d. -J -JJ.-J. - JJ - J 

For a tubular element which possesses only axial strength and some 

shear strength depend~ng on its slenderness ratio, the stiffness matrices 

defined in equation (A6.3.1) are given by: 

' * 

K .. -J.J. = K .. 
-J J 

= 

and K. . = K. . = -K . . -J.J -JJ. -J.J. 

0 

12kEI/L3 

0 

Livesley, R.K. - Matrix Methods of Structural Analysis, 2nd Ed., 
Pergamon Press, 1975, pp.32. 
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where E = Youngs modul us , 

A - Cross-sectional area of element, 

I = Second moment of area of element cross-section , 

L = Le ngth of element, 

and k = ~ - to produce the semi- rigid lateral stiffness components, 
where r = radius of gyration of the element cross- section. g 

Equation (A6.3.1) may thus be rewritten in the form: 

P . = K . . d. - K. .d. ~1 -11-1 - 11- J 

(A6.3.2) 
P. = -K . . d. + K .. d . -J -11-1 -11-J 

Transforming into global co-ordinate space equation (A6.3 . 2) becomes: 

P! = Td' TK .. T . - Td' TK .. T . -1 --11- -1 --11- -J 
(A6.3.3) 

P! T = -TK . . T d. + Td' TK .. T . -J --11- -1 --11- -J 

where P!, P ! , d! and d! are the global load and displacement -1 -J -1 - J 

vectors for nodes i and j respectively , and T is the co-ordinate 
transformation matrix. 

z 

Fig.A6.3.2 - Co-ordinate transformation. 
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From figure A6.3.2 the transformation matrix T can be defined -
as: 

T = x . . /L -x .. y . ./Lr; -zji/r;, ) 1 )1 )1 

yji/L r;,/L 0 ·for r;, > 0 

z .. /L 
)1 

-y .. z . . /Lr;, 
)1 )1 xji/r;, 

or T = u 
-1 ~] 0 for r;, = 0 and yji > 0 

0 

(A6.3.4) 
or T = 

[-: 
1 

:J 
0 for r;, = 0 and yji < 0 

0 

where x .. = x.-x. I yji = yj-yi I z .. = z.-z. )1 J 1. )1 J 1 

and r;, = /zji + xj~ 

6.3.2 - Joint model experiment 

To compare the displacement behaviour of a pin-joint , rigid joint 

and semi-rigid joint model, the displacement behaviour of a simple 

cantilever structure is considered - see figure A6.3.3. All members are 

of length L cross-section area A , section radius of gyration rk and 

Youngs modulus E • The loads !'.
3 , !'.

4 and !'.s are in the proportion 

3 5 

Fig.A6.3.3 - Joint model test structure. 



~
3 

5~
4

: 2~
3 - to represent the typical loading on one r adial rib 

of a telescope structure . 
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The Load-Displacement relationship for each joint, relative to the 

global co-ordinate system 

P . T = TK .. T d. -1 --11- -1 

P. T 
= -TK . . T d. -J --Ji- -l. 

-

+ 

(x ,y ) 
g g 

T 
TK.kT d . 
--1 - -J 

T TK .. T d. --JJ- -J 

is given by : 

where P., P. , d . and d . are the global load and displacement -l. -J . -l. -J 
vectors respectively for nodes i and j , and T is the local to 

global co-ordinate transformation matrix . 

For the pin-joint model: 

K .. = K .. = K .. = K .. = r:L :J - l.l. -JJ -l.J -Jl. 

and 
P. : r l ' P. : r l d. = [::t and d. = [::1 -l. X -J X -l. -J p p 

y i y j 

For the rigid-joint model: 

K .. = lt 0 

6EI~L2] 
, 

K .. : lWL 0 

. -6E;/L2] 
-l.l. -JJ 

12EJ/L3 
0 12EI/L3 

6EJ/L2 4EI/L 0 -6EJ/L2 4EI/L 

and T 

lt 0 K .. = K .. = 
-6E;/L2] 

-l.J -J l. 
12EI/L3 

6EI/L2 4EI/L 

and 

P. : f l ' P. : ~:1 , d. = 

[::1 
and d. = 

[::1 
-l. X -J -l. -J 

p 
y 

m . l. 

For the semi-rigid joint model: 

K .. = K.j = K .. = K .. = L:L 6EI:L3] 
-l.l. -J -l.J -Jl. 

-1 



and P.=[PJ , P.=~P], d.=~dJ -1 X -J X -1 X 
. p p d 

y . y . y . 
1 J 1 

and 

The results of varying the slenderness ratio (L/~ ) are 

presented in figures 6 . 3.la,b,c of chapter 6. 
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--t / 
I. 





Stereo pairs of the homology deviation surfaces given in fig . 6 . 5 . 1 . 





Stereo pairs of an early version of the U. K. Millimetre Wave Telescope Structure . 



I , I 

I 



Stereo pairs o f the two v i ews g i ven in fig . 6 . 1 .2 (and the same as thos e in fig .6. 2.1) . 

~ 





Stereo pairs of the Helipad Structure described in Chapter 4 and Appendix 4.2. 

--------------/ 




